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Summary

Multiphase metallic alloys such as advanced high strength steels are of great
interest for the automotive industry due to their high strength compared to
conventional forming steels. With their exceptional material behaviour they
enable lightweight and fuel-efficient designs while not compromising safety.
To further improve on their performance, the ductility needs to be increased,
promoting a high energy dissipation in crashes. One of the failure mechanisms
which limit the ductility is decohesion of internal phase or grain boundaries.
It is believed that dislocation accumulation at these internal boundaries leads
to pronounced local stresses which may induce interface decohesion. Yet, the
underlying small-scale mechanisms behind this failure process are not properly
understood. By bridging this gap in knowledge, a step towards an improved
material performance with higher ductility can be attained.

To achieve a better understanding of the mechanisms underlying dislocation
induced interface decohesion, a nano-scale modelling approach is pursued in this
thesis. It considers a two-phase microstructure with a single glide plane that is
intersected by a phase boundary. The modelling approach is based on the Peierls–
Nabarro model and considers a finite, two-dimensional medium that is split into
two linear elastic subdomains connected by the glide plane. Along the glide plane,
a dislocation induced tangential displacement jump, or disregistry, relates to a
restoring shear traction according to a periodic shear traction-disregistry law.
A two-phase microstructure is introduced by assigning phase specific material
properties to the elastic region and to the glide plane. A dedicated cohesive zone
based fracture model along the phase boundary allows for interface decohesion.
By solving this model in a finite element framework, a natural interplay between
dislocations, external boundary conditions and phase boundary is obtained. This
numerical approach reduces the full complexity of edge dislocation interaction
with phase boundaries to only dislocation transmission and decohesion of the
phase boundary, and allows one to study in detail the competition between these
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two phenomena.

In Chapter 2 the numerical Peierls–Nabarro model is utilised for a two-phase
microstructure consisting of a soft phase that is flanked by a harder and stiffer
phase. The embedded glide plane is oriented perpendicular to and continuous
across a perfectly bonded and fully coherent phase boundary. Centred within the
soft phase lies a dislocation source that emits edge dislocation dipoles under the
influence on an applied shear load. It is shown that dislocations approaching
the phase boundary are obstructed by the phase contrast alone. The intensity of
dislocation obstruction is studied for a pure elasticity contrast, a pure glide plane
contrast and a combination of both. Single dislocations and dislocation pile-ups
of different sizes are considered.

The total free energy of the system considered, which is composed of the elastic
energy and the misfit energy of the glide plane, is a highly non-convex functional.
Chapter 3 introduces a truncated Newton method as an efficient non-convex
solution algorithm for such problems. An additional modification, utilising prior
knowledge on the disregistry profile of a dislocation, enhances the computational
performance significantly.

In Chapter 4 the quantitative accuracy of the adopted Peierls–Nabarro model is
studied. A comparison is made with a similarly conditioned atomistic model in
terms of disregistry profile, displacement and strain field, and external strain
at transmission. Different complexities of the glide plane potential are studied,
including a simple sinusoidal, a Fourier representation and a coupled normal-
tangential disregistry coupled model. It is shown that despite its simplicity, the
numerical Peierls–Nabarro model is able to capture the atomistic results qualita-
tively reasonably well. Quantitative differences emerge due to the idealisation
innate to the adopted Peierls–Nabarro approach.

In the atomistic context, the glide plane potential represents the misfit energy
between two adjacent atomic planes. Hence, when applied to a zero-thickness
interface, the potential needs to be reduced by subtracting the linear elastic
response of a layer of one atomic spacing thickness. In Chapter 5 the Fourier
potential is modified accordingly. Likewise, to include interface decohesion, a
reduced exponential (in tension) and quadratic (in compression) potential is
adopted along the phase boundary as a cohesive zone. The reduced potentials
are employed to study in detail the influence of the phase contrast and the
interface toughness on the competition between dislocation transmission and
phase boundary decohesion.
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In Chapter 6 the influence of the so far adopted ideal phase boundary on the
obtained results is studied. To this end, the proposed model is extended in two
ways. i) To model the atomic interaction between the two phases, a transition
layer with a thickness of the interatomic spacing is introduced. The material
properties of the elastic region, glide plane and the cohesive zone are chosen
accordingly to reflect the atomic interphase interaction. ii) A periodically fluctu-
ating initial stress field, reflecting the presence of a periodic defect structure, is
introduced along the phase boundary. The results show only a small influence of
the transition layer on the obtained results. The periodically fluctuating initial
stress field, on the contrary, has a strong impact on the outcome of the simula-
tions, depending on its magnitude as well as on the impingement position of the
glide plane with respect to the local nature of the stress field.

The study shows the versatility but also the limitations of the model for dis-
location interaction with phase boundaries. Although its simplicity limits the
possible phenomena by the amount of employed mechanics, it provides an effi-
cient tool to qualitatively understand the influence of the involved mechanics on
the interaction of dislocations with phase boundaries.





Chapter 1

Introduction

1.1 Industrial background

One class of materials that is of great interest for the nowadays steel industry
are multiphase metallic alloys, such as advanced high-strength steels [1]. In
the automotive sector for instance, they enable with their advanced material
performance lightweight and fuel-efficient designs without compromising safety.
While their complex microstructure is at the origin of their exceptional material
performance, it also gives rise to complex failure mechanisms which are not fully
understood yet. Only by gaining more insight into the underlying phenomena it
will be possible to optimise these materials towards greater ductility, providing a
higher energy absorption in crashes.

In order to acquire a deeper knowledge of the complex failure phenomena, a
deep understanding of isolated mechanisms is essential. An important failure
mechanism of interest in multiphase metallic alloys is the decohesion of internal
boundaries such as phase and grain boundaries. It is believed that decohesion at
such boundaries may be traced back to a local stress build-up originating from
dislocations piling up against them. To understand the underlying mechanisms
of dislocation induced interface decohesion, models may be employed to acquire
a qualitative and quantitative understanding of the local governing phenomena.
Especially at the atomistic scale, where sound experiments are not at reach,
models are the only resource to gain a deeper knowledge of the underlying
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fundamental problem. Considering the high complexity of the interaction of
dislocations with the phase boundary, the numerical solution of these models is
often essential.

1.2 Scientific state of the art

A common computational modelling approach to study the core problem of dislo-
cation interaction with internal boundaries is presented by atomistic simulations
based on molecular statics or, more commonly, molecular dynamics (MD) [2].
Based on often rather complex interatomic potentials it describes the full re-
sponse of an atomic system. The potential phenomena of dislocation interaction
with internal boundaries, including decohesion, emerge naturally. In this context,
previous research studied the diverse nature of dislocation interactions with
phase boundaries and grain boundaries [3–13]. Reported phenomena were dis-
location transmission, dislocation reflection, dislocation absorption, dislocation
nucleation, crack nucleation and stress-assisted free-volume migration of atoms.
While the spontaneous emergence of these phenomena is the key asset of MD,
it gives at the same time rise to specific disadvantages such as: spatial and
temporal limitations due to high computational costs, difficult interpretation of
the results, little control on the mechanisms which occur and strong dependency
of the solution on the accuracy of the interatomic potential [14].

To describe the dislocation interaction with a phase or grain boundary on larger
scales, constitutive relations are required to capture the essential behaviour, i.e.,
a plasticity model (in the broadest possible sense) for the dislocation behaviour
and an interface damage model for decohesion of grain and phase boundaries.
Figure 1.1 displays typical modelling approaches for plasticity and interface
decohesion across different length scales. Models similar to those in Figure 1.1
have been successfully implemented in a phase-field framework. However, no
link between the dislocation and the decohesion problem has been established
yet.

On the atomistic scale, dedicated dislocation models take the lattice periodicity
into account to adequately resolve the dislocation structure. Short-range and
long-range interactions between dislocations mutually and between dislocations
and a grain or phase boundary are the natural outcome in these models. Existing
approaches comprise the Peierls–Nabarro (PN) model [15–20], Field Dislocation
Mechanics (FDM) [21–23] and phase-field based models [24–27]. On larger scales,
the constitutive relations for the description of the dislocation behaviour grow in
complexity, since they need to account for the long- and short-range interactions
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Figure 1.1: Representative plasticity models and interfacial fracture models
at different scales, relevant for studying interface decohesion in multi-phase
crystalline materials.

between dislocations but also between dislocations and an internal boundary.
A recent review on the incorporation of internal interfaces, such as grain and
twin boundaries, at these scales is presented in [28]. Among others, common
approaches to capture the dislocation interaction with internal interfaces are
discrete dislocation dynamics [29–32], mesoscale FDM [33–36], gradient crystal
plasticity approaches [37–48] and coarse grained phase-field models [49–53].

For modelling of interface fracture, the cohesive zone model, following an ap-
proach originally proposed by Dugdale [54] and Barrenblatt [55], presents a
rather versatile method for modelling decohesion. Due to the high adaptivity of
its underlying formulation, it can be tailored to specific problems ranging from
the nano-scale up to the macro-scale, and has been adopted on the larger scale
to various dislocation problems [30, 32, 56–58]. In that context, recent studies
included elaborate extensions to account for the influence of nearby dislocations,
based on a gradient formulation [58] or on the dislocation density [57]. Consid-
ering the interface nature as diffuse, phase-field models can be adopted on all
length scales [59–67]. Yet, none of the past studies has unveiled the mechanics
behind dislocation induced failure of phase or grain boundaries.
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1.3 Objective and approach

The objective of this thesis is therefore to close this gap and to understand, in
detail, the mechanics behind edge dislocation–phase boundary interaction, and in
particular decohesion of the phase boundary. To this end, the following research
questions are formulated

• What is the exclusive influence of the phase contrast on dislocation obstruc-
tion?

• What dominates the outcome of the competition between transmission and
decohesion for dislocations at a phase boundary? How is this affected by
the formation of a pile-up of dislocations?

• How does the phase boundary toughness influence dislocation induced
phase boundary decohesion?

• How is the interplay between dislocation transmission and phase boundary
decohesion affected by the presence of a periodically fluctuating initial
stress field?

To tackle these research questions, a novel modelling approach is presented in
this thesis. It combines the Peierls–Nabarro model for the dislocation behaviour
and a cohesive zone model for the fracture behaviour in a 2D finite element
method (FEM) framework. Dislocation motion and dislocation interplay with the
phase boundary, including the possibility of decohesion, are all natural outcome
of the simulation. No additional criteria for the interaction of dislocations with
the phase boundary are required. It thus presents a simple, yet computational
efficient, tool for studying the competition between dislocation transmission and
dislocation induced phase boundary decohesion.

1.4 Outline of the thesis

The different chapters of this thesis aim to answer the above research questions
in detail. Accordingly, the remainder of this thesis is structured as follows.

In Chapter 2 the modelling framework of the Peierls–Nabarro finite element (PN-
FE) model is introduced. Considered is an idealised 2D two-phase microstructure
with a single glide plane perpendicular to and continuous across the perfectly
bonded and fully coherent phase boundary. To capture the local interaction
between dislocations and the phase boundary, the Peierls–Nabarro model is
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adopted. The glide plane is treated as a zero-thickness interface that splits
the domain into two regions which obey isotropic linear elasticity. Along the
glide plane a relative tangential displacement, or disregistry, is incorporated,
that gives rise to a shear traction based on a periodic shear traction-disregistry
law. The two-phase microstructure is modelled by assigning piecewise constant
material properties, for elasticity and glide plane potential, to each phase. By
solving the full model in an FEM framework, an automatic interplay between
the dislocations, the phase boundary and the external boundary conditions is
provided. It is shown that for a perfectly bonded and fully coherent interface, the
phase contrast alone induces a resistance against dislocation transmission. In
this context different phase contrasts are studied: i) a pure contrast in elasticity
parameters, ii) a pure contrast in glide plane properties and iii) the combination
of both. To this end, the behaviour of single dislocations as well as of differently
sized dislocation pile-ups are studied.

Considering the problem in terms of the total free energy, the model response is
defined by the interplay between the quadratic strain energy of the linear elastic
medium and the misfit energy intrinsic to the glide plane, calculated by the
periodic potential. The latter entails a highly non-convex minimisation problem
which is scrutinised in Chapter 3. Based on the truncated Newton method, a
stable and efficient dedicated numerical solution algorithm is proposed. Results
show that a trust region like modification, based on the disregistry profile of an
edge dislocation, enhances the computational efficiency greatly.

The quantitative accuracy of the PN-FE model is studied in Chapter 4 by means
of a comparison with an equivalent atomistic model, solved by molecular statics.
In this context, different complexities of the glide plane potential are studied,
including a simple sinusoidal, a Fourier representation and a coupled normal-
tangential disregistry coupled model. It is shown that despite its simplicity, the
PN-FE model provides an adequate accuracy of the dislocation behaviour in
terms of dislocation position, disregistry profile and the qualitative profile of the
strain and stress fields. Quantitative discrepancies are related to the idealised
nature of the PN-FE model.

In Chapter 5, the PN-FE model is extended towards decohesion by furnishing the
phase boundary with an exponential cohesive law, towards the Peierls–Nabarro
cohesive zone (PN-CZ) model. With the additional phase boundary compliance
the dislocation behaviour is strongly affected by the opening behaviour of the
phase boundary and the related bulk relaxation. In a physical context, the
atomistically obtained glide plane and phase boundary potentials represent the
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misfit energy between two adjacent atomic planes, i.e., at a finite distance. When
applied to a zero-thickness interface, as done in the PN-CZ model, it has a
strong influence on the dislocation interaction with the phase boundary. Hence,
a key requirement for an accurate description within the PN-CZ model is the
reduction of the potentials with respect to their initial elastic response. The
reduced potentials are employed to study the influence of the phase contrast and
the interface toughness on the interplay between dislocation transmission and
phase boundary decohesion.

In Chapters 2-5 the exclusive case of an ideal phase boundary is considered. This
is reflected on the one hand by the piecewise homogeneous material properties
in both phases and on the other hand by the fully coherent nature of the phase
boundary. In Chapter 6 the influence of these idealisations on the obtained
results is studied by considering less idealised phase boundary descriptions. For
the first part, the interatomic interaction between Phases A and B is not only
modelled by the cohesive law along the phase boundary, but also by a transition
layer with a thickness equal to the interatomic spacing. Elastic properties and
glide plane properties are chosen accordingly to reflect the interphase interaction.
In the second part, a periodically fluctuating initial stress field is introduced
along the phase boundary by introducing a fluctuating initial normal opening
of the phase boundary. Results show that the interplay between dislocation
transmission and phase boundary decohesion strongly depends the magnitude of
the initial stress field as well as on the impingement position of the glide plane
on the phase boundary with respect to the local stress field.

The thesis concludes in Chapter 7, with a discussion and recommendations for
further research on the dislocation interplay with phase boundaries.
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A computational approach towards modelling dislocation transmission across phase bound-
aries, to be submitted.
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2.1 Introduction

Grain and phase boundaries have been shown to strongly influence the ductile
behaviour of polycrystalline microstructures, as described, e.g., by the Hall–
Petch relation [1]. Internal boundaries constitute barriers against dislocation
motion, resulting in dislocation obstruction and dislocation pile-ups. Eventually,
under sufficiently high shear stress, a variety of events may occur: transmission
of a dislocation into the neighbouring grain, dislocation reflection, dislocation
nucleation in the neighbouring grain or dislocation migration into the boundary.
The aim of this work is to gain a better understanding of the interaction between
edge dislocations and phase boundaries related to dislocation obstruction, pile-up
and transmission. This involves the non-local interaction between the individual
dislocations and also between dislocations and phase boundary. While analytical
solutions are limited to simple cases, most non-trivial studies require a numerical
treatment. To address the latter, various approaches have been pursued in the
literature. Employing Discrete Dislocation Dynamics (DDD) [2, 3] crack growth
within single crystals [4] and along bi-material interfaces [5, 6] has been studied.
This method is capable of modelling discrete dislocation activity in domain
sizes > 10µm and represents an efficient tool to predict corresponding macro-
scale material behaviour. However, DDD requires case specific constitutive
relations for dislocation–interface interactions (e.g., dislocation transmission).
Furthermore, DDD is based on the analytical solution of single dislocations –
often according to the Volterra model – which is questionable in the vicinity of
phase and grain boundaries where the change in dislocation core can play a
dominant role.

Molecular dynamics (MD), on the contrary, accounts for the full atomistic com-
plexity of dislocation behaviour. It is thus capable of fully capturing the local
interaction between dislocations and the interface. Yet, the utilisation of a proper
interatomic potential is essential. This can be a problem within the dislocation
core, as pointed out by Das and Gavini [7]. Recently, MD was utilised to study dis-
location pile-ups by Wang [8] in Al with Σ11 asymmetrical tilt grain boundaries
and by Elzas and Thijsse [9] in iron-precipitate microstructures with coherent,
semi-coherent and non-coherent interfaces. The complexity of the simulations,
however, entails high computational cost. Hence, many simulations are limited
to a small number of dislocations. To model larger systems, the quasicontinuum
method (QCM) [10] has been developed. It preserves atomistic accuracy where
required and approximates with continuum modelling elsewhere. A particular
version of QCM is the coupled atomistic discrete dislocation (CADD) method. It
was proposed by Shilkrot et al. [11] and treats the continuum domain with a
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DDD framework. Both methods were recently adopted to study dislocation–grain
boundary interactions in [12] (QCM) and [13–15] (CADD). Besides the complex
implementation of the pad-region connecting the continuum and the atomistics,
the proper choice of the interatomic potential remains a crucial matter.

A full continuum approach that retains the discrete nature of dislocations was
introduced by Acharya in [16] based on the early work of Kröner [17, 18], Mura
[19], Fox [20] and Willis [21]. In this theory, dislocations are viewed as sources of
elastic incompatibility and are modelled with a dissipative dislocation transport
equation. Following De Wit [22], Fressengeas [23] included disclinations to
account for rotational defects such as grain boundaries. Recently, Zhang et al.
[24, 25] incorporated the effect of lattice periodicity and stacking fault energy to
capture dislocation core effects and studied arrays of edge dislocations on one or
multiple slip planes in homogeneous and bi-metallic media. The phase boundary
is considered as impenetrable and hence introduces an artificial influence on
dislocations interacting with the phase boundary.

Another approach was established by Shen and Wang [26] with a phase-field
methodology. The total energy is decomposed in the stacking fault energy of
the glide plane, the elastic strain energy following the microelasticity theory of
Khachaturyan and Shatalov [27] and a gradient energy term for the dislocation
core. The Ginzburg–Landau relation describes the evolution of the dislocation
structure. Mianroodi et al. [28, 29] extended this framework to atomistic de-
termination of the gradient term via energy scaling and showed an improved
accuracy of the dislocation core structure in comparison with Peierls–Nabarro
modelling. In a recent study, Zeng et al. [30] studied transmission of a single
dislocation across a bi-metallic interface. Considering a lattice mismatch be-
tween both phases, coherency stresses and residual dislocations at the phase
boundary were incorporated. However, basing the coherency stress purely on the
mismatch of material properties, no change in coherency stress due to dislocation
interaction is included – as one would expect from the change of the boundary
structure as a result of approaching dislocations. Also, no spreading out of a
screw dislocation core into the interface is possible – as observed by Anderson
and Li [31] and by Shehadeh et al. [32]. One of the major drawbacks of this are
is computational cost. Hence, domain sizes in the order of 100nm are the largest
feasible, resulting in relatively strong image forces arising from the commonly
applied periodic boundary conditions.

To investigate the interaction of a single screw dislocation with a slipping and
coherent bi-metallic interface, Anderson and Li proposed in [31] a simple and
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computationally efficient approach based on the Peierls–Nabarro (PN) model
[1, 33, 34]. Following the analytical approach of Paracheco and Mura [35], they
described the screw dislocation by a series of infinitesimally small dislocations
with the two-phase stress field by Head [36] and balanced it against the glide
plane tractions of the Frenkel sinusoidal. Shehadeh et al. [32] extended this
model for studying screw dislocation transmission across a non-coherent Cu-
Ni interface. The Generalized Stacking Fault (GSF) energy surface [37, 38] is
utilised for accurate glide plane and phase boundary tractions and additional
coherency stresses describe the lattice mismatch between both phases. Similar
to the phase field approach by Zeng et al. [30], a change of the coherency
stresses due to the local change in phase boundary structure is not accounted for.
Additionally, due to its simplicity, an extension towards higher complexities such
as phase boundary decohesion or multiple slip systems is not straightforward.

Other approaches based on the PN model concentrated only on studying dislo-
cations in homogeneous media and not on dislocations in two-phase microstruc-
tures: Schoeck [39, 40] studied the dissociation of dislocations and the energy of
a dislocation dipole considering the GSF energy surface and using a variational
approach with an ansatz for the dislocation profile. Rice [41] suggested a method-
ology to analyse nucleation of perfect and partial dislocations from stressed crack
tips based on the J-integral. Xu et al. [42, 43] extended the variational boundary
integral method of Xu and Ortiz [44] towards the PN dislocation. By modelling
the dislocation as a continuous distribution of infinitesimal dislocations [45] they
analysed dislocation nucleation from crack tips under mixed mode loading. Later,
Xu and Argon [46] adapted this method towards nucleation of dislocation loops
in perfect crystals via a centred circular perturbation and Xu and Zhang [47]
towards dislocation nucleation from crystal surfaces. Xiang et al. [48] introduced
with the generalised PN model an extension towards 3D, including not only a
planar disregistry but also a normal opening of the glide plane. The elastic stress
field of a curved dislocation was assessed with Mura’s formula. They then studied
the core structure of perfect and partial dislocation loops in Cu and Al under
different values of applied stress.

In this chapter, the PN model is utilised in 2D plane strain modelling of edge
dislocation–phase boundary interaction in two-phase microstructures. Consid-
ered is a single glide plane which intersects a fully coherent phase boundary.
The glide plane is modelled in accordance with the PN model as an interface
that splits the domain into two linear elastic media. Along the glide plane, bulk
induced shear tractions balance glide plane shear tractions. The latter origi-
nate from the disregistry, the displacement across the glide plane, by a periodic
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shear traction-disregistry law based on the Frenkel sinusoidal [49]. Individual
phases are modelled by adopting phase specific material properties for the elas-
tic medium and the glide plane. The full model is discretised spatially using
the finite element method (FEM) and in time by a backward Euler scheme. A
highly non-linear problem results, which is solved numerically with an implicit
Newton–Raphson algorithm.

Different to previous applications of the PN model, the dislocation induced bulk
stresses are not given by an analytical solution, but rather the result of solving,
numerically, the governing equations. The model accounts for the interplay
between dislocations, external boundary conditions and the phase boundary,
while automatically taking the material’s properties into account. With only a
few parameters it is a rather straightforward model that captures the mechanics
of the edge dislocation–phase boundary interaction in an adequate manner. It
presents therefore a suitable tool for studying dislocation transmission across
phase boundaries.

In this study, a two-phase microstructure is considered, consisting of a soft phase
that is flanked by a harder phase. The glide plane is assumed to be perpendicular
to the phase boundaries throughout the two phases. On it, at the centre of the
soft phase, lies a dislocation source that nucleates dislocation dipoles under
sufficiently high shear stress. At the outer boundary of the problem domain a
shear deformation is applied which triggers dislocation nucleation and drives
the dislocations towards the phase boundary. This configuration is employed
to study dislocation obstruction at the phase boundaries, pile-up formation and
dislocation transmission into the harder phase.

After the problem statement and model formulation in Section 2.2, the numerical
treatment is detailed in Section 2.3. In Section 2.4 the model is verified by a
comparison with analytical solutions and a convergence study is performed. The
influence of phase contrast and dislocation pile-ups on dislocation transmission
is then studied in Section 2.5. The chapter finishes with conclusions in Section
2.6.

2.2 Problem statement and model formulation

2.2.1 Problem description

To study the interaction between edge dislocations and a phase boundary the
domain Ω with its boundary ∂Ω, as sketched in Figure 2.1, is considered. Each
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material point in Ω is mapped by the position vector~x in the two-dimensional
Euclidean point space R2 with the basis vectors~ex and~e y. Domain Ω consists
of Phase A that is flanked by Phase B, each with distinct material properties.
Between both phases lies the shared phase boundary Γpb which is assumed
normal to~ex

Ω=ΩA ∪ΩB (2.1)

∂Ω=
(
∂ΩA \Γpb

)
∪

(
∂ΩB \Γpb

)
(2.2)

where ΩA and ΩB are the regions occupied by Phases A and B, respectively.
In each phase i ∈ {A,B} lies a single glide plane Γi

gp normal to ~e y with the slip
direction~ex, splitting Ωi into Ωi

±

Ωi =Ωi
+∪Ωi

− (2.3)

∂Ωi =
(
∂Ωi

+ \Γi
gp

)
∪

(
∂Ωi

− \Γi
gp

)
(2.4)

Figure 2.1: Idealised dislocation motion in a two-phase microstructure with a
single glide plane and a centred edge dislocation source.

The glide plane is initially defect-free and carries straight edge dislocation lines
in the direction~ex ×~e y only. Dislocations are nucleated from a dislocation source
centred in Phase A. It emits a dislocation pair with Burgers vector ±b~ex (a
dislocation dipole) when the local resolved shear stress exceeds the critical value
τnuc, representing the activation stress of a Frank–Read source. The resolved
shear stress results from a shear deformation applied on the remote boundary
∂Ω and the dislocation induced internal stress field. A freshly nucleated dipole
starts moving under the local Peach–Koehler force towards the phase boundary,
where it will interact with this interface.
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For the present study, the glide plane Γgp is taken perpendicular to and con-
tinuous across a fully coherent phase boundary Γpb. Interfacial decohesion is
inhibited. Only dislocation motion from a soft Phase A to a stiff Phase B is
considered. Accordingly, two possible dislocation–phase boundary interactions
may exist: (1) dislocation obstruction and (2) dislocation transmission into Phase
B. Evidently, dislocation obstruction may lead to the formation of a dislocation
pile-up in which dislocations exert repelling forces on each other.

2.2.2 Governing equations

Under the absence of body forces the equilibrium of domain Ω is governed by the
momentum balance in Ωi

±, along Γi
gp and along Γpb:

divσi =~0 in Ωi
± (2.5)

~T i
gp,− = ~T i

gp,+ on Γi
gp (2.6)

~TA
pb = ~TB

pb on Γpb (2.7)

where σi is the stress tensor in Ωi
±, ~T i

gp,± =σi
± ·~e y the shear tractions acting on

∂Ωi
±∩Γi

gp and ~T i
pb =σi ·~ex the shear tractions acting on ∂Ωi ∩Γpb. The perfectly

bonded and non-damaging phase boundary Γpb is enforced by the displacement
continuity

~uA =~uB on Γpb (2.8)

Following the concept of the classical Peierls–Nabarro (PN) model [1, 33, 34],
linear elastic material behaviour under a plane strain condition is adopted in
each subdomain Ωi

± at time t:

σi = 4C i : ε (2.9)

ε= 1
2

(
~∇~u+

(
~∇~u

)T
)

(2.10)

where 4C i is the fourth-order elasticity tensor associated with Phase i. Along
the glide plane Γi

gp a large displacement jump ~∆ is allowed for that originates
from dislocation glide:

~∆= [[
~u

]]=~u+−~u− (2.11)

with

~∆=∆t~ex (2.12)
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and a zero normal component ∆n. Associated with ∆t, in the following denoted
disregistry ∆, is a glide plane shear traction T i(∆) which defines the vector
~T i = ~T i

gp,±:

~T i = T i(∆)~ex (2.13)

In this chapter a periodic shear traction-disregistry law is employed as follows

T i(∆)= T̂ i sin
(

2π∆
bi

)
+ηi∆̇ (2.14)

with the traction amplitude T̂ i and the damping coefficient ηi. The first term
in Eq. (2.14) is the Frenkel sinusoidal function [49] and represents the periodic
restoring force acting between the initially aligned atoms above and below the
glide plane. The second term in Eq. (2.14), with the damping coefficient ηi, is
an addition to the classical approach and introduces a time dependency in the
solution ~u(~x, t). Using this term, the dynamic evolution of the dislocations is
regularised and numerical stability is guaranteed. As shown in Appendix 2.A,
η can be related to the drag coefficient commonly used in DDD. The choice of a
Frenkel sinusoidal function follows the classical PN model. As shown by Rice [41],
∆ not only includes the inelastic, but also the elastic disregistry between the two
adjacent atomic layers. Although this implies that the elastic response of that
layer is accounted for twice, qualitative studies remain possible and valuable.
A physically more realistic shear traction-disregistry relation is based on the
Generalized Stacking Fault energy (GSFE) [38]. The GSFE can be obtained from
atomistic calculations [37, 50, 51] or from the density functional theory [52, 53].

In the classical PN model a single static dislocation in a homogeneous and infinite
medium is considered. The analytical solution for the disregistry profile can then
be obtained as [1]

∆(x)=−b
π

tan−1
(

x− x1

ζ

)
+ b

2
(2.15)

where x1 denotes the dislocation position and ζ the dislocation core half-width
(in an isotropic crystal [38])

ζ= µb
4π (1−ν) T̂

(2.16)

with the shear modulus µ and Poisson’s ratio ν. For a two-phase microstructure
no analytical solution is available and a numerical solution strategy is thus
required.
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2.2.3 Boundary conditions

Considering the model in Figure 2.1, it is apparent that the solution of the
problem has the symmetry property ~u(−~x)=−~u(~x) with respect to the dislocation
source (~x =~0 with respect). It is hence possible to reduce the model domain to the
half-model presented in Figure 2.2 with model height 2H, length L and length
LA of Phase A. The symmetry boundary condition reads

~u(y)=−~u(−y) onΓps = {(0, y)|−H < y< H} (2.17)

The shear deformation is imposed on ∂Ω\Γps in form of displacements that are
consistent with a purely linear elastic model response – neglecting the glide
plane – which would result under an applied shear load τ. Correspondingly, τ is
used to parametrise the Dirichlet boundary conditions

uy = τ

µA x on∂ΩA \
(
Γpb ∪Γps

)
(2.18)

uy = τ

µB (x−LA)+ τ

µA LA on∂ΩB \Γpb (2.19)

ux = 0 on∂Ω\Γps (2.20)

Figure 2.2: Geometrical two-phase model for edge dislocation–phase boundary
interaction with point-symmetry at x = 0, y= 0.

2.3 Numerical implementation

2.3.1 Finite element discretisation

The weak form of the balance of momentum (2.5) and (2.6) with the constitutive
relations (2.9), (2.10) and (2.14) and the phase boundary constraints (2.8) and
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(2.7) can be derived from the Generalized Clapeyron’s formula [54, Chapter 5.14]
as ∫

Ω\Γgp

(
~∇~u∗

)
: 4C :

(
~∇~u

)
dΩ+

∫
Γgp

~∆∗ ·~T dΓ= 0 (2.21)

Here, ~u∗ is the test displacement and ~∆∗ =
[[
~u∗

]]
the test disregistry. In order to

solve Eq. (2.21) numerically for the displacement field ~u(~x, t) a discretisation in
time and space is required. For the temporal discretisation the backward Euler
method is adopted. Let ~u(~x, t) be a known solution. An approximation of the
velocity ~̇u is given by

~̇u ≈ ~u (~x, t+θ)−~u (~x, t)
θ

= ~u−~ut

θ
(2.22)

where θ is the time step. Hence, the shear traction-disregistry law (2.14) reads
in discretised form

T i = T̂ i sin
(

2π∆
bi

)
+ηi∆−∆t

θ
(2.23)

This leads to a non-linearity of the weak form which is solved implicitly with a
Newton-Raphson scheme at each time t+θ:∫

Ω\Γgp

(
~∇~u∗

)
: 4C :

(
~∇δ~u

)
dΩ+

∫
Γgp

~∆∗ ·δ~T dΓ= (2.24)

−
∫
Ω\Γgp

(
~∇~u∗

)
: 4C :

(
~∇~u

)
dΩ−

∫
Γgp

~∆∗ ·~T dΓ

where ~u and ~T denote the computed state variables at the previous iteration
k and δ~u is the iterative correction to be solved for. δ~T is related to δu via Eq.
(2.11) and

δ~T = ∂~T

∂~∆

∣∣∣∣∣
∆=∆k

·δ~∆= M ·δ~∆ (2.25)

with

M = M~ex~ex (2.26)

and, from Eq. (2.23),

M = T̂ i 2π
bi cos

(
2π∆k

bi

)
+ ηi

θ
(2.27)
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For the spatial discretisation use is made of the FEM with Lagrange shape
functions. Adopting the Voigt notation, Eq. (2.24) can be rewritten as(∫

Ω\Γgp

BTC BdΩ+
∫
Γgp

PT N̄˜ T MN̄˜ P dΓ
)
·δu˜ =− f˜ int (2.28)

with

f˜ int =
(∫
Ω\Γgp

BTC BdΩ
)

u˜+
∫
Γgp

PT N̄˜ T T˜ dΓ (2.29)

Here, N˜ and N̄˜ are the shape functions for bulk and glide plane, respectively, B
contains the spatial derivatives of the shape functions in N˜ , C is the Voigt elastic-
ity matrix, M is the glide plane tangent stiffness, u˜ are the nodal displacements
and T˜ are the nodal glide plane tractions. P is a matrix such that in accordance
with Eq. (2.11)

∆˜ = P u˜ (2.30)

holds, e.g., for the linear quadrilateral interface element

[
∆1−4

t
∆2−3

t

]
=

[−1 0 0 1
0 −1 1 0

]
u1

t
u2

t
u3

t
u4

t

 (2.31)

with nodes 1 and 2 of Ω− initially coincident with nodes 4 and 3 of Ω+. Tie
constraints for the description of the point symmetry (2.17) and the glide plane
constraint ∆n = 0 are adopted in a standard FEM manner.

Each domain Ωi
± is discretised by bilinear quadrilateral elements with four

Gauss integration points. For the glide plane linear interface elements of zero
thickness with two Gauss integration points are used.

2.3.2 Dislocation nucleation

As stated in Section 2.2, a dislocation source is used to nucleate dislocation dipoles
each time the resolved shear stress τres at the position of the source exceeds
the critical value τnuc. The numerical implementation entails: (1) checking the
condition τres ≥ τnuc; (2) introduction of the positive part of the dipole at a certain
position x where the dislocation (dipole) close to its stable equilibrium position.
Latter is motivated by the computational expense that is required to propagate a
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dislocation (dipole) from its nucleation position towards equilibrium. Focusing
on the process of dislocation transmission and not dislocation motion towards
the pile-up, a nucleation close to the static equilibrium is desirable.

For the nucleation criterion, the (converged) mean resolved shear stress τres
m is

computed in the vicinity of the dislocation source using Eq. (2.23):

τres
m = 1

L0

∫ L0

0
TA dx (2.32)

The disregistry rate (∆−∆t)/δt plays only a negligible role since either a potential
dislocation is very close and the sinusoidal term is highly negative (no dislocation
nucleation) or the dislocation is distant and the disregistry rate insignificant
(potential dislocation nucleation). For the point-symmetric model the interval
0≤ x ≤ L0 is used to average the resolved shear stress. For the distance L0, use
is made of the DDD equivalent for a newly nucleated dipole as formulated by
Van der Giessen and Needleman [2]:

L0 = 1
2

µAbA

2π(1−ν)τnuc
(2.33)

Once the nucleation criterion is fulfilled, a positive dislocation is introduced (and
hence due to the point-symmetry also the dipole) by solving an intermediate BVP
with new Dirichlet boundary conditions. At the outer boundary one requires

δu˜ = 0 on ∂Ω\ΓPS (2.34)

Additionally, at the first iteration, the disregistry profile of the to be nucleated
dislocation is imposed by the analytical solution (2.15):

δu˜x,± =±bA

2

(
−1
π

tan−1
(

x−Lnuc

ζA

)
+ 1

2

)
on Γgp (2.35)

where δu˜x,± are the displacements belonging to ∂Ω±∩Γgp, and Lnuc the nucle-
ation position of the new dislocation. During the subsequent iterations δu˜x,± = 0
applies. After solving the intermediate BVP, the simulation is continued with the
previously defined Dirichlet boundary conditions – and an unconstrained glide
plane.

To find a suitable nucleation position Lnuc, the position x is sought at which the
current glide plane shear tractions T(x) and the shear stresses σ±

xy(x) of the to
be nucleated positive/negative dislocation, situated at ±x, are in equilibrium:

T(x)+σ+
xy(x)+σ−

xy(x)= 0 (2.36)
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Neglecting the influence of the left boundary, a good approximation for σ±
xy(x) is

given by Head [55, Section 10] who derived the stress field of a dislocation in a
bi-metallic medium. Mathematically, Eq. (2.36) may have j+1 stable equilibrium
positions and one unstable equilibrium position in L0 ≤ x ≤ LA. However, for j > 0,
only one stable equilibrium position lies between L0 and the pile-up (min x j).
Hence, an upper bound for the dislocation nucleation position is introduced as

Lmax =
{

LA for j = 0
min(x j) for j > 0

(2.37)

The unstable equilibrium position characterises the point at which a small
perturbation leads either to annihilation of the dipole or to dislocation motion
towards the phase boundary into the stable equilibrium position. Thus, the
nucleation position is chosen as the position x ∈ [L0,Lmax] where Eq. (2.36) holds
and that is the closest to the phase boundary (x = LA).

2.4 Verification and convergence study

2.4.1 Single dislocation in a homogeneous medium

The verification of the implemented PN continuum model is accompanied by a
mesh convergence study in a single dislocation framework. The numerically ob-
tained stress field of the dislocation in a homogeneous material is compared with
the analytical solution presented in [1], i.e., a true verification step. Considered is
a model of dimensions L×2H = 100b×100b; uniform meshes are employed, with
element sizes of h = b/8, b/4, b/2, b, 2b. For the linear elastic behaviour of the sin-
gle Phase A considered, a shear modulus of µA = 80.77GPa and a Poisson’s ratio
of νA = 0.3 are adopted. The glide plane amplitude is chosen in alignment with
the small strain limit of linear elasticity as T̂A = µAbA/2πdA, where dA is the
interplanar spacing [1]. For simplicity bA and dA are assumed to be equal such
that T̂A = µA/2π. The Burgers vector is b = bA = 0.25nm. Following Appendix
2.A, the viscosity is defined by the relationship ηA = B/b in terms of the Drag
coefficient B = 10−4 Pas. The critical nucleation stress is set to τnuc = 0.048 T̂A.

With the application of a constant shear load of τ= 0.054 T̂A dislocation nucle-
ation is triggered, enforced here at Lnuc ≈ 40.5b. Subsequently, the dislocation
moves in accordance with the BVP towards the rigid surface at x = L and settles
in its equilibrium position x1. Here, the dislocation position x1 is defined as the
coordinate where ∆ = b/2. Figure 2.3a shows the final dislocation position x1
as a function of the element size h. The convergence behaviour is presented in
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Figure 2.3b where the absolute error with respect to the finest discretisation
considered, ε= |x1(h = b/8)− x1(h)|, is plotted against the mesh size h. A strong
influence of the discretisation on the final dislocation position is evident for
coarse discretisations. Mesh sizes of h ≥ b lead to an absolute error of ε ≈ b
and above. For element sizes h ≤ b/2, however, the dislocation position quickly
converges, resulting in an accuracy on the order of 10−6 b or better. A (too) coarse
discretisation is unable to represent the gradient of the disregistry and leads
hence to a large deviation of the dislocation position.

Figure 2.3: Influence of the discretisation on the dislocation equilibrium position.

Studying the dislocation induced stress field, one recovers the well-known 2D
stress field, as shown in Figure 2.4 for h = b/8. To visualise the discretisation
influence on the stress field representative line plots are extracted. In Figure
2.5a and 2.5b the shear stress σxy is plotted as a function of the position x− x1
along the x-axis at y= 0 and y= b/16, respectively. In both figures, the analytical
solution for the infinite domain is added as a reference. For σxy(x, y= 0), the glide
plane shear traction T provides a rather accurate measure. The shear stress
is captured adequately for mesh sizes of h ≤ b/2. For the discretisation h = b,
small discrepancies emerge, while for h = 2b the results become too inaccurate.
This is in alignment with the convergence study of the dislocation position and
shows that the proper quantification of the shear tractions plays a major role for
accuracy of the dislocation evolution. The larger deviations that are observed
for σxy(x, y= b/16) (Figure 2.5b) illustrate the significant impact of the spatial
discretisation on the shear stress σxy. Besides a vertical offset, also stress jumps
across the elements arise. Both offset and stress jumps are reduced by refining
the mesh size.
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Figure 2.4: 2D stress field of h = b/8 at equilibrium.

Figure 2.5: Shear stress σxy(x− x1, y) at (a) y = 0 and (b) y = b/16 for different
discretisation sizes, along with the analytical solution.

Similar stress jumps are observed for σxx(x = x1, y) and σyy(x = x1, y), with
significant irregularities in the latter one, as visualised in Figures 2.6a and
2.6b, respectively. For the sake of clarity only the stresses for h = b/8, b/2, 2 are
presented. Note that σxx exhibits smaller fluctuations due to its smoother stress
gradient in comparison to σxy and σyy. Nevertheless, the solution converges
towards the analytical solution for increasingly fine meshes. Different to the
glide plane traction T and the related dislocation position x1 where an element
size of h ≤ b/2 suffices, a rather fine mesh with h ≤ b/8 is required for a high
accuracy in the stress response.
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Figure 2.6: Normal stresses (a) σxx(x = x1, y) and (b) σyy(x = x1, y) for different
discretisation sizes along with the analytical solution.

2.4.2 Two-phase microstructure and dislocation transmission

For the study of dislocation obstruction and dislocation transmission, a two-
phase microstructure is considered with the grain size of Phase A 2LA = L. The
properties of Phase A are identical to those introduced in Section 2.4. For Phase B
the following material properties are adopted: µB = 7µA/6, T̂B = 7 T̂A/6, νB = νA,
bB = b and ηB = ηA. The shear load is applied through a stress rate τ̇, here
given by τ̇= 2.59 ·10−5 T̂A2/B. This rather high stress rate guarantees numerical
stability.

Figure 2.7a shows the dislocation evolution for h = b/2 in terms of the dislocation
position x1 (horizontal axis) as a function of the applied shear load τ (vertical
axis). Phase B is visualised by the grey domain. After nucleation at τ = τnuc
the dislocation moves under the influence of the applied shear load towards the
phase boundary, where it is obstructed. The physics governing the dislocation
obstruction stems from the introduced phase contrast itself. The stiffer Phase B
induces an image stress field that repels the approaching dislocation. Naturally,
the shear load needs to be increased further to overcome the repulsion and to
push the dislocation closer to the interface. Eventually, the applied shear load
reaches a critical value, the external transmission stress τtrans, here τtrans ≈
0.15 T̂A. At this point, at which the dislocation is situated at the phase boundary
(x1 = LA), the local shear stress acting on the dislocation is in equilibrium with
the transmission resistance. A small increase of the shear load drives the
dislocation rapidly into Phase B. The slow and linear motion of the dislocation
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prior to transmission resembles quasi-static solutions. It is therefore expected
that the transmission process is only slightly influenced by the magnitude of the
applied stress rate.

Figure 2.7: (a) Dislocation position x1 with respect to the applied shear load τ;
(b) nodal stresses extrapolated from the element in Phase A/B σxx,A/B(LA,0) and
the element averaged nodal stress σxx,AB as a function of the dislocation position.

To study the local stress build-up during dislocation transmission, the maximum
normal stress max(σxx) at the boundary x = LA is evaluated. Following the
analytical solution the maximum of σxx occurs in Ω− at y= 0 [1]. This point is
shared by two elements, one lying in Phase A and one in Phase B. Hence, two
stress evaluations are available at the respective nodal position, extrapolated
from the element in Phase A and Phase B, here denoted as σxx,A and σxx,B.
Figure 2.7b displays these stresses with the elemental averaged nodal stress
σxx,AB = (σxx,A +σxx,B)/2 (vertical axis) as a function of the dislocation position
(horizontal axis). Again, the grey area indicates Phase B. The deviation visible
in σxx,AB originates from the spatial discretisation with a coarse element size of
h = b/2. Clearly, a high interface stress emerges only when a dislocation reaches
the direct vicinity of the interface, with its maximum at x1 = LA.

The mesh convergence results for dislocation transmission are presented in
Figure 2.8. Figure 2.8a plots the external transmission stress τtrans (vertical
axis) against the element size h (horizontal axis). Although h = b exhibits
an inaccuracy in terms of the equilibrium position (see Figure 2.3) it provides
with τtrans ≈ 0.15 T̂A a reliable identification of the external transmission stress.
In Figure 2.8b the convergence of the maximum interface stresses σxx,A/B(x =
LA, y= 0) and their average σxx,AB(x = LA, y= 0) are depicted as a function of h.
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Figure 2.8: Influence of the mesh size h on (a) the external transmission stress
τtrans and (b) the maximum nodal stresses extrapolated from the element in Phase
A/B σxx,A/B(LA,0) and the element averaged nodal stress σxx,AB.

For a good approximation, an element size of h = b/8 is required – equivalent to
the stress field approximation in a homogeneous medium (see Figures 2.5 and
2.6). With σxx,A/B = 4.4 T̂A the normal stress clearly exceeds the conventional
approximation of the theoretical strength E/10. This is due to the subatomic
discretisation in the continuum model where the conventional approximation no
longer applies.

2.5 Influence of phase contrast and pile-ups on dislo-
cation transmission

2.5.1 Transmission in a single dislocation case

As illustrated in Section 2.4.2, a phase contrast provides a natural source for
dislocation obstruction. The aim of this section is to investigate the influence of
different phase contrasts on the external transmission stress τtrans in a single
dislocation framework. For this purpose model dimensions of L×2H = 400b×500b
and LA = 200b are adopted. The element size is set to h = b which provides
adequate results for τtrans (see Section 2.4.2). Material properties are: µA =
80.77GPa, νB = νA = 0.3, T̂A = µA/2π, bB = bA = b = 0.25nm, ηA = ηB = B/b,
B = 10−4 Pas and τnuc = 0.012 T̂A. The shear modulus µB and the glide plane
traction amplitude T̂B are varied in the case studies examined. The shear load
is applied at the rate τ̇= 0.32 ·10−5 T̂A2/B.
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In terms of phase contrast, three selected cases are considered (k > 1):

Case I: µB = kµA and T̂B = T̂A

Case II: µB = µA and T̂B = k T̂A

Case III: µB = kµA and T̂B = k T̂A

These cases are chosen such that two different sources of dislocation obstruction
are triggered. One relates to the repelling long-range image stress field induced
by the difference in elastic properties. The second source stems from an increased
traction amplitude T̂ in Phase B which causes a short-range image stress field.
The results are shown in Figure 2.9 in terms of the external transmission stress
τtrans as a function of the phase contrast k.

For the pure elasticity contrast, in Case I, a trend is obtained that is comparable
to the scaling factor for the image stress of an edge dislocation at x on itself as
derived for a Volterra dislocation by Head [55, Section 10]. This trend is included
in Figure 2.9 as a dashed curve. Despite its premise of a Volterra dislocation
it presents a fairly good approximation for τI

trans. Both Cases II and III exhibit

Figure 2.9: Influence of phase contrast k on the external transmission stress
for Case I: µB = kµA and T̂B = T̂ A; Case II: µB = µA and T̂B = k T̂ A; Case III:
µB = kµA and T̂B = k T̂ A. The dashed line represents the scaling factor for the
image stress of an edge dislocation on itself τxy · (x−LA)/b [55]

a linear trend between τtrans and k with τIII
trans > τII

trans > τI
trans. This shows that

for a single dislocation the glide plane contrast and the related repulsive short-
range image stress field has a higher impact on dislocation obstruction than
the pure elasticity contrast with its long-range image stress field. Furthermore,
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since τIII
trans > τII

trans +τI
trans, the influence of glide plane and elasticity contrast

cannot be decoupled, i.e., the elasticity contrast increases the short-range stress
contribution that is invoked by the higher traction amplitude.

2.5.2 Transmission in a dislocation pile-up case

So far the case of a single dislocation dipole was considered. This is next extended
to multiple dislocations, allowing for the formation of dislocation pile-ups, which
will impact dislocation transmission. Model settings are used as in the single
dislocation case. Phase contrasts are adopted in alignment with Cases I-III, as
defined in Section 2.5.1, and k = 2.

During the evolution process dislocations are nucleated at positions following
from Section 2.3.2. Figure 2.10 displays the dislocation evolution and the even-
tually triggered dislocation transmission for the different phase contrasts. No
upper limits for the number of dislocations are used. The position of each indi-
vidual dislocation x j (horizontal axis), where ∆= ( j−1/2)b, is plotted by a single
line against the applied shear load τ (vertical axis).

Figure 2.10: Dislocation position with respect to the applied shear load for each
dislocation for Case I: µB = 2µA and T̂B = T̂ A (solid line); Case II: µB = µA and
T̂B = 2 T̂ A (dashed line); Case III: µB = 2µA and T̂B = 2 T̂ A (dash-dot line).

Upon increasing the applied shear load, dislocations are nucleated one by one
and pile up at the phase boundary. Here, the absence of a long-range image
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stress field in Case II becomes apparent as the leading dislocation moves directly
into the phase boundary. By further increasing the shear load, the leading
dislocation gets ultimately transmitted into Phase B. Transmission is recorded
for Case I with 4 dislocations at τtrans ≈ 0.120 T̂A, for Case II with 4 dislocations
at τtrans ≈ 0.116 T̂A and for Case III with 7 dislocations at τtrans ≈ 0.221 T̂A.
The nucleation of dislocations in the vicinity of existing dislocations triggers a
momentarily strong driving force on the current pile-up – i.e., a small kink in
the remaining dislocation evolution curves.

In all cases, the phase contrast and the grain size 2LA induce an upper limit
on the number of dislocations in the pile-up. While the phase contrast defines
the resistance against dislocation transmission and relates hence to the external
transmission stress τtrans, the grain size limits the number of stable dislocation
dipoles that can be accommodated in Phase A at τ= τtrans. For Case II, where no
elasticity related long-range image stress field is present, an analytical expres-
sion for this upper limit can be found. Following [1] the number N of positive
dislocations in a dipole pile-up of length l within a homogeneous medium reads:

N = (1−ν)lτ
µb

(2.38)

with a resolved shear stress acting on the leading dislocation of

τres
1 = π

4
Nτ (2.39)

Combining Eq. (2.38) and (2.39) yields

N =
√

4
π

(1−ν)lτres
1

µb
(2.40)

Projecting this relation upon the presented model, the natural upper limit of
N can be approximated when a dipole pile-up is fully formed at the point of
transmission. Accordingly, τres

1 is taken equal to τtrans of a single dislocation
and l is the grain size of Phase A, 2LA. In the present case N = 4 results (after
rounding down), which is in agreement with the simulation. If the size of Phase
A is so large that transmission occurs before the dipole pile-up is fully formed, a
mixture between single pile-up and dipole pile-up is captured. A straightforward
analytical expression is then not possible. An analytical expression also fails
for Cases I and III where the presence of dislocations gives rise to the repulsive
long-range image stress field and hence an increased dislocation obstruction.

The influence of the number of dislocations on the external transmission stress
τtrans is studied by varying the number of dislocations N ≤ 4 for Cases I and II
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and N ≤ 7 for Case III. The results are presented in Figure 2.11. Although a
strong decay in external transmission stress is obvious, the expected reduction
towards zero is not apparent. The reason is twofold. i) The Dirichlet boundary
conditions (2.18)-(2.20) are applied under the assumption of linear elasticity,
neglecting the influence of slip along Γgp. While this effect is marginal for a
single dislocation, its impact grows with the number of dislocations. Thus, τtrans
is increasingly overestimated. ii) At the point of transmission, the dislocation
pile-ups are not in their static equilibrium, yet. The resolved shear stress on the
leading dislocation is lower than for a fully developed dislocation pile-up. Hence,
for dislocation transmission the applied shear load needs to be increased further
than expected for a fully developed pile-up.

Comparing Cases I and II, a growing influence of the elasticity induced long-
range image stress field becomes obvious. As more dislocations are introduced,
the repulsive long-range image stress field stacks up. Consequently, dislocation
obstruction gets stronger than for the pure glide plane contrast where dislocation
obstruction arises from the short-range image stress field caused by solely the
transmitting dislocation. Hence, Case I exhibits a smaller decay in external
transmission stress than Case II.

Figure 2.11: External transmission stress with respect to the number of disloca-
tions for Case I: µB = 2µA and T̂B = T̂ A; Case II: µB = µA and T̂B = 2T̂ A; Case
III: µB = 2µA and T̂B = 2T̂ A.
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2.6 Conclusion

A numerical 2D model for edge dislocation–phase boundary interaction has been
presented. It consists of two linear-elastic phases with an embedded glide plane
according to the Peierls–Nabarro model. To solve the governing equations, the
model is discretised spatially by FEM and in time by a backward Euler scheme.
This approach provides a natural interplay between dislocations, phase boundary
and external boundary conditions with only a limited number of parameters. It is
therefore a suitable method for studying the stress build-up at phase boundaries
due to dislocation pile-ups.

This chapter considered a soft Phase A that is flanked by a harder Phase B. At
the centre of Phase A, a dislocation source emits edge dislocation dipoles under a
sufficiently high local shear stress. A single glide plane, perpendicular to a fully
coherent and non-damaging phase boundary, was analysed. A shear load was
applied in the form of Dirichlet boundary conditions.

To verify the presented model, the stress field of a single dislocation within a
homogeneous material was studied. It could be shown that for a sufficiently
fine discretisation (h ≤ b/8), the numerical solution converges towards the an-
alytical solution. Similarly, the adequate spatial discretisation for capturing
dislocation motion and dislocation transmission in a two-phase microstructure
was determined, with h ≤ b/2.

For a first qualitative study, the influence of phase contrast and the number of
dislocations in a dipole pile-up on dislocation transmission was determined. Due
to the presence of a phase contrast, a resistance against dislocation motion –
from soft to hard phase – emerges. Different sources of resistance were identified
as i) a long-range image stress field due to the difference in elastic properties and
ii) a short-range image stress field arising from the increased traction amplitude
of the PN model.

In order to differentiate between the obstruction due to the long- and short-range
stress fields, a transmission study was performed exploring three different kinds
of phase contrast: pure phase contrast in elastic properties, pure phase contrast
in the glide plane traction amplitude and a combination of both. The following
insights were gained. i) Dislocation obstruction due to pure elasticity contrast
scales in a comparable manner as the image shear stress of a Volterra edge
dislocation on itself as derived by Head [55]. ii) For a pure contrast in the PN
traction amplitude, obstruction due to the short-range image stress field scales
linearly and is stronger than obstruction due to a pure long-range image stress
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field. iii) For combined phase contrasts the short-range image stress field is
enhanced by the elasticity contrast.

A study of the influence of the number of dislocations in a dipole pile-up followed.
An increasing number of dislocations strongly decreases – as expected – the
applied shear load needed for dislocation transmission. A pure elasticity contrast
exhibited a smaller decrease in external transmission stress than a pure glide
plane contrast. This confirms an enhanced repulsive long-range stress field for
an increasing number of dislocations. For all phase contrasts the external trans-
mission stress did not converge asymptotically towards zero as expected from
the theory. Two reasons could be identified as follows. i) The Dirichlet boundary
conditions neglected the influence of slip along the glide plane. Accordingly, the
obtained external transmission stress was somewhat overestimated, an effect
that increases with a the number of dislocations. A larger model domain would
reduce this effect. ii) At the point of transmission, the dislocation pile-ups were
not in their static equilibrium yet. For fully evolved dislocation pile-ups, the
external transmission stress is expected to drop – an effect that increases with
the number of dislocations.

Despite the simplifications made, the model is a suitable tool to gain insight
into edge dislocation–phase boundary interaction in two-phase microstructures.
Its strength is in particular that it incorporates the repulsion of dislocations
by the phase boundary and the resistance against dislocation transmission
exclusively through the adopted mechanics. No additional constitutive relations
for dislocation–interface interactions, e.g., a transmission criterion, are required
– cf. DDD where this would be necessary. On the other hand, the model can be
better controlled and is computationally significantly less expensive than MD.

2.A Determination of the damping coefficient

A suitable value for the damping coefficient η in Eq. (2.14) can be found through
a comparison with DDD. Generally, a dislocation that travels the distance of a
Burgers vector b dissipates the work

Wdis =
∫ x j+b

x j

F(x)dx (2.41)

where x j and F(x) denote the initial dislocation position and the force acting on
the dislocation, respectively. For DDD the force F(x) equates the Peach-Koehler
force F(x) = τresb. The resolved shear stress τres acting on the dislocation is
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generally related to the dislocation velocity v via a linear drag law

τres = B
b

v (2.42)

with the drag coefficient B. Assuming a constant τres over the distance b the
dissipated energy equals

WDDD
dis = Bvb (2.43)

Within the Peierls–Nabarro model there is no point force such as the Peach-
Koehler force in DDD anymore. The force F(x) is now calculated by

F(x)=
∫ x∗j +∞

x∗j −∞
τres(x)dx (2.44)

where x∗j is the current dislocation position. Adopting the shear traction-disreg-
istry law of Eq. (2.14) for τres(x) the force F(x) can be approximated for a single
phase model by

F(x)=
∫ x∗j +∞

x∗j −∞
η∆̇(x)dx (2.45)

Modifying the analytical solution (2.15) for an arbitrary dislocation position x j

∆(x)=−b
π

tan−1

(
x− x∗j
ζ

)
+ b

2
(2.46)

with

∆̇(x)= d∆
dx

v (2.47)

one obtains for a constant dislocation velocity v the force

F(x)= ηbv (2.48)

and the dissipation

WPN
dis = ηb2v (2.49)

Requiring the dissipated energy in both approaches to be equal gives

η= B
b

(2.50)

which is an adequate approximation for the damping coefficient.
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3.1 Introduction

Plastic deformation processes in metals are complex phenomena. What may seem
to be a homogeneous material behaviour at a macroscopic scale reveals a signif-
icant complexity on lower scales. One complexity relates to non-homogeneous
plastic slip, attributed to the motion of dislocations and the formation of disloca-
tion patterns [1]. On the atomistic level, dislocations themselves can be seen as
a form of patterning: atomistic slip (disregistry) along a glide plane with a high
slip gradient in the dislocation core, as assumed in the Peierls–Nabarro (PN)
model [2–4].

On all scales, patterning is associated with a non-convex free energyΨ. In (strain
gradient) crystal plasticity frameworks [1, 5–9] the non-convexity stems from
a latent hardening potential, which is related to the accumulation of trapped
dislocations. In models that are based on the mechanics of discrete dislocations
or dislocation densities [10–14], the complex interaction between dislocations
or dislocation densities gives rise to non-convexity. On the atomistic scale,
continuum models establish the disregistry profile of a dislocation through a
periodic, and hence highly non-convex, misfit energy that is intrinsic to the glide
plane. A modelling approach that can be adopted for all of the above mentioned
scales is given by phase-field modelling [15, 16], which is equally based on a
non-convex potential.

For the solution of common non-linear, but convex, energy minimisation problems
the Newton–Raphson method presents a suitable and efficient numerical solution
method. Based on the gradient and the Hessian of the total free energy it
minimises the energy iteratively until its minimiser is found. For non-convex
energy minimisation problems, however, it may fail as an indefinite Hessian ∇2Ψ

evokes convergence towards a saddle point instead of an energy minimum.

One way to deal with the non-convexity is a physical or numerical damping.
Adding viscous terms regularises the problem, i.e., it renders the Hessian ∇2Ψ

positive definite and enables the solution with, e.g., a standard Newton–Raphson
scheme. In this respect, two different approaches are commonly followed. i) The
non-convex problem is decoupled into a convex elasticity problem and a damped
evolution problem of the dislocation (density) configuration. The latter is treated
either fully explicitly [10, 17] or partially implicitly [18]. ii) A damping term is
introduced in the non-convex problem and it is solved monolithically with an
implicit scheme as in Chapter 2 and in [8].

The introduction of damping, however, may have a significant impact on the
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results of evolution problems. Particularly in cases where numerical stability
requires overdamping or artificial damping, the obtained results may diverge
strongly from the solution of the physical problem. For this reason, rate indepen-
dent (undamped) problems will be considered here. This requires to deal with
the non-convexity in the numerical treatment, as a potentially indefinite Hessian
∇2Ψ may lead to the breakdown of conventional solution algorithms such as the
Newton–Raphson method.

The objective of this chapter is hence a robust numerical solution algorithm
for non-convex minimisation problems with a performance independent of any
regularisation. As a carrier problem the previously proposed Peierls–Nabarro
finite element (PN-FE) model is used (see Chapter 2). It considers the idealised
plane strain case of a finite domain with a single glide plane for edge dislocations.
The glide plane is modelled in alignment with the PN model as a zero-thickness
interface that splits the domain into two linear elastic regions. Along the glide
plane, any relative tangential displacement, or disregistry, induces a misfit
energy based on a periodic, and thus non-convex, potential. As a result, the total
free energy, which is comprised of a the linear elastic strain energy and the misfit
energy, is non-convex. In earlier research, this non-convexity was dealt with
using a viscous regularisation (see Chapter 2), which we aim to avoid here.

Methods that are capable of solving non-convex minimisation problems, although
conditionally, are for instance the truncated Newton method (also known as line
search Newton-conjugate gradient) [19–22], BFGS [23, 24], the modification of
the Hessian to render it positive definite [25, 26], trust region methods [27, 28]
or Hessian free methods such as the steepest descent [29] or the non-linear
conjugate gradient method [30–32]. For an overview of these methods the reader
is referred to Nocedal and Wright [33].

In this chapter, the truncated Newton method is followed. It poses a stable and
efficient solution algorithm for general non-convex problems in which the Hessian
∇2Ψ is available at reasonable computational cost. A problem specific trust region
like extension increases its stability and efficiency even further. The adapted
truncated Newton method minimises Ψ, despite intermittent indefiniteness
or near-singularity of ∇2Ψ, in a straightforward and efficient manner. When
close to the minimum, where the energy minimisation problem becomes convex,
quadratic convergence behaviour is attained.

This chapter is organised as follows. After introducing the non-convex minimisa-
tion problem of the PN-FE model in Section 3.2, the truncated Newton method
is summarised and extended by a trust region like approach in Section 3.3. In
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Section 3.4, the stability and efficiency of the proposed algorithm is demonstrated
by comparing it with the standard truncated Newton method and the Newton
method with line search for a benchmark problem. The chapter concludes with a
discussion in Section 3.5.

3.2 The Peierls–Nabarro finite element model

3.2.1 Problem statement

The general class of problems considered in this chapter is characterised by the
two-phase continuum microstructure illustrated in Figure 3.1. It comprises a
soft Phase A that is separated from the harder Phase B by a perfectly and fully
coherent phase boundary. Embedded in both phases lies a single glide plane,
continuous across the phase boundary. Edge dislocations are introduced into
Phase A that move as a result of an externally applied deformation towards the
phase boundary, where they pile up. When energetically favourable, dislocation
transmission into Phase B takes place.

Notwithstanding the fact that for conciseness the class of problems is limited here
to Dirichlet boundary conditions, the derivation for mixed boundary conditions
follows a similar approach as outlined below. Equally, an extension towards
multiple glide planes or multiple phases is realised straightforwardly.

3.2.2 Model formulation

Let R2 be the two-dimensional Euclidean space with the global basis vectors {~ex,
~e y} and Ω⊂ R2 the reference configuration of the multi-phase body with outer
boundary ∂Ω, consisting of the two phases Ωi ⊂Ω, i = {A,B}, with outer boundary
∂Ωi ⊂ ∂Ω and the internal boundary Γpb separating both phases. The phase
boundary orientation is described by its local basis {~epb,n,~epb,t}. The vector~x ∈Ω
is the position vector of any material point in Ω and ~u(~x) is the displacement
vector at~x. Assume further that the deformation characterised by ~u(~x) induces
a free energy density consisting of the elastic strain energy density ψe and the
dislocation induced misfit energy ψgp intrinsic to a single, discrete glide plane.
In each Phase i, the glide plane orientation is characterised by the glide plane
normal ~e i

gp,n and the glide direction ~e i
gp,t which define together the local basis

{~e i
gp,t,~e

i
gp,n}. The vector~s i = si~e i

gp,t denotes the position on glide plane Γi
gp. In the

following, the superscripts i for the local basis and for the glide plane position
will be dropped for conciseness.
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Limiting ψgp to intrinsic glide plane phenomena, the glide plane can be regarded
as an internal boundary Γi

gp splitting Ωi into two elastic subdomains Ωi
± ⊂Ωi

(see Figure 3.1). Ωi+ is defined as the subdomain in the direction of~e i
gp,n and Ωi−

the other subdomain. The total free energy Ψ (per unit thickness) of Ω can thus
be formulated as

Ψ=
∫
Ω\Γgp

ψe dΩ+
∫
Γgp

ψgp dΓ (3.1)

where Ω encompasses all subdomains Ωi
± and Γgp =ΓA

gp ∪ΓB
gp.

Figure 3.1: Two-phase microstructure with an internal phase boundary Γpb and
a single glide plane Γi

gp in each phase.

Under the assumption of linear elasticity, the strain energy density ψe in each
subdomain Ωi

± is defined as

ψe = 1
2
εe

klCklmnε
e
mn (3.2)

under a plane strain condition and with the phase specific fourth-order elasticity
tensor Cklmn(~x)= C i

klmn for~x ∈Ωi and the elastic strain tensor

εe
mn = 1

2

(
∂um

∂xn
+ ∂un

∂xm

)
(3.3)

Correspondingly, the linear elastic stress reads

σkl = Cklmnε
e
mn (3.4)

Considering only edge dislocations, the misfit energy ψgp is given in accordance
with the PN model by [2]

ψgp = γus sin2
(
π∆

b

)
(3.5)
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where γus is the unstable stacking fault energy and b = bi the magnitude of the
Burgers vector. In this chapter, γus is approximated by conforming it to linear
elasticity in the small strain limit [2], which gives

γus = µb2

2π2d
(3.6)

with the shear modulus µ= µi and the interplanar spacing d = d i. The disreg-
istry ∆ at glide plane position s is defined as

∆(s)=~egp,t · (~u+−~u−) (3.7)

where ~u+ and ~u− represent the displacement vectors of two initially coincident
points on Γi

gp belonging to Ωi+ and Ωi−, respectively. The normal opening of Γi
gp is

constrained to be zero:

~egp,n · (~u+−~u−)= 0 (3.8)

Along the perfectly bonded phase boundary, displacement and traction continuity
are enforced by

~uA =~uB ∀~x ∈Γpb (3.9)

σA ·~epb,n =σB ·~epb,n ∀~x ∈Γpb (3.10)

On the remote boundary ∂Ω, a displacement field ~u =~up(~x, t), ~x ∈ ∂Ω, is intro-
duced to load the domain Ω. The dependency of ~u on the pseudo-time t is used to
establish the evolution of the system under a gradually increasing load.

3.2.3 Finite element discretisation

To determine the equilibrium configuration of Ω under the imposed Dirichlet
boundary condition at the discrete time tn, the total free energy Ψ(∂uk/∂xl ,∆)
needs to be minimised with respect to ∂uk/∂xl and ∆. For the solution of this
minimisation problem, Ω is discretised spatially according to the finite element
method (FEM). The unknown fields ~u(~x) and ∆(s) are approximated by

~uh(~x)= [
~ex ~e y

]
N(~x)

˜
u, ∀~x ∈Ωi

± (3.11)

∆h(s)= N(s)
˜
∆ ∀~x ∈Γi

gp (3.12)
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where the matrices N(~x) and N(s) contain the shape functions for Ωi
± and Γi

gp,
interpolating the nodal values of ~u and ∆, contained in the column matrices

˜
u

and
˜
∆:

N(~x)=
[

N1(~x) 0 N2(~x) 0 · · ·
0 N1(~x) 0 N2(~x) · · ·

]
(3.13)

N(s)=
[
N1(s) N2(s) · · ·

]
(3.14)

˜
u =[

u1,x u1,y u2,x u2,y · · · un,x un,y
]T (3.15)

˜
∆=[

∆1 ∆2 · · · ∆n
]T (3.16)

Following Eq. (3.7), it is possible to express
˜
∆ in terms of

˜
u as

˜
∆= P R

˜
u (3.17)

where the rotation matrix R projects the displacements
˜
u, defined in the global

basis {~ex,~e y}, onto the local basis vector~egp,t. P is established such that Eq. (3.7)
holds, e.g., for a linear interface element

[
∆1−4

∆2−3

]
=

[−1 0 0 1
0 −1 1 0

]
u1,t
u2,t
u3,t
u4,t

 (3.18)

with points 1 and 2 of Ω− initially coincident respectively with points 4 and 3 of
Ω+ and

˜
ut = R

˜
u. Eq. (3.12) can thus be reformulated in terms of

˜
u as

∆h(s)= N P R
˜
u (3.19)

Based on Eq. (3.11), the components of the elastic strain tensor are obtained as

˜
ε= [

εxx εyy γxy
]T = B

˜
u (3.20)

with γxy = 2εxy and the standard strain-displacement matrix B

B =
∂N1/∂x 0 ∂N2/∂x · · ·

0 ∂N1/∂y 0 · · ·
∂N1/∂y ∂N1/∂x ∂N2/∂y · · ·

 (3.21)
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Similarly, the disregistry gradient is defined for later use as

d∆h

ds
= B

˜
∆= B P R

˜
u (3.22)

with

B =
[
dN1/ds dN2/ds · · ·

]
(3.23)

By inserting the above defined discretisation, the total free energy Ψ(∂uk/∂xl ,∆)
becomes a function of the nodal displacements

˜
u:

Ψh(
˜
u)=

∫
Ω\Γgp

ψh
e (

˜
u)dΩ+

∫
Γgp

ψh
gp(

˜
u)dΓ

=
∫
Ω\Γgp

1
2 ˜

uTBTC B
˜
udΩ+

∫
Γgp

µb2

2π2d
sin2

(π
b

N P R
˜
u
)

dΓ (3.24)

with the Voigt elasticity matrix C.

To incorporate the constraint introduced by the Dirichlet boundary conditions
at time tn, the displacement components

˜
u can be split into the free (i.e., not

prescribed) and prescribed displacements
˜
uf and

˜
up, respectively, with

˜
u =G f ˜

uf +Gp ˜
up (3.25)

Here, G f and Gp are the relevant transformation matrices. The minimisation
problem hence reduces to finding, for given

˜
up, the local minimiser

˜
u∗

f of Ψh for
which ∂Ψh/∂

˜
uf|

˜
u∗

f
=

˜
0 and positive definiteness of ∂2Ψh/∂2

˜
uf|

˜
u∗

f
holds.

3.2.4 Conventional Newton-Raphson procedure

The minimisation of Ψh poses a non-linear problem that needs to be solved
iteratively. A common way to proceed in solid mechanics is to linearise the
stationarity condition ∂Ψh/∂

˜
uf = ˜

0 at an initial estimate for the solution and
to solve the linearised system to obtain a better estimate. These two steps
are repeated until this so-called Newton–Raphson process converges. In terms
of the energy, it implies that, in each iteration i, Ψh is approximated by the
second-order Taylor expansion around the current estimate

˜
ui

f of
˜
u∗

f :

Ψh ≈ Ψ̂i+1 :=Ψh(
˜
ui

f , ˜
up)+δ

˜
uT

f ˜
F i + 1

2
δ

˜
uT

f K iδ
˜
uf (3.26)
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with the current gradient
˜
F i =

˜
F(

˜
u i

f ), the current Hessian K i = K(
˜
u i

f ) and the
update δ

˜
uf = ˜

ui+1
f −

˜
ui

f . From Eq. (3.24), the gradient follows as

˜
F = ∂Ψh

∂
˜
uf

=
(
∂

˜
u

∂
˜
uf

)T ∂Ψh

∂
˜
u

=GT
f

∫
Ω\Γgp

BTC B
˜
udΩ

+GT
f

∫
Γgp

RT PT N
T

Tt dΓ (3.27)

with the glide plane shear traction

Tt =
∂ψgp

∂∆
= µb

2πd
sin

(
2π
b

N P R
˜
u
)

(3.28)

Correspondingly, the Hessian reads

K = ∂2Ψh

∂
˜
uf∂ ˜

uf
=GT

f

∫
Ω\Γgp

BTC BdΩG f

+GT
f

∫
Γgp

RT PT N
T

MttN P R dΓG f (3.29)

with the glide plane stiffness

Mtt =
∂2ψgp

∂∆2 = µ

d
cos

(
2π
b

N P R
˜
u
)

(3.30)

As result of the alternating sign of the glide plane stiffness the Hessian K may
become positive semi-definite, negative semi-definite or indefinite. While the
former represents convexity of the quadratic approximation Ψ̂i+1, the latter two
relate to non-convexity.

Assuming convexity, the update δ
˜
uf is obtained by solving the linear system

∂Ψ̂i+1

∂
(
δ

˜
uf

) =
˜
F i +K iδ

˜
uf = ˜

0 (3.31)

The local minimiser
˜
u∗

f of Ψh (at time tn) is then found by iteratively solving
Eq. (3.31) and updating the current estimate

˜
ui+1

f =
˜
ui

f +δ ˜
uf until convergence is

achieved with
˜
u∗

f ≈
˜
uconv

f =
˜
ui+1

f – i.e., the common Newton Raphson (NR) method.
For the initial estimate

˜
u1

f , two choices are adopted in this chapter, as follows. i)
Given an update of the pseudo-time tn, i.e., an incrementally updated constraint
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˜
up, the initial estimate is set to

˜
u1

f (tk+1)=
˜
uconv

f (tn) with
˜
uconv

f (t0)=
˜
0. ii) For the

introduction of a dislocation, the converged solution
˜
uconv

f (tn) is perturbed by
the approximated displacement field of the new dislocation

˜
udisl

f . The system is
then re-equilibrated with

˜
u1

f (tn)=
˜
uconv

f (tn)+
˜
udisl

f . A detailed description of the
dislocation introduction is given in Section 2.3.2.

In case of non-convexity, the δ
˜
uf obtained by solving (3.31) does not necessarily

indicate the minimum of the quadratic approximation, but possibly a saddle
point or even a maximum. Convergence towards

˜
u∗

f is not guaranteed anymore.
Hence, a numerical scheme for non-convex minimisation is required.

3.3 The truncated Newton method

A suitable numerical method for the non-convex minimisation problem is pro-
vided by the family of truncated Newton methods – also known as Newton
conjugate gradient methods [19–22, 33]. They employ a double iterative scheme
that finds the approximation of

˜
u∗

f based on the second-order Taylor expansion
(3.26).

3.3.1 Outer iterations

In each outer iteration i, the current estimate
˜
ui

f is updated by means of a
suitable outer search direction

˜
pi and step length αi:

˜
ui+1

f =
˜
ui

f +δ ˜
uf = ˜

ui
f +αi

˜
pi (3.32)

The outer search direction
˜
pi is determined on the basis of the quadratic potential

ψ̂i+1 (Eq. (3.26)) via an iterative scheme, that is outlined in the next section. In
case of convexity,

˜
pi represents the minimiser of ψ̂i+1. With a subsequent line

search, that calculates the step length αi, the potential error of
˜
pi with respect

to the true non-quadratic energy ψh is resolved. In this chapter, a backtracking
line search algorithm with 0<αi ≤ 1 is adopted [33] – see ahead to Algorithm 3.
A suitable step length is reached when the Armijo rule is fulfilled:

Ψh(
˜
ui

f +αi

˜
pi)≤Ψh(

˜
ui

f )+ cαi
˜
F iT

˜
pi (3.33)

where the constant 0< c < 1 is to be chosen small [33]. For the problem considered
here, c = 10−3 is used. Numerical experiments showed a negligible influence on
the numerical performance for smaller values of c.
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The outer iterations of the truncated Newton method terminate with
˜
u∗

f ≈
˜
uconv

f =
˜
ui+1

f when global convergence is achieved. Hereto, the fulfilment of the following
inequalities is required in the present study

‖δ
˜
uf‖∞ ≤ εub (3.34)

‖
˜
F i‖ ≤ ε f

µAb
2πd

b (3.35)

where εu and ε f are the set tolerances. For Sufficient accuracy of the results, tol-
erances εu = ε f = 10−3 are used in the simulations. Note that the unit [force/thick-
ness] of the reference value in the force convergence criterion (3.35) results from
the 2D plane strain formulation.

3.3.2 Inner iterations

Assuming for now convexity of Ψ̂i+1, the truncated Newton method establishes
the outer search direction

˜
pi by approximately solving the Newton equation

Eq. (3.31) with the conventional conjugate gradient (CG) method [33] as the
inner iterative scheme. The CG method constructs

˜
pi by successively minimising

Ψ̂i+1 in search directions
˜
d j, j = 1,2,3, . . . . To avoid confusion with the outer

search direction
˜
pi,

˜
d j is referred to as the inner search direction. As the inner

iterations j proceed, an increasingly accurate estimate of
˜
pi is obtained by the

update
˜
pi

j+1 = ˜
pi

j +κ j ˜
d j where κ j is the CG step length

κ j = ˜
rT

j ˜
r j

˜
dT

j K i
˜
d j

(3.36)

and
˜
r j the residual

˜
r j =−

˜
F i −K i

˜
pi

j (3.37)

The CG method’s main feature – and the reason for its numerical efficiency – is
the property that all

˜
d j are conjugate to each other, leading to a fast decrease of

˜
r j.

The inner iterations are terminated with
˜
pi =

˜
pi

j when a termination criterion is
met. Hereto, Nash and Sofer [19] proposed a test based on the pseudo-potential
(cf. (3.26))

Q j =
˜
pi

j
T

˜
F i + 1

2 ˜
pi

j
T

K i

˜
pi

j (3.38)
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It is suggested to terminate the CG iterations when(
Q j −Q j−1

)
Q j/ j

≤ ηi (3.39)

where ηi ∈ [0,1) is the set tolerance. A numerically efficient manner to update Q j
was derived by Fasano and Roma [22] as follows

Q j =Q j−1 +
(

1
2

sgn
(
˜
dT

j K i
˜
d j

)
−1

)
˜
rT

j ˜
r j∣∣∣

˜
dT

j K i
˜
d j

∣∣∣ (3.40)

Ideally, the tolerance ηi is chosen adaptively to ensure a loose tolerance dis-
tant from the local minimiser

˜
u∗

f and a tight tolerance in the proximity of the
minimiser

˜
u∗

f . In this context, Eisenstat and Walker [34] proposed

ηi+1 =
∥∥

˜
F i+1 −

˜
F i −αiK i

˜
pi∥∥∥∥

˜
F i

∥∥ (3.41)

with η1 ∈ [0,1). Additionally, safeguards are required for a smooth performance
of the solution algorithm. A first safeguard prevents a premature small tolerance
due to a small step size or a coincidental good agreement between the Ψh and
its quadratic approximation Ψ̂i+1. It requires the pending tolerance ηi+1 to be
no less than (ηi)ζ if the latter is larger than the set threshold θ ∈ [0,1). The
safeguard thus reads

ηi+1 ←max
(
ηi+1, (ηi)ζ

)
if (ηi)ζ > θ (3.42)

Eisenstat and Walker [34] proposed ζ= (1+p
5)/2 based on a convergence of r-

order [35] (1+p
5)/2 under the assumption of an initial guess

˜
u1

f sufficiently close
to

˜
u∗

f . This, however, does not hold for the problem considered here; numerical
experiments showed that the computational efficiency is strongly increased for
ζ = 1.25. As a second safeguard, an upper bound ηu and a lower bound ηl are
introduced to prevent too loose tolerances and over-solving:

ηi+1 ←max(min(ηi+1,ηu),ηl) (3.43)

3.3.3 Truncation

3.3.3.1 Curvature criterion

To address the potential non-convexity of Ψ̂i+1, the truncated Newton method
extends the standard CG method by the nonpositive curvature test

˜
dT

j K i
˜
d j ≤ 0 (3.44)
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As soon as an inner search direction
˜
d j meets this criterion, i.e., it points into a

direction of negative curvature within Q i, the inner iterations are terminated
with

˜
pi =

˜
pi

j, avoiding the direction with negative curvature. The algorithm then
proceeds with the backtracking line search, followed by the construction of a new
quadratic approximation in a next outer iteration – see Section 3.3.1.

3.3.3.2 Disregistry criterion

Solely criterion (3.44), does not necessarily guarantee computational efficiency,
as Nocedal and Wright [33] pointed out: a near singular Hessian K i may yield a
long and poor outer search direction

˜
pi, leading to a computationally expensive

line search with only a small reduction of Ψh.

To prevent this from occurring, an extension of the standard truncated Newton
method is proposed by an additional trust region like truncation criterion, as
follows. Considering the PN dislocation, a strict monotonicity of the disregistry
profile is present within the core region: d∆/ds < 0 for a positive edge dislocation
and d∆/ds > 0 for a negative edge dislocation. This is illustrated in Figure 3.2,
which sketches the analytical solution of the disregistry profile for a positive PN
edge dislocation in an infinite homogeneous medium [2]. This requirement leads,

Figure 3.2: Sketch of the analytical solution for the disregistry profile of a positive
PN edge dislocation in an infinite homogeneous medium. r∆ defines the region in
which the disregistry termination criterion is applied.
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using Eq. (3.22), to the following additional criterion. If for any position s the
inequality

sgn
(
B P R

(
˜
ui +G f ˜

pi
j+1

))
6= sgn

(
B P R

˜
ui

)
(3.45)

holds, i.e., the updated inner search direction pi
j+1 leads to a change of the sign of

the disregistry gradient, presuming a step length of αi = 1, the inner iteration is
truncated with

˜
pi =

˜
pi

j. This criterion is generally violated as a result of the near
singularity of K , which arises through a negative glide plane contribution (cf. Eq.
(3.29)). Thus, for computational efficiency, the disregistry criterion is checked
only in a region r∆ around each dislocation, as shown in Figure 3.2 for a positive
dislocation. r∆ is determined as the region in which Mtt < 0, i.e., b/4≤∆≤ 3b/4,
extended by a small distance se. In this chapter se = b is chosen. Numerical
experiments showed that a small increase or reduction of se has a negligible
influence on the numerical performance.

3.3.4 The overall incremental-iterative algorithm

With this additional criterion, one has to be aware of the impact of the boundary
constraints

˜
up applied on ∂Ω. Following Eq. (3.27), an incremental update of

˜
up

induces a rather strong gradient (residual)
˜
F i (−

˜
r1) concentrated on the nodes

adjacent to ∂Ω. With an increasing number of inner iterations j, the residuals
˜
r j

spread iteratively inwards into the bulk Ω. In this context, high residuals can
emerge at the glide plane and invoke premature termination due to criterion
(3.45). It is thus essential to split at each pseudo-time tn the solution process
into two steps. The first step freezes the current disregistry profile along the
glide plane Γgp with δ∆= 0 and assesses the elastic response emanating from

˜
up.

It comprises a purely convex minimisation and requires therefore only a single
outer iteration i using a tight tolerance ηini. In the second step the complete
non-convex energy is iteratively minimised until global convergence is attained.

The main algorithm of the truncated Newton method, executed at each pseudo-
time tn, is outlined in Algorithm 1 with the Sub-algorithms 2 and 3.

3.4 Comparative performance study

3.4.1 Problem statement

To demonstrate the stability of the truncated Newton method and the added
value of the trust region like extension, the two-phase continuum microstructure
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Algorithm 1 The adapted truncated Newton method
1: Set tolerances εu, ε f , ηini, ηu and ηl
2: Initialisation of

˜
up,

˜
u1

f and gradient
˜
F1

3: for i = 1,2,3, . . . do
4: if i = 1 then
5: Constrain disregistry profile with δ

˜
∆=

˜
0

6: Set tolerance η1 = ηini
7: else
8: Lift disregistry constraint
9: Set tolerance ηi using Eq. (3.41)-(3.43) and η2 = ηu

10: Calculate Hessian K i

11: Calculate
˜
pi with function Inner Loop (Algorithm 2)

12: Calculate αi using function Backtracking Line Search (Algorithm 3)
13: Set

˜
u i+1

f =
˜
u i

f +αi

˜
pi

14: Update gradient
˜
F i+1

15: Convergence test using Eq. (3.34) and (3.35)
16: if Convergence then exit with

˜
u∗

f ≈
˜
ui+1

f

illustrated in Figure 3.3 is considered. It comprises a soft Phase A that is flanked
by the harder Phase B. The single glide plane ΓA/B

gp lies perpendicular to and
continuous across the perfectly bonded phase boundary. The local bases of glide
plane and phase boundary are thus in alignment with the global basis: ~egp,t =
~ex, ~egp,n =~e y and ~epb,n =~ex. On the outer boundary ∂Ω a shear deformation
is introduced that corresponds to a constant shear stress τ = τ̄t for a purely
linear elastic medium, i.e., without glide plane. Here, τ̄ = 0.19 · (µAb/2πd) is
the target shear load and t ∈ [0,1] the pseudo-time. Four discrete time points
tn = n/4 are considered to simulate the build-up of a four-dislocation pile-up
under the incrementally increasing shear deformation. At each time tn, the
respective minimisation problem is solved first in sub-increment a. Subsequently,
a PN dislocation dipole, centred in Phase A, is introduced and the system is
re-equilibrated in sub-increment b. As a result the newly introduced dislocation
moves towards the phase boundary and the pile-up process evolves.

Intrinsic to this problem is a symmetry with respect to the model centre (~x =~0)
which is characterised by ~u(−~x)=−~u(~x). It hence suffices to consider half of the
model domain, 0≤ x ≤ L, and to enforce this symmetry condition along x = 0 by
means of standard FEM tie constraints. For the discretisation linear triangular
elements with one central Gauss point for Ωi

± and linear interface elements with
two Gauss points for Γi

gp are used. A convergence study showed a good accuracy
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Algorithm 2 Inner loop of the adapted truncated Newton method
1: function INNER LOOP

2: Set
˜
r1 =−

˜
F i,

˜
d1 = ˜

r1,
˜
pi

1 = 0 and Q0 = 0
3: for j = 1,2,3, . . . do
4: if

˜
dT

j K i
˜
d j ≤ 0 then

5: if j = 1 then
6: return

˜
pi =−

˜
F i

7: else
8: return

˜
pi =

˜
pi

j

9: κ j = ˜
rT

j ˜
r j/ ˜

dT
j K i

˜
d j

10:
˜
pi

j = ˜
pi

j +κ j ˜
d j

11: if sgn
(

˜
BP R

(
˜
ui

f + ˜
pi

j

))
6= sgn

(
˜
BP R

˜
ui

f

)
then

12: if j = 1 then
13: return

˜
pi =−

˜
F i

14: else
15: return

˜
pi =

˜
pi

j

16:
˜
r j+1 = ˜

r j −κ jK i
˜
d j

17: Q j =Q j−1 − 1
2 (

˜
rT

j ˜
r j)2/

˜
dT

j K i
˜
d j

18: if j(Q j −Q j−1)/Q j ≤ ηi then
19: return

˜
pi =

˜
pi

j

20: β j+1 = ˜
rT

j+1˜
r j+1/

˜
rT

j ˜
r j

21:
˜
d j+1 = ˜

r j+1 +β j+1 ˜
d j

Algorithm 3 Backtracking Line Search of the truncated Newton Method
1: function BACKTRACKING LINE SEARCH

2: Set α= 1, ρ ∈ (0,1), c ∈ (0,1)
3: repeat
4: α= ρα
5: until Ψh(

˜
ui

f +αi

˜
pi)≤Ψh(

˜
ui

f )+ cαi
˜
F iT

˜
pi

6: return αi =α
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Figure 3.3: Two-phase microstructure with a single glide plane perpendicular to
the phase boundaries.

in capturing dislocation behaviour for element sizes of hmax = b/8 in the vicinity
of the phase boundary. Away from the region of interest, however, the mesh can
be rapidly coarsened. The resulting discretisation is displayed in Figure 3.4. It
has a total of 482288 bulk elements and 770 interface elements. The adopted
model parameters are listed in Table 3.1.

Table 3.1: Model parameters; see Figure 3.3 for the definition of the geometry
parameters

Parameter Explanation Value
2H Model height 500b
2L Model width 1000b

2LA Width of Phase A 500b
hmax Maximum element size in refined region b/8
µB/µA Phase contrast 1.75

To show the benefits of the truncated Newton method, simulations are carried out
with the following numerical solution algorithms: i) the Newton method, solved
by CG, with line search, ii) the standard truncated Newton method which uses
only the conventional truncation criterion (3.44), and iii) the adapted truncated
Newton method which in addition uses the problem specific truncation criterion
(3.45). All algorithms have been implemented within an in-house code for the
quantitative comparison. The numerical parameters employed are listed in Table
3.2.
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Figure 3.4: Discretised model for the two-phase microstructure.

Table 3.2: Numerical parameters used in the performance assessment

Parameter Description Value
εu Displacement tolerance for outer loop 1 ·10−3

ε f Force tolerance for outer loop 1 ·10−3

θ Threshold for safeguard of ηi 5 ·10−2

ζ Exponent for safeguard of ηi 1.25
ηl Lower bound for tolerance of inner loop 5 ·10−3

ηu Upper bound for tolerance of inner loop 1 ·10−1

ηini Tolerance of inner loop for first outer iteration 1 ·10−4

se Cut-off radius for additional termination criterion b
ρ Reduction factor for line search 0.75
c Gradient factor for Armijo condition 1 ·10−3

3.4.2 Simulation results

The simulation results of the PN-FE model are illustrated in Figure 3.5. It
shows the build-up of the 4-dislocation pile-up at the discrete times tn and sub-
increments a (before dislocation nucleation) and b (after dislocation nucleation).
The results illustrate the successive compression of the existing part of the pile-
up and the addition of a new dislocation to it with each new level of applied
deformation. The left column visualises the dislocation evolution in terms of
stress field σxx for the close-up view LA−140b ≤ x ≤ LA+10b and −20b ≤ y≤ 20b.
The dashed line indicates the position of the phase boundary at x = LA. A more
detailed insight into the local dislocation structure of the evolving pile-up is given
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in the right column by the disregistry profile ∆. Here, the grey area indicates the
location of Phase B. Dislocations are located at positions s where ∆= ( j−1/2)b,
j = 1,2,3,4.

Figure 3.5: Build-up of a 4-dislocation pile-up at the discrete times tn = n/4
and sub-increments a (before dislocation nucleation) and b (after dislocation
nucleation). Left: Close-up view of the qualitative stress field σxx; the dashed line
indicates the phase boundary. Right: Disregistry profile along the glide plane; the
grey area illustrates the position of Phase B.
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3.4.3 Solver comparison

For the Newton method with line search, the missing capability for non-convex
minimisation triggers an instability. Convergence is only ensured for sub-
increment a at time t1, where no dislocation is present and the problem thus is
convex. As soon as a dislocation is introduced (in sub-increment b) the problem
is rendered non-convex and the algorithm fails convergence: Starting in outer
iteration i = 47, the non positive definite Hessian leads to a search direction

˜
pi for which a sufficient energy decrease requires an extensive line search. As
a result, the update δ

˜
u is negligibly small and the estimate

˜
ui stays in the

non-convex region. This is illustrated in Figure 3.6 by the disregistry profiles
∆(

˜
ui

f + ˜
pi) (Figure 3.6a) and ∆(

˜
ui

f +αi

˜
pi) (Figure 3.6b) in comparison with ∆(

˜
ui

f ).
Simulations showed that for the conventional Newton method (without line
search), the solution begins to diverge as a result of the poor search direction,
and fails equally convergence.

Both truncated Newton methods, on the contrary, converge at all times tn. To
compare both approaches, at each sub-increment of all tn the elapsed wall times
of the inner iterations and the line search iterations are registered. The results
are presented in Figure 3.7, with the inner iterations and line search iterations
represented by the light and dark colour bar, respectively. For each method,
the major part of the CPU time is spent in the inner iterations (≈ 90%). The
comparison of both methods demonstrates the improved performance of the
adapted truncated Newton method – it beats the standard method by roughly a
factor of 1.5 in most sub-increments.

The origin of the differences in wall time lies within the occasional near singular-
ity of the Hessian K i as stated before. Despite the termination due to negative
curvature, the near singularity yields sometimes a search direction

˜
pi of poor

quality. Such an occurrence is illustrated in Figure 3.8, in terms of the disregistry
profiles ∆(

˜
ui

f + ˜
pi) in Figure 3.8a) and ∆(

˜
ui

f +αi

˜
pi) in Figure 3.8b) in comparison

with ∆(
˜
ui

f ), in iteration i = 3 of sub-increment b of time step t3. After acquiring
a poor search direction

˜
pi, the subsequent backtracking line search needs to

perform a large number of iterations until the Armijo rule is met and a well-posed
disregistry profile with a non-negligible update δ

˜
u is recovered. The adapted

truncated Newton method, on the contrary, not only prevents an extensive line
search, it also reduces the computational expense of the inner loop by avoiding
the (inner) iteratively increasing error of

˜
pi.

Such occurrences of poor search directions are accompanied by a slow decrease
of the energy Ψh. This can be shown by the iterative energy Ψi =Ψh(

˜
ui

f , ˜
up)
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Figure 3.6: Disregistry profile for the Newton method with line search as a result
of near singular Hessian K i at time t1 and sub-increment b (after dislocation
nucleation) for i = 47: (a) ∆(

˜
ui

f + ˜
pi), i.e., without line search; (b) ∆(

˜
ui

f +αi

˜
pi), i.e.,

with line search.

Figure 3.7: Wall time of the simulation at sub-increments a (before dislocation
nucleation) and b (after dislocation nucleation) for each time tn. Comparison
between Newton method with line search, standard truncated Newton method
and adapted truncated Newton method. Light and dark colour represent inner
iterations and line search iterations, respectively.
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Figure 3.8: Disregistry profile a) ∆(
˜
ui

f + ˜
pi) and b) ∆(

˜
ui

f +αi

˜
pi) for standard

truncated Newton as a result of near singular Hessian K i at time t3 and sub-
increment b (after dislocation nucleation) for i = 3.

as a function of the current wall time. Figure 3.9 illustrates the results for
sub-increment b (after dislocation nucleation) at time t3 in terms of the nor-
malised quantity Ψi+1/(µAb3/2πd) in Figure 3.9a) and the relative difference
(Ψi+1 −Ψre f )/Ψre f in Figure 3.9b). Ψre f is a reference value and represents
the equilibrium energy of a refined simulation (εu = 10−4 and ε f = 10−6). The
first plateau observed in the curve for the standard truncated Newton method
represents the energy decrease in iteration i = 3, in which termination due to
negative curvature was recorded. Not only the energy decrease is small, but also
the computational cost is rather high due to the extensive line search. In the
subsequent iterations no negative curvature was recorded. However, occasionally
long line searches followed the inner iterations, indicating a poor search direction

˜
pi. The adapted truncated Newton method, on the contrary, shows an excellent
behaviour throughout as a result of the termination prior to the development of
a poor

˜
pi. As a consequence, it reaches convergence about 1.5 times faster than

the standard truncated Newton method.

It can be concluded that the adapted truncated Newton method provides a stable
and efficient numerical scheme for the non-convex minimisation problem of the
PN-FE model.

3.5 Conclusion

With the truncated Newton method an adequate numerical solution algorithm for
non-convex energy minimisation was presented. By the example of the Peierls–
Nabarro finite element (PN-FE) model it was shown that the standard truncated
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Figure 3.9: Evolution of the energy ofΨh during the iterations in sub-increment b
(after dislocation nucleation) at time t3 as a function of the wall time. Comparison
between the standard truncated Newton method and the adapted truncated
Newton method: a) the normalised iterative energy and b) the relative iterative
energy difference with respect to the reference value Ψre f obtained from a more
accurate simulation.

Newton method already provides a stable numerical scheme for non-convex
minimisation where the conventional Newton method and the Newton method
with line search fail. Due to its independence of any regularisation, the truncated
Newton method is able to provide results that are not negatively affected by, e.g.,
damping. However, it has also been shown that its efficiency drops occasionally
due to a near singular Hessian. A trust region like adaptation, which is based on
the Peierls–Nabarro disregistry profile, alleviates this problem and enhances the
efficiency approximately by a factor of 1.5. As the performance of the truncated
Newton algorithm strongly depends on the specific dislocation behaviour, it can be
anticipated that for more complex problems, i.e., larger dislocation pile-ups, the
computational gain increases. Although this addition is limited to the presented
PN-FE model, it is believed that in other non-convex minimisation problems the
underlying physics may provide a solid basis for similar adaptations.
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Chapter 4

Comparison with Atomistics

Based on:
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The Peierls–Nabarro FE model in two-phase microstructures – a comparison with atomistics,
to be submitted.
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4.1 Introduction

Over the past decades, the Peierls–Nabarro (PN) model [1–3] has gained pop-
ularity in the dislocation community due to its ability to model dislocations on
the atomistic scale while using a continuum framework. In its classical form, an
infinite and homogeneous crystal is split into two linear-elastic regions connected
by a glide plane. Along this glide plane, a relative tangential displacement
(or tangential disregistry) is allowed, which is mapped onto an intrinsic misfit
energy. In the classical PN model, the adopted glide plane potential is a periodic
function, which is based on the Frenkel sinusoidal [4]. Minimising the total free
energy, consisting of the elastic strain energy of the bulk and the misfit energy
of the glide plane, leads to an arctan-type dislocation disregistry profile with
satisfactory properties in terms of non-singular stress field, total energy, and
Peierls energy as well as Peierls stress.

The PN model furthermore excels through its versatility when solved numeri-
cally. In this fashion, the limits of the classical approach can be breached. For
instance, the influence of heterogeneous crystals on dislocation obstruction at
phase boundaries, as well as on dislocation transmission, can readily be modelled,
see, e.g., [5–7] and Chapter 2. It has, however, been pointed out by some au-
thors that, with the utilisation of the simple sinusoidal, the PN model is limited
in its quantitative description of dislocations in real crystals [8]. A variety of
extensions has therefore been suggested in the literature, as follows.

A significant increase in the accuracy of the misfit energy compared to the simple
1D sinusoidal can be achieved through the Generalized Stacking Fault Energy
(GSFE) surface, introduced initially by Vítek [9]. It provides a full 2D-energy
landscape (in contrast to the 1D sinusoidal), intrinsic to the crystal considered.
With this extension, the PN model is capable of describing mixed dislocations,
splitting of dislocations into Shockley partials, and the related recombination
energy of partials, see ,e.g., [8, 10–12]. The GSFE surface is commonly obtained
from Molecular Statics (MS) calculations or directly from density functional
theory (DFT) [13, 14]. It has been shown recently that for a bilayer system, the
solutions of the PN model with the GSFE extension are asymptotically close to
the full atomistic model [15]. Yet, the GSFE is limited to tangential (i.e., in-plane)
disregistry only. Lifting this constraint and introducing an additional normal (i.e.,
out-of-plane) disregistry-dependency improves the dislocation description even
further [16–18]. As the misfit energy resides between the atoms located above and
below the glide plane (recall that the glide plane often reduces to a zero-thickness
interface), it has been suggested to subtract the linear elastic part of the misfit
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energy [16, 19]. This correction leads to a larger activation energy (as discussed
in [20]), and to a decrease of the Peierls stress, cf. [21]. The inclusion of elastic
anisotropy is an important feature for dislocations in anisotropic crystals [18, 22–
24]. Further PN model extensions include non-local formulations reflecting
the discreteness of the underlying atomic lattice [17, 25–28], or an additional
gradient energy term [29] motivated by DFT calculations [30].

In previous research, various authors have studied the accuracy and predictabil-
ity of the PN model in comparison with atomistic simulations. Von Sydow et
al. [31] analysed Shockley partial dislocations in Pd and found a relatively good
agreement of the PN model. More recently, Dai et al. [32] unveiled a high
accuracy of the generalized PN model in capturing the structure and energy
of low-angle grain boundaries and near-twin grain boundaries for (111) twist
boundaries in Al, Cu and Ni. Mianroodi et al. [33] compared the generalised
PN model of Xiang et al. [18], the phase-field dislocation dynamics model of
Hunter et al. [34, 35], the phase-field based models of Shen and Wang [36], and
Mianroodi and Svendsen [37] with MS simulations and found a rather good
agreement in terms of the dissociation of a dislocation dipole in fcc single crystals
of Al and Au. Considering a non-local formulation of the PN model, Liu et al.
[28] presented a good predictive capability for the dislocation core structure and
the Peierls stress in Fe and Cu. Up to this point, all of the previous studies have
been based on single crystal systems. For a two-phase microstructure, however,
no such comparison has been performed yet.

This chapter aims to partially bridge this gap, by the qualitative and quantitative
comparison of the predictions made by the recently proposed Peierls–Nabarro
finite element (PN-FE) model (see Chapter 2) and by MS simulations. The
focus of this comparison is on the pile-up evolution of edge dislocations in a
two-phase microstructure under an increasing external shear load, and the
eventual dislocation transmission across the phase boundary. The considered
problem is limited to a 2D lattice to reduce the complexity of the 3D reality and to
facilitate a sharp comparison. Different complexities of the glide plane potential
are considered, ranging from a simple sinusoidal up to a fully coupled potential
as a function of the tangential disregistry ∆t as well as the normal disregistry ∆n.
Their performance, and predictive capabilities, will be assessed critically.

The problem considered employs a 2D microstructure consisting of two phases. A
soft central phase (Phase A) is flanked by two hard-phase regions (Phase B). Both
phases have a hexagonal atomic lattice structure with homogeneous spacing.
The specimen is subjected to a shear deformation applied through the external
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boundary, which induces in a defect-free configuration a state of uniform shear
stress. Edge dislocation dipoles are generated in the soft Phase A on a glide
plane perpendicular to the coherent and non-damaging phase boundaries. Due
to the phase contrast, the dislocations pile up at the phase boundary where
eventually, under a sufficiently high external shear load, the leading dislocation
is transmitted into the harder Phase B.

The remainder of this chapter is divided into four sections as follows. In Sec-
tion 4.2, the considered problem is described in detail and the basics of the MS
and PN-FE models are briefly recalled. The different glide plane potentials em-
ployed for the purpose of comparison are subsequently introduced in Section 4.3.
Individual solutions of the PN-FE model for a single dislocation dipole and a
dipole pile-up are compared with the results of the MS model in Section 4.4. The
chapter closes with a summary and discussion in Section 4.5.

4.2 Problem statement

The geometry of the test example employed throughout this manuscript is first
specified in Section 4.2.1, whereas basics of the atomistic MS calculations along
with prescribed boundary conditions and used potentials are detailed in Sec-
tion 4.2.2. The definition and numerical values of effective quantities required
for the homogenized PN-FE model are specified in Section 4.2.3 in terms of
constitutive linear-elastic constants and glide plane potential. The continuum
PN-FE framework itself is finally described in Section 4.2.4.

4.2.1 Atomistic system

A two-phase microstructure, as illustrated in Figure 4.1, is considered. It con-
sists of a soft Phase A that is flanked by a harder Phase B. Both phases have an
identically oriented hexagonal lattice structure of equal spacing. The crystal ori-
entation is chosen such that one set of glide planes Γgp is oriented perpendicular
to the coherent phase boundaries Γpb. Through the external boundary, a shear
deformation is induced, which corresponds in a defect-free and linear-elastic con-
figuration to the state of homogeneous shear stress τ. Stable dislocation dipoles
are initialised in the centre of the Phase A, which under increasing shear load
move towards the phase boundary. Due to the phase contrast, the dislocations get
obstructed and gradually pile up. Eventually, under a sufficiently high external
shear load, the leading dislocation is transmitted into the harder Phase B.
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Figure 4.1: A sketch of the atomistic representation of a two-phase microstructure
used for simulations of edge dislocation dipoles interacting with a coherent phase
boundary. The entire domain (Ω, all atoms) consists of two phases, Phase A (ΩA,
grey atoms) and Phase B (ΩB, black atoms), and of the boundary domain (ΩBC,
white atoms). Positions of all atoms situated inside ΩBC are prescribed to induce
shear deformation.

4.2.2 Molecular statics problem

Full discrete MS simulations are performed, which serve two purposes. First,
they provide the reference solution of the above-specified problem to which the
PN-FE model is compared in Section 4.4. Second, atomistic simulations of simple,
uniform, single-phase problems provide the homogenised material properties of
the corresponding continuum PN-FE model such as linear elasticity constants
and glide plane properties.

For studying edge dislocation vs. phase boundary interaction, the problem
domain Ω=ΩA ∪ΩB is considered, as sketched in Figure 4.1, with the regions
occupied by the two Phases A and B specified as

ΩA = {
~x ∈R2 : |x| ≤ LA, |y| ≤ H

}
(4.1)

ΩB = {
~x ∈R2 : LA ≤ |x| ≤ L, |y| ≤ H

}
(4.2)

where~x = x~ex + y~e y is the position vector. The hexagonal lattice with spacing a0
is initiated such that a stress free state results (i.e., σ= 0, cf. Eq. (4.11) below).
Each atom α located inside the domain Ω is stored in an index set N = NA ∪NB,
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where

NA = {α ∈ N :~rα0 ∈ΩA} (4.3)

NB = {α ∈ N :~rα0 ∈ΩB} (4.4)

and ~rα0 = rα0x~ex + rα0y~e y denotes the spatial position of atom α in the reference
configuration.

The mechanical behaviour of the system is governed by its total potential en-
ergy V , defined as the sum of all pair potentials φαβ(rαβ), where rαβ = ‖~rαβ‖2
denotes the Euclidean distance between a pair of atoms α and β. A shifted
Lennard–Jones potential is employed, with the cutoff radius rcut. Standard nota-
tion is adopted for the unshifted Lennard–Jones potential, i.e., the well-depth
is ε whereas the distance to the potential minimum is rm; for further details see,
e.g., [38]. Introducing a material contrast ratio ρ, the pair potential of Phase B is
set to φBB = ρφAA. The constitutive parameters associated with the individual
phases are summarised in Table 4.1. The interaction potential across the phase
boundary is considered as the average of that of the two individual phases, i.e.,
φAB = 1

2 (φAA +φBB).

Table 4.1: Parameters of the pair potentials corresponding to the two Phases A
and B, as a function of the material contrast ratio ρ = 1.4.

Parameter ε/εA rm/rA
m a0/rA

m rcut/a0

Phase A 1 1 0.99296702 2.5
Phase B ρ 1 0.99296702 2.5

The prescribed boundary conditions applied on ΩBC are chosen such that in a
defect-free and linear-elastic configuration a state of constant shear stress τ

would result. Assuming a phase-wise homogeneous and linear-elastic response,
the corresponding shear strains read tτ/µA in Phase A and tτ/ρµA in Phase B.
Here, τ is the target shear load, µA the homogenised shear modulus of the Phase A
(cf. Section 4.2.3), and t ∈ [0,1] a pseudo-time parametrising the evolution of
the otherwise rate-independent system (i.e., zero temperature is assumed). In
order to introduce the shear deformation, a layer of atoms NBC ⊂ N is displaced
accordingly. The thickness of the layer NBC is chosen in accordance with the
cutoff radius rcut to eliminate any surface effects. Atom positions are prescribed
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as

~rα =~rα0 +
[

t
τ

µA rα0x

]
~e y, for α ∈ NA ∩NBC (4.5)

~rα =~rα0 + tτ
ρµA

[
rα0x −

(
1−ρ)

LA sgn
(
rα0x

)]
~e y, for α ∈ NB ∩NBC (4.6)

In order to predict the mechanical behaviour of the specimen, the total potential
energy is minimised at each time step tn,

r˜(tn) ∈ arg min
q˜∈Qn

V (q˜) (4.7)

The configuration space at a time step tn is denoted as Qn ⊆R2nato , and reflects
any prescribed atom displacements (recall Eqs. (4.5) and (4.6)). The minimisation
problem is solved using the trust region methodology (cf., e.g., [38]), which has
been implemented within an in-house code.

Because multiple glide planes may be activated due to random perturbations and
round-off errors, the numerical solver is initialised towards the preferred glide
plane Γgp = {~x ∈ R2 : y = 0}. In particular, the current equilibrium position ~x =
±`~ex of the dislocation dipole is estimated by means of the analytical stress
field of a Volterra dislocation in front of a phase boundary, cf. [39]. Considering
all possible dislocation dipole positions, an unstable and a stable equilibrium
position may be distinguished. The former relates to the position ~x where an
infinitesimal perturbation of the position leads to either the annihilation of the
dipole or the propagation towards the phase boundary into the stable equilibrium
position. The latter is hence the position~x in which the dislocation is introduced.
A scaling of the Volterra displacement field (see, e.g., [40])

~uV(~x)= Cm

2π

[
−tan−1 x

y
+ xy

2(1−ν)(x2 + y2)

]
~ex

− Cm

2π

[
1−2ν

4(1−ν)
ln(x2 + y2)+ x2 − y2

4(1−ν)(x2 + y2)

]
~e y,

~x ∈R2 (4.8)

is used to perturb the current relaxed configuration at a time step tn, i.e.,

~r init,α(tn+1)=~rα(tn)+~uV(~rα0 −`~ex)−~uV(~rα0 +`~ex), for α ∈ N\NBC (4.9)

This perturbed configuration is used as an initial guess for the minimization
algorithm in a consecutive time step tn+1. In Eq. (4.8), Cm is the magnitude of
the perturbation (chosen as Cm = a0/2), whereas ν is the Poisson’s ratio (obtained
as a part of the homogenized lattice properties of Section 4.2.3).
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4.2.3 Homogenization of the atomistic properties

The PN-FE model necessitates effective material properties matching those of
the atomistic system. They comprise the linear-elastic behaviour and the glide
plane potential. To reconcile the atomistic model and the PN-FE model under
plane strain condition, a virtual thickness of rA

m is considered for the atomistic
model.

First, the linear-elastic constants are extracted from the homogenised stiffness
tensor 4C, following the definition (see, e.g., [40])

Ci jkl =
1

2V

∑
α,β
α6=β

[
φ′′(rαβ)− φ′(rαβ)

rαβ

] rαβi rαβj rαβk rαβl

(rαβ)2 , with φ′′(r)= d2φαβ(r)
dr2

(4.10)

where V = A · rA
m denotes the (virtual) volume of the simulation cell in the

deformed configuration with the according in-plane sectional area A, and rαβi
the components of the~rαβ vectors. The (isotropic) stiffness tensor is obtained
for a doubly periodic simulation cell of dimensions 20a0 ×12a0

p
3. The obtained

parameters, computed for Phase A (cf. Table 4.1), are summarised in Table 4.2.
The parameters of Phase B are obtained by simply multiplying those of Phase A
with the material contrast ratio ρ, i.e., 4CB = ρ 4CA. For later reference, the
definition of the Virial stress σ is also recalled:

σi j = 1
2V

∑
α,β
α6=β

φ′(rαβ)
rαβi rαβj

rαβ
(4.11)

A second set of homogenised quantities specifies the glide plane behaviour. The
glide plane is characterised by the potential ψ∗

gp that represents the misfit energy
between two rigidly shifted bulks of atoms, as shown in Figure 4.2a. ψ∗

gp is
computed by considering a lattice with the stress free spacing a0 in a simulation
box (again of size 20a0 ×12a0

p
3). The lattice is first equilibrated with periodic

boundary conditions applied in the x-direction while the top and bottom edge
are left free. The glide plane potential is subsequently computed by shifting the
upper part of the lattice rigidly according to ~∆=∆t~e t +∆n~en, where ∆t and ∆n
denote the tangential and normal disregistry (relative displacements) across
the considered interface. These disregistry components are varied in the ranges
0 ≤ ∆t ≤ a0 and −0.2a0 ≤ ∆n ≤ 2a0. For each of these states the energy of the
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system is evaluated and the energy of the initial stress free system is subtracted.
The obtained result for Phase A is shown in Figure 4.2b. Reference values
of ψ∗

gp are the work of separation Gc = lim
∆n→∞

ψ∗
gp, the unrelaxed unstable stacking

fault energy γ(u)
us = ψ∗

gp(∆n = 0,∆t = a0/2), the relaxed unstable stacking fault
energy γ(r)

us =ψ∗
gp(∆n =∆†

n,∆t = a0/2), where ∆†
n(∆t) is the normal disregistry of

zero normal traction Tn(∆t)= ∂ψ∗
gp(∆t)/∂∆n = 0, and the characteristic length lc,

i.e., the normal disregistry ∆n at ∆t = 0 where ∂2ψ∗
gp(∆t)/∂∆2

n = 0. The values
obtained for the landscape of Figure 4.2b are listed in Table 4.3. In analogy to
the elasticity parameters, the potential of Phase B is scaled to the potential of
the Phase A by the material contrast ratio ρ, i.e., ψ∗B

gp = ρψ∗A
gp .

Table 4.2: Homogenised constitutive parameters corresponding to Phase A.

Parameter C1111 = C2222 C1122 = C1212

Value 102.520εA/rA
m

3 34.173εA/rA
m

3 (C1111/3)

Table 4.3: Reference values of the glide plane potential of Phase A.

Parameter Gc γ(u)
us γ(r)

us lc ∆†
n(∆t = a0/2)

Value 2.19εA/rA
m

2 2.61εA/rA
m

2 0.71εA/rA
m

2 0.127a0 0.119a0

4.2.4 Peierls–Nabarro finite element (PN-FE) model

The atomistic problem as specified in Figure 4.1 is translated to the PN-FE
framework, introduced in Chapter 2, in a straightforward manner. Let Ω be the
two-phase microstructure under consideration, cf. Figure 4.3. Similar to the
atomistic model, it consists of two regions ΩA and ΩB, that are separated by
perfectly bonded and coherent phase boundaries Γpb normal to~ex, i.e.,

ΩA = {
~x ∈R2 : |x| ≤ LA, |y| ≤ H

}
(4.12)

ΩB = {
~x ∈R2 : LA ≤ |x| ≤ L, |y| ≤ H

}
(4.13)

Ω =ΩA ∪ΩB (4.14)

∂Ω= (∂ΩA\Γpb)∪ (∂ΩB\Γpb) (4.15)
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Figure 4.2: (a) Sketch of the applied displacements for the computation of the
glide plane potential ψ∗

gp(∆n,∆t); (b) shape of the glide plane potential correspond-
ing to Phase A, i.e., ψ∗A

gp (∆n,∆t).

InΩ lies a single glide plane Γi
gp, normal to~e y, that splits each phaseΩi, i ∈ {A,B},

into two subdomains Ωi
± as follows:

Ωi =Ωi
+∪Ωi

− (4.16)

∂Ωi = (∂Ωi
+\Γi

gp)∪ (∂Ωi
−\Γi

gp) (4.17)

Assuming that the (non-linear) dislocation-related deformation is considered

Phase B Phase A Phase B

~exΩA−

ΩA+ΩB+

ΩB−

ΩB+

ΩB−

2H

Γpb ΓB
gp

~e y

ΓA
gp

2L

2LA

ΓB
gp

Figure 4.3: Continuum model for edge dislocation dipoles interacting with the
phase boundary in a two-phase microstructure.

only within the glide plane, the total free energy (per unit thickness) consists of
two contributions of the elastic strain energy density ψe (considered inside Ωi

±)
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and of the glide plane potential ψgp (non-zero along Γi
gp):

Ψ=
∫
Ω\Γgp

ψe dΩ+
∫
Γgp

ψgp dΓ (4.18)

Here ψe is calculated based on linear elasticity

ψe = 1
2
εe : 4C i : εe (4.19)

under a plane strain condition and with the phase specific fourth-order elasticity
tensor 4C i, which is employed according to Section 4.2.3. The elastic strain
tensor is

εe = 1
2

(
~∇~u+

(
~∇~u

)T
)

(4.20)

The linear elastic stress tensor follows accordingly with

σi = 4C i : εe (4.21)

The glide plane potential ψgp is a function of the displacement jump (or disreg-
istry) between Ωi+ and Ωi−, expressed as

~∆= J~uK=~u+−~u− (4.22)

ψgp is a periodic function in ∆t to capture the effect of lattice periodicity. The dif-
ferent glide plane potentials, which are employed in this chapter, are introduced
and calibrated in Section 4.3. Note that the elasticity and glide plane properties
are homogeneous in each phase. This results in a jump in material properties
across Γpb, in contrast to the atomistic model in which the interaction between
both phases results in a smooth transition.

The perfectly bonded and fully coherent phase boundary Γpb is modelled by
enforcing displacement and traction continuity, i.e.,

~uA =~uB, onΓpb (4.23)

σA ·~ex =σB ·~ex, onΓpb (4.24)

Similarly to the atomistic model, the shear deformation is applied on the external
boundary ∂Ω in the form of Dirichlet boundary conditions following Eqs. (4.5)
and (4.6). Under such constraints, the mechanical equilibrium inside Ω is es-
tablished by minimising the total potential energy Ψ of Eq. (4.18) subject to
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the phase boundary constraints of Eq. (4.24). Due to the periodicity of ψgp this
formulation results in a non-convex minimisation problem, which is solved using
the finite element method by discretisingΩi

± and Γi
gp in space. The resulting total

potential energy is minimised with the help of the adapted truncated Newton
optimization algorithm, see Chapter 3. Individual dislocations are initialized
using an approach similar to the one described at the end of Section 4.2.2, where
in addition a condition on the resolved shear stress around~x =~0, which needs
to exceed the critical nucleation stress τnuc before a dislocation is introduced, is
added. A more detailed description of the dislocation introduction can be found
in Chapter 2.

4.3 Glide plane models and their calibration

To study the influence of the glide plane potential ψgp on the accuracy of the
PN-FE framework outlined above in Section 4.2.4, different complexities of ψgp
are considered in this section. The calibration of each potential is discussed for
Phase A only, the properties of the Phase B potential follow accordingly using
the contrast ratio ρ. First, the classical sinusoidal PN potential, which depends
only on the tangential opening ∆t, is described in Section 4.3.1. The accuracy
of this model can be improved by considering a Fourier series, as described in
Section 4.3.2. A coupling of the tangential ∆t as well as the normal ∆n disregistry
is introduced through an analytical model outlined in Section 4.3.3, whereas
the direct use of the numerical data obtained from the MS calculations (i.e.,
ψ∗

gp(∆n,∆t), recall Figure 4.2b) is described in Section 4.3.4.

4.3.1 Classical Peierls–Nabarro potential

The standard choice for the glide plane potential is based on the Frenkel sinu-
soidal as a function of the tangential disregistry ∆t, and is expressed as

ψPN = γus sin2
(
π∆t

b

)
(4.25)

where γus is the unstable stacking fault energy and b the Burgers vector mag-
nitude. The normal disregistry is constrained to zero, i.e., ∆n = 0. To calibrate
this potential to the MS simulations, b is chosen to be equal to the atomic spac-
ing a0 to match the lattice periodicity. The unstable stacking fault energy, γus,
is determined from the atomistically calculated energy landscape ψ∗

gp(∆n,∆t),
recall Section 4.2.3. Keeping in mind that the system evolves towards the state of
minimum energy, two potentials are considered to investigate the influence of γus.
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The first potential, ψPN,1, is calibrated by setting γus equal to the relaxed unsta-
ble stacking fault energy of ψ∗

gp, i.e., γus = γ(r)
us. Note that this choice introduces

with the constraint ∆n = 0 a slight inconsistency with the atomistic response.
The second potential, ψPN,2, employs γus = γ(u)

us instead. Both potentials ψPN,i
along with their tractions Tt,i = ∂ψPN,i/∂∆t, i ∈ {1,2}, are shown in Figure 4.4 as
a function of the tangential disregistry ∆t.

4.3.2 Fourier potential

Assuming that for any ∆t the glide plane potential always occupies the state
of minimum energy in ψ∗

gp for that ∆t, i.e., where T∗
n(∆t) = ∂ψ∗

gp/∂∆n = 0, the
corresponding potential ψgp(∆t) cannot be represented with sufficient accuracy
by the simple sinusoidal function of Eq. (4.25). Although the amplitudes of the
energy and traction are captured accurately, their profiles are inaccurate (cf.
Figure 4.4, in which the dashed curves represent the atomistic data). A higher
complexity is therefore required, which can be achieved through a Fourier series
expansion for the glide plane tractions. The corresponding potential is obtained
through integration and reads

ψF =
n∑

k=1

1
k
γus,k sin2

(
kπ∆t

b

)
(4.26)

The Fourier coefficients γus,k in Eq. (4.26) are determined by a least-squares fit
of the shear traction Tt,F = ∂ψF/∂∆t to T∗

t (∆†
n,∆t). In analogy to the classical PN

potential, the normal disregistry is neglected. The first four obtained Fourier
coefficients are listed in Table 4.4, whereas higher order terms (i.e., k > 4) are
dropped because of their negligible influence. The fitted potential ψF(∆t) and its
traction Tt,F(∆t) are shown in Figure 4.4. As can be observed, it fits the atomistic
data nearly perfectly along the relaxed path (∆†

n,∆t) in the diagrams.

Table 4.4: Fitted parameters for the Fourier glide plane potential ψF.

Parameter γus,1 γus,2 γus,3 γus,4 b

Value 0.667εA/r2
m 0.296εA/r2

m 0.112εA/r2
m 0.039εA/r2

m a0

4.3.3 Coupled analytical potential

Instead of restricting the potential ψgp to represent only one section ψ∗
gp(∆†

n,∆t),
the full potential ψ∗

gp(∆n,∆t) can be approximated by introducing the additional
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dependency of ψgp on the normal disregistry ∆n. As a result, also the out-of-plane
reaction force of the glide plane is included, as opposed to the previous models
which neglected this contribution. Following Sun et al. [16], the coupled potential
can be expressed as

ψC(∆n,∆t)=Gc

{
1−

[
1+ ∆n

lc

]
exp

(
−∆n

lc

)
+sin2

(
π∆t

b

)[
q+ q− p

1− p

(
∆n

lc

)]
exp

(
−∆n

lc

)}
(4.27)

with the work of separation Gc, the characteristic length lc (i.e., such a normal
disregistry ∆n at ∆t = 0 for which ∂2ψ∗

gp/∂∆2
n = 0), and p =∆†

n(∆t = b/2)/lc. Sun et
al. [16] further suggested to set q equal to the ratio γ(u)

us /Gc. However, this, along
with Eq. (4.27), leads to a strong overestimation of γ(r)

us as ψC(∆†
n,b/2) ≈ 7γ(r)

us.
Considering γ(r)

us instead of γ(u)
us to be a key quantity of the glide plane potential, q

is to be calibrated such that γ(r)
us is represented correctly. This relationship yields,

cf. [16],

q =
(
γ(r)

us

Gc
−1

)
(1− p)exp(p)+1 (4.28)

The correspondingly calculated parameters for ψC are listed in Table 4.5. The
energy ψC and shear traction Tt,C are plotted in Figure 4.4 along ∆†

n, ∆t, to allow
for an adequate comparison with the other glide plane potentials.

Table 4.5: Fitted parameters for the coupled analytical glide plane potential ψC.

Parameter Gc lc p q b

Value 2.194εA/r2
m 0.127a0 0.9357 0.8887 a0

4.3.4 Coupled numerical potential

The highest possible accuracy of the glide plane potential for the PN-FE model
is obtained if the data points of ψ∗

gp are directly used as input for the glide
plane potential, which is denoted as ψN. Intermediate values are calculated
numerically via a cubic interpolation scheme to ensure sufficient smoothness of
the glide plane traction ∂ψN/∂~∆ and stiffness ∂2ψN/∂~∆2. Figure 4.4 shows the
energy ψN and corresponding traction Tt,N along ∆†

n, ∆t.
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Figure 4.4: Various employed glide plane models, plotted along ∆†
n, ∆t,

where ∆†
n(∆t) is the normal disregistry ∆n for which the normal traction vanishes,

i.e., Tn = 0: (a) glide plane potential ψgp; (b) glide plane shear traction Tt.

4.4 Comparative analysis

In this section a two-fold objective is pursued. i) The predictive capability of
the PN-FE methodology is assessed by a comparison against the MS simulation.
As a benchmark of the optimum accuracy the coupled numerical glide plane
potential ψN(∆n,∆t) (cf. Section 4.3) is used. ii) The influence of the various glide
plane potentials (cf. Section 4.3) on the obtained results is studied.

First, the employed geometric properties of the two-phase microstructure are
specified in Section 4.4.1. The global behaviour of the MS model as well as the
PN-FE model with the various considered glide plane potentials is studied in
terms of dislocation positions and the total potential energy in Section 4.4.2. A
detailed comparison of the corresponding disregistry profiles and local dislocation
structure for selected instances during the pile-up evolution is presented in Sec-
tion 4.4.3. The influence of the different glide plane potentials on the dislocation
induced tractions is discussed in Section 4.4.4. Lastly, the local field quantities
such as displacements and strains are compared in Section 4.4.5.

4.4.1 Parameter set

The two-phase microstructure, as introduced in Section 4.2, is considered, with 512×
516 atoms in Phase A and two times 258×516 atoms in Phase B. After subtract-
ing the rigid boundary layer ΩBC, the model dimensions of the PN-FE model
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are L×H = 511.5a0 ×256
p

3a0 and LA = 256a0. The phase contrast is chosen
as ρ = 1.4 and the constant lattice spacing implies bB = bA = b. The critical
nucleation stress for the PN-FE model is set to τnuc = 0.0035µA. Boundary con-
ditions are applied according to Eqs. (4.5) and (4.6), where the pseudo-time t is
updated by increments of 1/450 to reach the target strain τ= 0.03µA. Due to the
symmetry of the problem (~u(−~x)=−~u(~x)), the computed results are plotted only
for x ≥ 0. In the following, the atomistic simulation results are labelled as MS.
All results are normalised with respect to b (positions, disregistry), µA (tractions,
stresses), and εA (energy).

4.4.2 Dislocation motion

By subjecting the considered microstructure to the constantly increasing external
shear deformation (corresponding to the shear load τ), stable dislocations are
successively nucleated in both models. As a consequence of that applied shear
load, the nucleated dislocations tend to move towards the phase boundary where,
as a result of the present phase contrast, they pile up. To demonstrate the
predictive capability of the PN-FE model (with the coupled numerical glide
plane potential), its global model response is compared with the MS model. The
detailed evolution of the dislocation positions as a function of the externally
applied shear load τ is shown in Figure 4.5a, where x j represents the horizontal
coordinate of dislocation j. The corresponding evolution of the total free energy
Ψ is illustrated in Figure 4.5b, with Ψ = V (r˜)− V (r˜0) for the MS model. The
specific model evolutions, in terms of dislocation positions and total free energy
can be understood as follows.

Initially, both models are defect free and behave (nearly) linear elastic. Only after
the external shear deformation has increased sufficiently, dislocation nucleation
is triggered, at τ = 0.0012µA for the atomistic system; in the PN-FE model,
the criterion for dislocation nucleation is not fulfilled yet. By nucleating the
dislocation, a large amount of energy is introduced into the system, which results
in the energy increase (cf. Figure 4.5b). At the instance of nucleation (i.e., Point 1
in Figure 4.5), the stable and unstable equilibrium positions of the dislocation
lie close to each other, meaning also that multiple local energy minima exist.
The individual local minima are separated by energy barriers that need to be
overcome to propagate the dislocation further – the so-called Peierls barriers
– originating from the lattice discreteness. This phenomenon of multiple local
minima, and thus Peierls barrier, does not exist in the continuum formulation
of the PN-FE model. Hence, no stable dislocations are nucleated in the PN-FE
model yet. It is also to be noted, that in an MD simulation the dislocation may
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Figure 4.5: Global model response to the formation and evolution of a 3-
dislocation pile-up under increasing externally applied shear load τ for the atom-
istic model (MS) and the PN-FE model with the coupled numerical glide plane
potential (Numerical): (a) evolution of the energy and (b) evolution of the dislo-
cation positions x j. Transmission occurs in the PN-FE model at an externally
applied shear load of τ= 0.011µA. The grey area indicates Phase B.

overcome the barrier due to thermal activation and annihilate (recall the dipole
configuration). Nevertheless, due to the presence of that barrier in the MS model
the externally applied shear load τ needs to be increased sufficiently to propagate
the dislocation further towards the phase boundary into its new equilibrium
position (τ= 0.0033µA – Point 2). Subsequently, a sudden motion occurs, which
is reflected in the energy curve by a large drop in the energy to a slightly higher
level compared to the PN-FE model. Shortly thereafter (τ= 0.0035µA – Point 3),
the shear deformation suffices to trigger dislocation nucleation in the PN-FE
model close to the phase boundary. Here, the energy introduced to nucleate
the dislocation equals the amount of energy by which the system relaxes due to
the presence of the dipole. Not a jump, but rather a kink is therefore observed
in Ψ(τ). At this point, a slight difference in Ψ between the MS and the PN-
FE model reveals a minor underestimation of the dislocation induced energy
by the PN-FE model. With further increasing externally applied shear load,
both models exhibit similar behaviour in terms of the energy and position of
the first dislocation. The minor differences in dislocation position is explained
by the presence of the Peierls barrier, which leads to a step-wise motion of the
dislocations in the atomistic model with jumps of approximately one Burgers
vector b – a phenomenon that is not present in the PN-FE model due to its
continuous nature.
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A second dislocation is nucleated in the atomistic model at τ= 0.0051µA (Point 4).
An energy increase is again required to nucleate it, and the dislocation remains
temporarily in its nucleation position until the applied shear load reaches the
value of τ= 0.0065µA. Again, in MD simulations this nucleated dislocation may
not be stable. By further increasing the applied shear load, the dislocation moves
towards the phase boundary where it piles up, leading to a relaxation of the
system and a small drop in energy (Point 5). At approximately τ = 0.0065µA

(Point 6), the second dislocation is nucleated in the PN-FE model, which now
requires some energy, resulting in a small jump. With the second dislocation the
difference in energy between both models increases, as opposed to where only one
dislocation was present, due to the marginal underestimation of the dislocation
induced energy in the PN-FE model. The comparison of the dislocation positions
(Figure 4.5a) furthermore reveals a small deviation between both models which,
similar to the step-wise dislocation motion, can be attributed to the Peierls
barrier.

With the nucleation of the third dislocation the mechanism changes. Not only
does the dislocation nucleate in the atomistic model at a higher shear load
(τ= 0.0103µA – Point 8) compared to the PN-FE model (τ= 0.0098µA – Point 7),
it is also immediately mobile. Both the later nucleation and mobility result from
the already existing dislocation structure.

In the atomistic model, the dislocation pile-up is at all stages less compressed and
it hence induces a higher long-range backstress compared to the PN-FE model,
triggering a later nucleation of subsequent dislocations. With the nucleation
of the third dislocation a jump in the position of the second dislocation and
the absence of the motion barrier for the third dislocation (in the MS model) is
apparent, which can be as follows. At the beginning of the nucleation step the
third dislocation is introduced at position x3 where it initially exerts a repulsive
shear stress on the 2-dislocation pile-up. Hence, in the course of minimising the
total free energy (at this step), the pile-up is compressed which in turn lowers
the repulsive shear stress of the pile-up on the nucleated dislocation. As a result,
the third dislocation experiences a driving force towards the phase boundary
where, at the end of the nucleation step, it settles down in its new position x3.

Eventually, the leading dislocation is transmitted in the PN-FE model at an
externally applied shear load of τ= 0.011µA. In the atomistic model, a signifi-
cantly higher stress level of τ= 0.0167µA is required to reach transmission, at
which fourth dislocation is present. For the sake of conciseness and to facilitate a
sharp comparison between both models this is not included in Figure 4.5. The
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Figure 4.6: Comparison of the global model response in terms of the energy under
increasing externally applied shear load τ for the different glide plane potentials
of the PN-FE model.

cause of the different obstruction against dislocation transmission lies within
the complex interaction of the dislocation core with the phase boundary during
its transmission across the phase boundary. Due to the strong approximations
made on the core behaviour in the PN-FE model (i.e., small deformations, linear
elasticity, local glide plane potential), it is not able to capture the process of
dislocation transmission accurately.

A comparison of the energy evolution obtained with the different glide plane
potentials, plotted in Figure 4.6, shows a small difference up to a shear load
of τ≈ 0.011µA. Most glide plane potentials invoke dislocation transmission at τ=
(0.0109±0.00017)µA. Only ψPN,2 (fitted to γ(u)

us ) shows dislocation transmission at
a stress of τ= 0.0214µA, with already six nucleated dislocations. This illustrates
the significant influence of γus on dislocation obstruction at the phase boundary.

4.4.3 Disregistry profiles

In the continuum PN-FE model, the disregistry profile can be straightforwardly
calculated from the nodal displacements through Eq. (4.22). In the atomistic
model, however, the displacements of atoms above and below the glide plane
need to be first interpolated to apply Eq. (4.22). The Obtained tangential ∆t and
normal ∆n disregistry profiles of a single dislocation are shown in Figure 4.7
(at τ= 0.00473µA), whereas the pile-up configuration consisting of three disloca-
tions is shown in Figure 4.8 (at τ= 0.0106µA).
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a) b)

Figure 4.7: Disregistry profiles of the different glide plane potentials in compari-
son with the atomistic model (MS) at τ= 0.00473µA: (a) tangential disregistry ∆t;
(b) normal disregistry ∆n. The grey area indicates Phase B

The comparison of the PN-FE model (with the coupled numerical glide plane
potential) with the MS model shows that, despite the influence of the Peierls
barrier on the dislocation position and some small deviation within the dislocation
core, the rather simple PN-FE model is able to approximate the disregistry
profiles of the atomistic model reasonably well. Note that the relatively large
deviations in ∆n in the tailing part of the dislocation is an artefact, which arises
due to the assessment of ~∆ in the reference configuration (at t = 0) in the MS
model. In this context, atoms which are increasingly separated horizontally by
∆t experience in relation with the external shear load an increasing difference
in vertical displacement, that artificially leads to an increase in ∆n. Naturally,
with larger number of dislocations, ∆t and hence the artificial contribution to ∆n
increases, as observed in Figure 4.8b.

A comparison of the different glide plane potentials ψgp unveils a significant
influence on the local tangential disregistry profile. Consider the PN-FE model
with the coupled numerical glide plane potential ψN as the reference solution.
The classical PN potentials (ψPN,1 and ψPN,2) exhibit certain deviations in ∆t,
which can be related to the difference in ψgp as follows (cf. also Figure 4.4a).
With ψPN,1 small deviations of ∆t from the energy-free state (∆t = i b with i =
0,1,2, . . . ) are energetically less penalised, as compared to ψN. Consequently,
the surrounding bulk outside of the dislocation core relaxes more to reduce
elastic strain energy, leading to the slow decay/increase towards ∆t = i b. On
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a) b)

Figure 4.8: Disregistry profile of the different glide plane potentials in com-
parison with MS at τ = 0.0106µA: (a) tangential disregistry ∆t; (b) normal
disregistry ∆n.

the contrary, ψPN,2 penalises any tangential disregistry ∆t to a significantly
larger extent. The dislocation core is therefore more compressed to reduce the
contribution of the glide plane potential to the total energy, resulting not only
in a fast decay/increase towards ∆t = i b, but also in a higher gradient within
the dislocation core. Comparing the glide plane potentials ψF and ψC with ψN
shows very closely matching tangential disregistry profiles. This supports the
earlier assumptions that: (i) in the PN-FE model, γ(r)

us is the key quantity for the
proper description of the dislocation behaviour; (ii) the disregistry profile ~∆ of a
dislocation follows the path of minimum energy in ψ∗

gp, i.e., along ∆†
n. Only the

numerical and coupled glide plane potentials ψN and ψC include the dependency
on ∆n, and thus capable of approximating the normal disregistry ∆n of the
atomistic model. The Fourier potential, however, while neglecting the normal
disregistry, nevertheless does a good job at capturing the tangential disregistry
by virtue of its calibration on the relaxed energy Ψ∗

gp.

4.4.4 Glide plane tractions

The predictions made with the various glide plane potentials in terms of the
dislocation induced glide plane tractions Tt, and the implication on the disloca-
tion behaviour are discussed here. An illustrative comparison of the tractions
is presented in Figure 4.9 at τ = 0.00473µA, corresponding to the disregistry
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profiles in Figure 4.7. The atomistic tractions are taken as the Virial shear
stress σxy (recall Eq. (4.11)) at atom positions below the glide plane. Note that
the Virial stress, since it is an averaged quantity, becomes questionable within
the dislocation core. Hence, no comparison between the atomistic model and the
PN-FE model in the core region (±5b) follows. Outside of the dislocation core,
nevertheless, it can be seen that the traction distributions in the PN-FE model
agree for all glide plane potentials to the MS model. A minor irregularity of the
tractions with a discontinuity at the phase boundary is present in the PN-FE
model, which relates to the discontinuity in material properties across the phase
boundary. This similarity outside of the dislocation core exemplifies on the one
hand the indifference of the long-range stresses, and hence dislocation positions,
to the employed potential ψgp, and on the other hand the relative good agreement
of the total free energy during the pile-up evolution (see Figs. 4.5 and 4.6).
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Figure 4.9: Glide plane shear traction Tt of the PN-FE model with the different
glide plane potentials and of the atomistic model (MS) at τ= 0.00473µA. The grey
area indicates Phase B.

The comparison of the different glide plane potentials in the PN-FE model
unveils within the dislocation core, similar to the tangential disregistry profile, a
strong influence on the tractions. It is therefore expected that sufficiently close
dislocations (i.e., ≤ 5b) exert repulsive shear stresses on each other that differ in
magnitude for the different glide plane models. While the classical PN potentials
will exhibit a substantially larger (PN2 with γ(u)

us ) or slightly lower (PN1 with
γ(r)

us) repulsion, as compared to the coupled numerical potential, the Fourier
potential and the coupled analytical potential will invoke a similar repulsion as
the numerical potential.
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Based on the partially large deviations within the dislocation core, in traction
as well as disregistry, it can be deduced that for each model differently large
dislocation core energies persist – the lowest for PN1 (with γ(r)

us) and the highest
for PN2 (with γ(u)

us ). This explains the slight difference in the total free energy
which increases with each introduced dislocation (see Figure 4.6).

4.4.5 Displacement and strain fields

The local displacement and strain fields are next evaluated for selected glide
plane models. Besides MS, the PN-FE model is considered with the coupled
numerical glide plane potential ψN and with the Fourier potential ψF. For
the atomistic model, the displacements are plotted in terms of the change of
atom positions. The strains correspond to the Green–Lagrange strain tensor EG
obtained from the deformation gradient, which is calculated by a local least
squares fit of the displacements of neighbouring atoms relative to the central one
with respect to a homogeneous deformation gradient, as presented in [41, 42].
The post-processing is performed in Ovito [43]. Because the strain fields are
averaged quantities in MS, unreliable values are obtained within the dislocation
core region. The strains need to be, therefore, evaluated with caution within the
core regions. To this end, the colour scales used are cropped. For the PN-FE
model, either directly the nodal quantities (for displacements) or the element
averaged nodal quantities (for infinitesimal strains E) are shown. Due to (i) the
questionable accuracy of strains within the core region in the atomistic model,
and (ii) the difference between the geometrical non-linearity of the atomistic
model vs. linearity of the PN-FE model, the obtained results can only be compared
qualitatively. All figures span the window [100a0 ≤ x ≤ 320a0,−60a0 ≤ y≤ 60a0].
The resulting quantities are shown in Figure 4.10 for an applied shear load
of τ= 0.00473µA, and in Figure 4.11 for τ= 0.0106µA.

The comparison shows a good agreement between the PN-FE model and the
atomistic model. Notwithstanding its simplicity, the PN-FE model is able to
capture the quite complex strain fields rather well. In both models, MS and
PN-FE, similar discontinuities at the phase boundary are noticeable, e.g., in Exx,
EG,xx, Exy, and EG,xy. These discontinuities are due to the change in material
properties across the phase boundary, and hence are more pronounced in the
PN-FE model, in which this boundary is sharper. Note that the large strains
along the glide plane in the MS model (EG,yy and EG,xy) relate to the local least
squares fit and occur in this context due to the large relative displacement of
atoms across the glide plane.
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Despite the relatively good agreement, some differences between the atomistic
and the PN-FE model with ψN are present, especially for E yy and EG,yy below the
glide plane. The Fourier glide plane potential ψF, on the contrary, achieves better
qualitative agreement with the atomistic model. This is, however, a consequence
of the glide plane constraint ∆n = 0, which limits the dislocation relaxation out of
plane, and hence may not be misinterpreted as a higher accuracy of ψF. Both
glide plane potentials show minor deviations for Exx and EG,xx.

An additional discrepancy between the atomistic and the PN-FE models is
present for the dislocation pile-up at τ= 0.0106µA. As a result of the deviating
dislocation positions (MS vs. PN-FE), a slight difference in the displacement and
strain fields arises (cf. Figure 4.11).
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Figure 4.10: Displacement (x-component) and strain field of the atomistic model
compared to the PN-FE model with the Fourier glide plane potential ψF and the
coupled numerical glide plane potential ψN at τ= 0.00473µA.
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Figure 4.11: Displacement (x-component) and strain field of the atomistic model
compared to the PN-FE model with the Fourier glide plane potential ψF and the
coupled numerical glide plane potential ψN at τ= 0.0106µA. Note the different
colour scale for ux compared to Figure 4.10, reflecting the presence of three
dislocations (vs one).

4.5 Summary and discussion

This chapter presented a qualitative and quantitative comparison of the PN-FE
model against equivalent atomistic simulations in terms of edge dislocation
behaviour using a 2D two-phase microstructure. Different glide plane poten-
tials were considered to study their influence on the dislocation structure (i.e.,
disregistry profile) and on dislocation transmission across the phase boundary.
Although the continuous PN-FE methodology is based on numerous simplifica-
tions, it is able to capture the atomistic response to a good extent in terms of
dislocation positions, disregistry profile and strain field. This exemplifies that
the PN-FE model is able to capture the long-range influence of a second phase on
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the dislocation behaviour fairly well. Some quantitative differences between the
atomistic and PN-FE model are present originating from a distinct dislocation
core behaviour in terms of the disregistry profile, the pile-up length (≈ 15%)
and the shear load which is required for dislocation transmission. These differ-
ences can be related to the simplicity of the PN-FE model as follows: (i) linear
elasticity describes the behaviour of the bulk above and below the glide plane;
(ii) the problem is solved in an infinitesimal strain framework; (iii) the material
properties are homogeneous within the individual phases, with a jump across
the interface; (iv) the behaviour of a discrete (atomic) system is adopted in a
continuum formulation, which thus cannot capture the discrete nature of the
Peierls barrier; and (v) the effect of non-locality is neglected. Although it is
possible to advance the PN-FE model to higher complexity, its simplicity and
computational efficiency would be compromised.

The comparison of the different glide plane potentials of the PN-FE model showed
that the amplitude of the glide plane potential has a significant influence on
dislocation transmission. Glide plane potentials fitted to the relaxed unstable
stacking fault energy γ(r)

us invoked dislocation transmission at a similar externally
applied shear deformation compared to atomistic simulation. The glide plane
model fitted to the unrelaxed unstable stacking fault energy γ(u)

us , on the contrary,
required a much higher shear deformation to trigger dislocation transmission.
In terms of tangential disregistry profile ∆t, the highest accuracy (compared
to the reference numerical potential ψN(∆n,∆t)) was obtained by the coupled
potential ψC(∆n,∆t) and the Fourier series based potential ψF(∆t), although the
latter disregards the normal disregistry ∆n. The normal disregistry ∆n is only
incorporated in the coupled model ψC and matches adequately with the reference
model ψN.

Although numerous simplifications are adopted in the PN-FE model, it has
proven to be an elegant and computationally efficient approach to study edge
dislocation interactions with phase boundaries. It enables to study isolated
mechanisms of the underlying physics, since only the key mechanisms employed
in the model are activated.
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Chapter 5

Dislocation Transmission
versus Crack Nucleation

Based on:
F. Bormann, R.H.J. Peerlings and M.G.D. Geers
On the competition between dislocation glide and crack nucleation at phase boundaries, to be
submitted.
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5.1 Introduction

Dislocation interactions with grain and phase boundaries are known to be com-
plex phenomena. Depending on the geometrical properties (e.g., grain misorien-
tation) and the material properties (intra- and interphase) a variety of events
may occur. To gain a more profound insight in the interplay between dislocations
and internal boundaries, atomistic studies on various grain and phase bound-
aries have been performed [1–11]. Reported events are dislocation obstruction,
dislocation reflection, dislocation nucleation, dislocation transmission across
the boundary, dislocation absorption into the boundary and dislocation induced
decohesion. However, the underlying mechanisms controlling these phenomena
are not properly understood – let alone their interplay and/or competition. To
acquire a better understanding of the mechanics of these events, each isolated
event needs to be scrutinised. Atomistic models generally are not suitable for
this because they do not allow one to "switch off" certain mechanisms. Several
alternative modelling approaches have been proposed to capture the local dislo-
cation behaviour. The most common approaches are the Peierls–Nabarro (PN)
model [12–14], phase-field based models [15–17] and Field Dislocation Mechanics
[18–20]. Using these models, dislocation transmission across simple grain and
phase boundary structures was recently studied [21–23], as well as in Chapter 2.

Here we add a novel dimension to the problems beyond transmission, by ex-
tending the recently proposed 2D Peierls–Nabarro finite element (PN-FE) model
(recall Chapter 2) to incorporate decohesion. This extension enables us to study
how the local stresses due to a dislocation or a pile-up of dislocations may result
in an interface crack. In some other cases, a dislocation (of the pile-up) may
be transmitted without any cracking. Our goal is to study this competition of
mechanisms and the dependence of its outcome on the physical properties, e.g.,
phase contrast, interface properties, etc.

In this chapter, we consider the idealised problem of a two-phase microstructure
in two dimensions. It consists of a soft phase which is flanked by a harder
phase. Embedded in both phases lies a single glide plane perpendicular to
and continuous across the fully coherent phase boundary. Centred in the soft
phase, a dislocation source is assumed that emits edge dislocation dipoles under
the influence of an externally applied shear load. The glide plane is modelled
in alignment with the PN model as a zero-thickness interface, splitting the
microstructure into two regions of linear elasticity. Along the glide plane, an
energy based interface model is employed to capture structure and motion of
dislocations. It entails a periodic, and thus non-convex, potential in terms of the
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relative tangential displacement, or disregistry, between the two elastic regions.
The phase boundary is fitted with a dedicated cohesive zone model which allows
for a relative normal displacement, or opening, at cost of an energy – which,
for large openings, approaches the fracture toughness. The total free energy,
which comprises the elastic strain energy, the misfit energy of the glide plane and
the cohesive energy of the phase boundary, is highly non-convex. To solve this
non-convex minimisation problem, the model is discretised by finite elements and
solved numerically by the Truncated Newton method as introduced in Chapter 3.

While it seems intuitive to employ atomistics based potentials for the glide
plane and phase boundary, such potentials correspond to a misfit energy that is
intrinsic to the two layers of atoms adjacent to the interface. When employed to a
zero-thickness interface (as done in the present model), erroneous results may be
obtained due to the incorporation of the (linear) elastic response between the two
layers of atoms, which stands in contradiction with the zero-thickness interfaces.
Hence, to restore physical consistency, Rice [24] and later Sun et. al [25] proposed
the exclusion of this linear elastic response from the atomistically calculated
potentials and its reduction towards a non-linear potentials that correspond to
zero-thickness interfaces. In later studies, Xu et al. [26, 27] showed that the
linear elastic potential reduction has a significant influence on the Peierls stress
and on the activation energy for dislocation nucleation from a crack tip, and it
hence may not be neglected – as is commonly done in the literature (including
earlier the work in Chapter 2).

In the first part of this chapter we study the influence of the linear elastic
reduction on the obtained results for the interplay of dislocations with a perfectly
bonded, as well as a decohering phase boundary. In the second part, the reduced
potentials are employed for the parameter study on the competition between
dislocation transmission and crack nucleation as well as on the resulting crack
length. The chapter is organised as follows. In Section 5.2 the Peierls–Nabarro
cohesive zone (PN-CZ) model for dislocations interacting with a decohering phase
boundary is formulated. Its capability of modelling dislocation transmission and
dislocation induced interface decohesion is illustrated in Section 5.3 to familiarise
the reader with the mechanics of the problem at hand. Section 5.4 introduces
the linear elastic reduction of the corresponding potentials and demonstrates its
influence on the dislocation behaviour. A parameter study on the competition
between dislocation transmission and phase boundary decohesion follows in
Section 5.5. Finally, conclusions are presented in Section 5.6.
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5.2 The Peierls–Nabarro cohesive zone (PN-CZ) model

5.2.1 Model formulation

Let Ω be the two-phase microstructure illustrated in Figure 5.1. Any material
point in Ω is mapped by the position vector~x in the Eucledian point space R2

with basis vectors ~ex and ~e y. The glide plane Γgp and the phase boundary Γpb
are zero thickness interfaces, splitting Ω into the subdomains Ωi

± with i ∈ {A,B}
(see Figure 5.1):

Ω=ΩA ∪ΩB (5.1)

Γgp =ΓA
gp ∪ΓB

gp (5.2)

Ωi =Ωi
+∪Ωi

− (5.3)

∂Ω=(∂ΩA \Γpb)∪ (∂ΩB \Γpb) (5.4)

∂Ωi =(∂Ωi
+ \Γi

gp)∪ (∂Ωi
− \Γi

gp) (5.5)

For simplicity, Γgp is oriented here with its normal~egp,n =~e y and its slip direction

Figure 5.1: Continuum PN-CZ model for edge dislocation dipoles interacting
with a phase boundary in a two-phase microstructure. Γps denotes the symmetry
plane of the dipole problem.

~egp,t =~ex; the phase boundary normal of Γpb is~epb,n =~ex. Assuming all non-linear
deformation of Ω to be confined to Γgp and Γpb, the total free energy (per unit
thickness) of Ω is defined as

Ψ=
∫
Ω̄
ψe dΩ+

∫
Γgp

ψgp dΓ+
∫
Γpb

ψpb dΓ (5.6)
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with Ω̄=Ω\ (Γgp ∪Γpb). Here, ψe is the elastic strain energy density in ΩA
± and

ΩB
±, calculated by standard linear elasticity under a plane strain condition; ψgp

is the glide plane potential describing the misfit energy density along ΓA
gp and

ΓB
gp; ψpb is the phase boundary potential defining the reversible cohesive energy

density along Γpb. Phase specific material properties apply for ψe and ψgp.

Both interface potentials, ψgp and ψpb, are functions of the relative displacement
between initially coinciding points on Γgp and Γpb, respectively:

~∆gp = [[~u]]=~u+−~u− ∀~x ∈Γgp (5.7)
~∆pb = [[~u]]=~uB −~uA ∀~x ∈Γpb (5.8)

Due to the alignment of Γgp with the global basis vectors, the tangential relative
displacement, or disregistry, of the glide plane is defined as ∆gp =~∆gp ·~ex; the
normal relative displacements, or opening, of the phase boundary is ∆pb =~∆pb ·~ex.

In this chapter, a Fourier based glide plane potential is employed (recall Chapter
4):

ψgp(∆gp)=∑
k

1
k
γi

us,k sin2
(kπ∆gp

bi

)
(5.9)

where γi
us,k are the Fourier parameters and bi the magnitude of the Burgers

vector associated with Phase i. Any normal relative displacement ~∆gp ·~e y along
the glide plane is constrained to zero. The glide plane tractions are as follows

Tgp =
dψgp

d∆gp
(5.10)

The here adopted phase boundary potential is a modified version of the Rose–
Ferrante–Smith universal binding relation [28] and replaces the exponential
behaviour with a quadratic expression in the compressive domain, which is an
essential part for the linear elastic reduction, introduced in Section 5.4. The
phase boundary potential reads

ψpb(∆pb)=
Gc

[
1−

[
1+ ∆pb

lc

]
exp

(
−∆pb

lc

)]
, ∀∆pb ≥ 0

1
2Gc

(
∆pb
lc

)2
, ∀∆pb < 0

(5.11)

with the work of separation Gc and the characteristic length lc where the second
derivative d2ψpb/d∆2

pb is zero. The tangential sliding ∆pb =~∆pb ·~e y of the phase
boundary is constrained to zero. The phase boundary tractions read

Tpb =
dψpb

d∆pb
(5.12)
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5.2.2 Boundary conditions

Within the 2D plane strain setting, edge dislocation dipoles are centred at~x =
~0, giving rise to a symmetric problem with ~u(−~x) = −~u(~x). This requires the
symmetry boundary condition ~u(y)=−~u(−y) on the vertical symmetry plane Γps
through~x =~0 with

Γps = {(0, y)|−H < y< H} (5.13)

For conciseness, the term dislocation dipole will be replaced in the following with
dislocation only whenever confusion is excluded.

On the outer boundary ∂Ω\Γps a shear deformation is imposed, which, for a
linear elastic model response (no glide plane), induces a constant shear stress
τ = tτ̄ in Ω. Here, τ̄ is the target shear load and t ∈ [0,1] a pseudo-time to
capture the model’s evolution under an increasing shear load. The corresponding
Dirichlet boundary conditions read

~u = τ̄

µA x t~e y on∂ΩA \
(
Γpb ∪Γps

)
(5.14)

~u = τ̄

µB

[
x−

(
1− µB

µA

)
LA

]
t~e y on∂ΩB \Γpb (5.15)

with the shear modulus µi of Phase i.

5.2.3 Solution method

For the evaluation of the PN-CZ model under the at time tn applied boundary
conditions (5.14),(5.15), the non-convex total free energy of Eq. (5.6) needs to be
minimised. To this end, the full problem is discretised by finite elements and
solved with the adapted truncated Newton method, as outlined in Chapter 3. To
introduce spatially stable dislocations, i.e., no annihilation of the dipole occurs,
the framework outlined in Chapter 2 is followed.

5.2.4 Parameter set used

In the analyses, presented in this chapter, the material properties of Phase A,
i.e., elasticity parameters and glide plane properties, are chosen consistently
with molecular statics results for a 2D hexagonal lattice (recall Chapter 4). All
parameters are parametrised with respect to the shear modulus µA and the
Burgers vector bA = b. Poisson’s ratio is defined as νA = 0.25 and the Fourier
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parameters for the glide plane are taken as listed in Table 5.1. The material
parameters of Phase B are defined through the phase contrast km as µB = kmµ

A

and γB
us,k = kmγ

A
us,k; a homogeneous Poisson’s ratio applies, i.e., νB = νA. The

coherent phase boundary implies bB = bA. The phase boundary properties have
been calibrated equally on molecular statics results and are defined as lc = 0.14b
and Gc = kpb (1+km)Gc,0 with Gc,0 = 7.24 ·10−2µAb and the toughness factor kpb,
to vary the phase boundary toughness and strength simultaneously. The model
dimensions are chosen as LA = 2000b, L = 3000b and H = 2250b. The full model
is discretised by linear triangular elements with one central Gauss points, for
Ωi

±, and by linear interface elements with two Gauss points, for Γgp and Γpb.
A maximum mesh size of b/8 is adopted to adequately capture the dislocation
behaviour and phase boundary decohesion. Outside of the region of interest, the
mesh coarsens rapidly.

For the load application, a target shear load of τ̄= 0.07µA is considered, which
refers to 90% of the glide plane traction amplitude max

{
Tgp

}
of Phase A. Note

that this rather large target stress is solely chosen for the purpose of a qualitative
study. Results are to be interpreted carefully in the context of the adopted small
strain framework.

Table 5.1: Fourier parameters for the glide plane potential of Phase A.

Parameter γus,1/µAb γus,2/µAb γus,3/µAb γus,4/µAb
Value 1.95 ·10−2 8.67 ·10−3 3.28 ·10−3 1.14 ·10−3

5.3 Illustrative results

The purpose of this section is to demonstrate the model’s capability for dislo-
cation transmission and dislocation induced crack nucleation – a competition
that depends on the material and interface properties. In this context, first
results are given to make the reader familiar with the general mechanics of the
present problem. Two interfaces of different toughness are considered, one that
promotes transmission (kpb = 2−1.2) and one that is prone to failure (kpb = 2−1.4).
Throughout this section, a phase contrast km = 2 applies. First, the results of a
single dislocation interacting with the phase boundary are given to understand
the influence of the decohering phase boundary. Subsequently, an 8-dislocation
pile-up system is considered to demonstrate the difference in model response.
Results are compared with a corresponding non-damaging model (kpb =∞) where
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displacement and traction continuity across Γpb are enforced.

5.3.1 Single dislocation case

Consider first a single dislocation under the externally applied shear load τ=
0.0019µA. The different model responses for the dislocation interacting with
the phase boundary are displayed in terms of the glide plane response and
of the phase boundary response. The glide plane behaviour is displayed in
Figure 5.2 by the disregistry profiles ∆gp and the glide plane tractions Tgp where
kpb = 2−1.2 and kpb = 2−1.4 are nearly overlapping. The presence of the dislocation
is indicated in Figure 5.2a by the large drop of the disregistry from b to 0, which
is established by the energy minimisation – without requiring any additional
criteria. The dislocation core is located at the position ∆gp = b/2. The resulting
tractions in Figure 5.2b are equally outcome of the simulation and are hence
finite and zero at the centre of the dislocation. Note that the discontinuity in Tgp
at the phase boundary x = LA originates from jump in the piece-wise constant
material properties across the phase boundary.

Figure 5.2: Model response for a single dislocation interacting with a non-
damaging (kpb =∞) and a decohering phase boundary (kpb ∈ {

2−1.4,2−1.2}
) at

τ= 0.0019µA: (a) disregistry profiles ∆gp and (b) glide plane tractions Tgp along
the glide plane. Phase B is shaded for clarity.

The response of the decohering phase boundary is demonstrated in Figure 5.3a
by the phase boundary response opening profiles ∆pb and in Figure 5.3b by the
phase boundary tractions Tpb. Here, the relatively large opening and traction
gradients around y = 0 are induced by the interaction of the phase boundary
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with the glide plane in relation with a marginal (but barely visible) disregistry
gradient at x = LA .

The comparison of the different model responses shows already for the dislocation
distant to the phase boundary a small influence of the phase boundary opening,
which is explained as follows. Due to the presence of the dislocation, a stress
field is induced which leads to a slight opening of the phase boundary (y≤ 0) or a
slight compression (y≥ 0). Hence, the bulk Ω± relaxes, resulting in a dislocation
position slightly closer to the boundary than for kpb =∞. At this applied shear
load, the small difference between kpb = 2−1.2 and kpb = 2−1.4 has only a negligible
influence on ∆gp and Tgp, and hence on the dislocation position.
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Figure 5.3: Model response for a single dislocation interacting with a decohering
phase boundary (kpb ∈

{
2−1.4,2−1.2}

) at τ= 0.0019µA: (a) opening profiles ∆pb and
(b) phase boundary tractions Tpb along the phase boundary plane.

With an increasing externally applied shear load, the influence of the phase
boundary opening becomes more pronounced. This is demonstrated for the model
response under the externally applied shear load τ= 0.04µA in Figure 5.4 by the
disregistry profiles ∆gp and the glide plane tractions Tgp, and in Figure 5.5 by
the opening profiles ∆pb and the phase boundary tractions Tpb.

Due to the proximity of the dislocation relative to the phase boundary, the
dislocation induced tractions on Γpb increase which leads to a larger phase
boundary opening (note the different horizontal scale in Figure 5.5 compared
to Figure 5.3). The bulk Ω± relaxes more, and again the dislocation moves
closer to the phase boundary. Naturally, a weaker phase boundary (lower kpb)
entails a larger phase boundary opening. Another consequence of the bulk
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Figure 5.4: Model response for a single dislocation interacting with a non-
damaging (kpb =∞) and a decohering phase boundary (kpb ∈ {

2−1.4,2−1.2}
) at

τ= 0.04µA: (a) disregistry profiles ∆gp and (b) glide plane tractions Tgp along the
glide plane.
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Figure 5.5: Model response for a single dislocation interacting with a decohering
phase boundary (kpb ∈

{
2−1.4,2−1.2}

) at τ= 0.04µA: (a) opening profiles ∆pb and
(b) phase boundary tractions Tpb along the phase boundary plane.
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relaxation is a lower dislocation induced net shear stress on the glide plane of
Phase B (see Figure 5.4b) which leads to the decreased disregistry ∆gp(xB) where
xB =

{
x ∈ΓB

gp|x = LA

}
. Hence, to reach the same net dislocation induced shear

stress in Phase B, as required for transmission, the externally applied shear load
needs to be increased. While for the non-damaging phase boundary (kpb =∞) an
external transmission stress, i.e., the externally applied shear load at dislocation
transmission, of τ∞trans ≈ 0.045µA is recorded, an increased externally applied
shear load of τtrans ≈ 1.16τ∞trans is required for kpb = 2−1.2. With a toughness
factor of kpb = 2−1.4, the relaxation is strong enough to inhibit transmission for
an externally applied shear load below τ= τ̄.

5.3.2 Dislocation pile-up

To demonstrate the capability of the PN-CZ model to simulate the competition
between dislocation transmission and phase boundary decohesion as a function
of the set material properties (including the cohesive properties of the phase
boundary), an 8-dislocation pile-up system is now considered. The same material
properties as for the single dislocation case apply. An increasing external shear
load τ is applied, until eventually either a dislocation is transmitted or a crack
is nucleated. In this study, the transmission of a dislocation is recorded by its
presence in Phase B, i.e., ∆B

gp > b/2. A crack is assumed to be nucleated as
soon as two dislocations are absorbed by the phase boundary, which corresponds
to an opening ∆pb(y = 0−) > 3b/2. In the reference case (kpb =∞), dislocation
transmission occurs at τ∞trans ≈ 0.012µA.

The model evolution for the 8-dislocation pile-up, including dislocation trans-
mission and crack nucleation, are plotted for kpb ∈

{
2−1.4,2−1.2}

in Figure 5.6 in
terms of the disregistry and opening profiles at different externally applied shear
loads τ. Similar to the single dislocation case, the position of dislocation j is at
∆gp = (2 j−1)b/2.

For both phase boundary toughnesses, the dislocation pile-up evolves similarly
before either event (transmission or decohesion) is triggered. Only the opening be-
haviour shows a small mismatch, due to the different phase boundary toughness.
Ultimately, under sufficient load on the pile-up, the model responses deviate,
exhibiting either dislocation transmission (kpb = 2−1.2) or phase boundary decohe-
sion (kpb = 2−1.4), at τtrans ≈ 1.51τ∞trans and τdec ≈ 1.52τ∞trans, respectively. In the
case of crack nucleation, an instantaneous propagation occurs until 7 dislocations
are absorbed. These preliminary results show that the PN-CZ model is fully
capable of capturing the competition between dislocation transmission and phase
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boundary decohesion.

5.4 Reduced interfacial potentials

5.4.1 Methodology

In Section 5.3 it has been shown that the PN-CZ model is fully capable of cap-
turing the competition between dislocation transmission and phase boundary
decohesion. To facilitate sensible results, atomistically calculated material prop-
erties have been adopted to describe the bulk (Ωpmi) behaviour, as well as the
behaviour of the glide plane (Γi

gp) and the phase boundary (Γpb), both modelled
as zero-thickness interfaces. The atomistic potentials for the glide plane and the
phase boundary, however, correspond to a misfit energy which is induced by the
rigid shift ∆gp or ∆pb between two bulks of atoms adjacent to the interface (Γgp
or Γpb), as illustrated for the glide plane in Figure 5.7a. Thus, by assigning these
potentials to the zero-thickness interfaces, an error has been introduced due to
the inclusion of the (linear) elastic response of the thin layer of thickness dgp
(for Γgp) or dpb (for Γpb) into the (zero-thickness) interface model. To rectify this
physical inconsistency, Rice [24] and later Sun et. al [25] proposed the exclusion
of this linear elastic response from the atomistically calculated potentials to
obtain the corresponding non-linear potentials of the zero-thickness interfaces.
In this context, by subtracting the linear elastic displacement from unreduced
disregistry ∆gp and opening ∆pb the reduced disregistry δgp and opening δpb
of the zero-thickness interface is obtained, as illustrated for the glide plane in
Figure 5.7b and 5.7c.

Let the interface potentials ψgp and ψpb as obtained from atomistics, which
is considered as given, be comprised of an elastic contribution ψgp,e and ψpb,e
(intrinsic to the half-bands above and below the zero-thickness interface) and the
reduced potentials ψ∗

gp and ψ∗
pb of the connecting zero-thickness interface:

ψgp(∆gp)=ψgp,e(∆gp,δgp)+ψ∗
gp(δgp) (5.16)

ψpb(∆pb)=ψpb,e(∆pb,δpb)+ψ∗
pb(δpb) (5.17)

The elastic contribution of the band is defined for a linear elastic solid as

ψgp,e =1
2
µgp

dgp

(
∆gp −δgp

)2 (5.18)

ψpb,e =
1
2

cpb

dpb

(
∆pb −δpb

)2 (5.19)
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Figure 5.6: Disregistry and opening profiles ∆gp and ∆pb for an 8 dislocation
pile-up system and a decohering phase boundary with the phase contrast km = 2
and toughness factors kpb ∈

{
2−1.4,2−1.2}

under different externally applied shear
loads τ: (a) at τ= 0.0054µA, (b) at τ= 0.0118µA and (c) after crack nucleation
at τ= 0.0182µA for kpb = 2−1.4 and after transmission at τ= 0.0181µA for kpb =
2−1.2. Note the different scale for the opening.
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Figure 5.7: (a) Unreduced glide plane disregistry ∆gp in a square lattice, (b)
reduced glide plane disregistry δgp in the PN-CZ model and (c) the physical
relation between ∆gp and δgp.

where µgp and cpb are the shear modulus and uniaxial strain modulus, respec-
tively, and the quadratic term the linear elastic displacements. For infinitesimal
disregistries ∆gp and openings ∆pb, the response of the potentials ψgp and ψpb
can be considered as linear elastic only. Requiring this limit behaviour implies
for ψgp, ψpb and ψgp,e, ψpb,e

Mgp,0 := d2ψgp

d∆2
gp

∣∣∣∣∣
∆gp=0

=d2ψgp,e

d∆2
gp

= µgp

dgp
(5.20)

Mpb,0 := d2ψpb

d∆2
pb

∣∣∣∣∣
∆pb=0

=d2ψgp,e

d∆2
gp

= cpb

dpb
(5.21)

Note that in relation with the rigid shift of the two bulks of atoms with respect to
each other, µgp and cpb do not correspond to homogeneous bulk properties µ and
c. The reduced potentials for the zero-thickness interfaces Γgp and Γpb follow
from Eq. (5.16)-(5.21):

ψ∗
gp(δgp)=ψgp(∆gp)− 1

2
Mgp,0

(
∆gp −δgp

)2 (5.22)

ψ∗
pb(δpb)=ψpb(∆pb)− 1

2
Mpb,0

(
∆pb −δpb

)2 (5.23)

The total free energy of Eq. (5.6) is modified accordingly with the reduced
potentials. In that context, the reduced disregistry δgp and opening and δpb
replace the unreduced counterparts as primary dependent variables and are
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defined as the relative displacements

δgp =[[~u]] ·~ex ∀~x ∈Γgp (5.24)

δpb =[[~u]] ·~ex ∀~x ∈Γpb (5.25)

Yet, the unreduced disregistry ∆gp and opening and ∆pb are required to calculate
the reduced potentials. The link between the reduced and unreduced disregistries
and openings is established through the differentiation of Eq. (5.22) and (5.23)
with respect to ∆gp and ∆pb, respectively, and reads

δgp =∆gp − 1
Mgp,0

Tgp(∆gp) (5.26)

δpb =∆pb −
1

Mpb,0
Tpb(∆pb) (5.27)

The unreduced disregistry ∆gp and opening ∆pb are obtained by solving these
non-linear equations iteratively for the given reduced disregistry δgp and opening
δpb.

As a results of this linear elastic reduction, the physical consistency of the zero-
thickness character of the interfaces of the PN-CZ model is recovered, i.e., the
initial compliance for δgp = i b (i = 1,2, . . . ) and δpb = 0 is zero. This is illustrated
in Figure 5.8a by the glide plane tractions Tgp and T∗

gp as a function of the
disregistries ∆gp and δgp, respectively, and in Figure 5.8b by the phase boundary
traction Tpb, T∗

pb as a function of the openings ∆pb and δpb, respectively.

A complication in the numerical implementation is that the linear elastic re-
duction leads due to the zero compliance (and infinite stiffness) at δgp = i b
(i = 1,2, . . . ) and δpb = 0 to an ill-condition Hessian. To facility the numerical
solution, it is therefore regularised. The reduced potentials and the link between
reduced and unreduced disregistry and opening are modified to

ψ∗
gp(δgp)=ψgp(∆gp)− 1

2αr
Mgp,0

(
∆gp −δgp

)2 (5.28)

ψ∗
pb(δpb)=ψpb(∆pb)− 1

2αr
Mpb,0

(
∆pb −δpb

)2 (5.29)

and

δgp =∆gp − αr

Mgp,0
Tgp(∆gp) (5.30)

δpb =∆pb −
αr

Mpb,0
Tpb(∆pb) (5.31)

with the regularisation factor αr. In this chapter, αr = 0.95 is employed, which
has a negligible influence on the traction response as indicated in Figure 5.8.
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Figure 5.8: (a) Glide plane traction Tgp(∆gp) and T∗
gp(δgp)= Tgp(∆gp(δgp)) and (b)

phase boundary traction profiles Tpb(∆pb) and T∗
pb(δpb)= Tpb(∆pb(δpb)). Tgp and

Tpb correspond to the conventional definition of the glide plane and cohesive zone,
whereas T∗

gp and T∗
pb refer to their reduced counterparts from which the linear

elastic response has been eliminated. The regularised tractions (Eq. (5.28)-(5.31))
with α= 0.95 are labelled as ψ∗α

gp and ψ∗α
pb .

5.4.2 Influence of the linear elastic reduction

5.4.2.1 Single dislocation

Non-damaging phase boundary. To asses the influence of the linear elastic
reduction of the potential, consider first the case of a single dislocation ap-
proaching a non-damaging phase boundary (kpb =∞). The phase contrast is
set to km = 2. Results show negligible influence of the potential reduction on
the dislocation position and on the external transmission stress, which equals
τtrans = 0.0451µA without and τ∗trans = 0.0454µA with the reduction applied. Only
minor differences can be observed in the disregistries ∆gp, δgp and the tractions
Tgp(∆gp), T∗

gp(δgp)= Tgp(∆gp(δgp)). This is illustrated in Figures 5.9 and 5.10 for
externally applied shear loads of τ= 0.0019µA and τ= 0.04µA, respectively. For
ψ∗

gp the disregistry profile levels out faster away from the dislocation core to due
to the difference compliance. This has a direct influence on the stress distribution
as demonstrated by the shear tractions Tgp(x)=σxy(x, y= 0) in Figures 5.9 and
5.10, and the normal stress σxx(x, y= 0−) in Figure 5.11. A widening of the stress
profile for due to the reduction becomes apparent. Furthermore, the peak normal
stress σxx along the glide plane slightly decreases, whereas a slightly higher
stress is observed for small deviations from δgp = i b, reflecting the increased
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gradient for these disregistries.

Figure 5.9: Model response for a single dislocation interacting with a non-
damaging phase boundary (kpb =∞) at τ= 0.0019µA: (a) disregistry profile ∆gp
for the unreduced (ψgp ) and δgp for the reduced potential (ψ∗

gp ) and (b) the glide
plane tractions Tgp = T∗

gp.

Figure 5.10: Model response for a single dislocation interacting with a non-
damaging phase boundary (kpb =∞) at τ = 0.04µA: (a) disregistry profile ∆gp
for the unreduced (ψ∗

gp ) and δgp for the reduced potential (ψ∗
gp ) and (b) the glide

plane tractions Tgp = T∗
gp.

Damaging phase boundary. Eliminating the initial compliance of the phase
boundary, the potential reduction may have a significant influence on the model
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Figure 5.11: Normal stress distribution σxx(x, y = 0−) for the unreduced (ψ∗
gp )

and the reduced potential (ψ∗
gp ) at τ = 0.0019µA: (a) σxx as a function of the

position x and (b) σxx as a function of ∆gp, δgp in Phase A.

response. This is demonstrated for the single dislocation case with a phase
contrast of km = 2 and toughness factors of kpb = k∗

pb ∈
{
2−1.4,2−1.2}

.

For a dislocation still relatively far from the phase boundary, at τ= 0.0019µA,
minor differences in the dislocation behaviour already arise, as shown in Figure
5.12 by the disregistry profiles and the glide plane tractions and in Figure
5.13 by the opening profiles and the phase boundary tractions. Note that in
Figure 5.12 the unreduced and the reduced model responses are independent
of the toughness factor. The difference in dislocation position arises from the
significantly lower phase boundary compliance of the reduced model around
δpb = 0, invoking only negligible opening and relaxation of the bulk Ωi

±, as
opposed to the unreduced potentials. Naturally, the lower bulk relaxation for k∗

pb
leads to dislocation positions slightly more distant to the phase boundary and
hence a minor decrease in the tractions Tpb.

Under an increased externally applied shear load, pushing the dislocation closer
to the phase boundary, the impact of the potential reduction grows. This is illus-
trated for τ= 0.04µA in Figure 5.14 by the disregistry profiles and the glide plane
tractions, and in Figure 5.15 by the opening profiles and the phase boundary
tractions. Here, two dominant influences of the reduced potential are visible, as
follows. For the tougher interface, kpb = k∗

pb = 2−1.2, the potential reduction leads
to a lower phase boundary opening with δpb(0−)= 0.93 lc (∆pb(0−)= 1.67 lc). For
the weaker interface, kpb = k∗

pb = 2−1.4, on the contrary, it has the opposite effect
and enhances the opening with δpb(0−)= 4.73 lc (∆pb(0−)= 3.97 lc). These differ-
ent behaviours between kpb and k∗

pb stem from the highly non-linear interaction
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Figure 5.12: Model response for a single dislocation interacting with a decohering
phase boundary with toughness factors kpb = k∗

pb ∈
{
2−1.4,2−1.2}

at τ= 0.0019µA:
(a) disregistry profile ∆gp for the unreduced (ψgp, ψpb) and δgp for the reduced
potentials (ψ∗

gp, ψ∗
pb) and (b) glide plane traction Tgp = T∗

gp.

Figure 5.13: Model response for a single dislocation interacting with a decohering
phase boundary with toughness factors kpb = k∗

pb ∈
{
2−1.4,2−1.2}

at τ= 0.0019µA:
(a) opening profile ∆pb for the unreduced (ψgp, ψpb) and δpb for the reduced
potentials (ψ∗

gp, ψ∗
pb) and (b) phase boundary traction Tpb = T∗

pb.
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between the phase boundary opening and the bulk relaxation. Influential contri-
butions are the initial phase boundary compliance, the softening behaviour of the
phase boundary, as well as the difference in the glide plane potential (cf. Figures
5.8, 5.11). In terms of dislocation transmission, the reduced potentials entail
only a minor decrease of the external transmission stress for kpb = k∗

pb = 2−1.2

with τ∗trans = 1.07τ∞trans (τtrans = 1.16τ∞trans). As observed earlier for kpb = 2−1.4

(see Section 5.3.1), no dislocation transmission is triggered for k∗
pb = 2−1.4 below

an externally applied shear load of τ= τ̄.

Figure 5.14: Model response for a single dislocation interacting with a decohering
phase boundary with toughness factors kpb = k∗

pb ∈ {
2−1.4,2−1.2}

at τ = 0.04µA:
(a) disregistry profile ∆gp for the unreduced (ψgp, ψpb) and δgp for the reduced
potentials (ψ∗

gp, ψ∗
pb) and (b) glide plane traction Tgp = T∗

gp.

Note that the difference in model response strongly depends on the phase contrast
km and the toughness factor kpb. While km leads to enhanced dislocation obstruc-
tion (recall Chapter 2), kpb sets the compliance of the phase boundary. Thus,
with increasing kpb (lower compliance) the influence of the potential reduction
diminishes.

5.4.2.2 Dislocation pile-up

To demonstrate the influence of the potential reduction under the presence of
multiple dislocations, an 8-dislocation pile-up system is considered. Results show
only a negligible influence on the dislocation position before transmission or de-
cohesion is triggered. This is illustrated in Figure 5.16 in terms of the disregistry
and opening profiles at different externally applied shear loads. Similar to the
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Figure 5.15: Model response for a single dislocation interacting with a decohering
phase boundary with toughness factors kpb = k∗

pb ∈
{
2−1.4,2−1.2}

at τ= 0.04µA: (a)
opening profile ∆pb for the unreduced (ψgp, ψpb) and δpb for the reduced potentials
(ψ∗

gp, ψ∗
pb) and (b) phase boundary traction Tpb = T∗

pb.

single dislocation case, k∗
pb = 2−1.4 evokes the largest and k∗

pb = 2−1.2 the smallest
opening for the leading dislocation situated at the phase boundary.

With increasing externally applied shear load, dislocation transmission or phase
boundary decohesion occurs. For k∗

pb = 2−1.4 the reduction of the potential
causes only a minor decrease of the external stress causing decohesion to
τ∗dec ≈ 1.45τ∞trans (τdec = 1.52τ∞trans). No significant difference in phase bound-
ary opening behaviour is observed. For k∗

pb = 2−1.2, the external transmission
stress is strongly affected and decreases to τ∗trans ≈ 1.03τ∞trans (τtrans = 1.51τ∞trans).
For small and large toughness factors kpb, the influence of the potential reduction
on transmission or decohesion is expected to diminish.

For the selected toughness factors, the reduced potentials do not yield a change
of mechanism (transmission or decohesion), nor a significantly different phase
boundary opening in case of decohesion. However, there might be configurations
where k∗

pb and kpb do not only show quantitative but also qualitative differences,
i.e., a damage of mechanism.
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a)

b)

c)

Figure 5.16: Disregistry profiles ∆gp, δgp and opening profiles ∆pb, δpb for an
8 dislocation pile-up system and a decohering phase boundary with the phase
contrast km = 2 and toughness factors kpb = k∗

pb ∈ {
2−1.4,2−1.2}

under different
externally applied shear loads τ: (a) at τ= 0.0054µA, (b) at τ= 0.0118µA and (c)
after crack nucleation at τ= 0.0182µA and τ∗ = 0.0174µA, and after transmission
at τ= 0.0181µA and τ∗ = 0.0124µA. Note the different scale for the opening.
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5.5 Dislocation–phase boundary interaction with re-
duced potentials

In this section, the interplay of dislocations with a decohering phase boundaries
is studied in detail. Goal of this study is the assessment of the specific influence
of the phase contrast km and the phase boundary toughness factor kpb, and hence
the phase boundary toughness, on the competition between dislocation transmis-
sion and crack nucleation, and on the resulting crack length. For this purpose
an 8-dislocation pile-up system is considered with model and material settings
as specified in Section 5.2.4. First the general model evolution is explained in
detail for transmission and crack nucleation. Subsequently, a parameters study
is performed to assess in detail the influence of km and kpb on the triggered mech-
anism (transmission or crack nucleation) and the respective evolution process.
Lastly, the influence of the chosen parameters on the resulting crack length is
presented.

5.5.1 General model evolution for transmission and crack nucle-
ation

To demonstrate the general model evolution, consider first the earlier discussed
cases with the phase contrast km = 2 and the toughness factors kpb ∈

{
2−1.4,2−1.2}

,
with their pile-up configuration at different stress levels depicted in Figure 5.16.
During the course of transmission (for kpb = 2−1.2) the disregistry at the phase
boundary, x = LA, evolves from initially δgp = 0 (defect and stress free) to δgp > b
(transmitted dislocation). Temporarily, the phase boundary opens up, leading
to a disregistry jump across Γpb with δA

gp > δB
gp, where δA

gp and δB
gp denote the

disregistries at xA ∈
{

x ∈ΓA
gp|x = LA

}
and xB ∈

{
x ∈ΓB

gp|x = LA

}
, respectively. In

the case of crack nucleation (for kpb = 2−1.4), the pile-up configuration evolves
initially in a similar manner. The phase boundary opening, however, is somewhat
more pronounced, and eventually, crack nucleation is triggered, involving a large
jump in disregistry across the phase boundary.

The corresponding evolutions of the disregistries δA
gp and δB

gp for kpb ∈
{
2−1.4,2−1.2}

are illustrated in Figure 5.17a as a function of the externally applied shear load
τ. Due to the negligible compression above the glide plane, the disregistry jump
practically equals the phase boundary opening: δ−pb = δpb(y = 0−) ≈ δA

gp −δB
gp.

During the evolution of the system with kpb = 2−1.4, two jumps in the disregistry
are apparent. These are characteristics for absorption of the leading dislocation
(first jump, at τ/µA ≈ 0.009) and crack nucleation (second jump, at τ/µA ≈ 0.017).
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For kpb = 2−1.2 the strong increase in disregistry beyond δgp = b indicates the
point of dislocation transmission and the migration of the next dislocation in the
pile-up to the boundary.

The different model responses suggest the existence of bifurcation point where
the model either progresses further towards dislocation transmission or diverts
towards crack nucleation. In terms of crack nucleation, bifurcation is in general
identified by the absorption of the leading dislocation into the phase boundary.
After the leading dislocation is being absorbed, the externally applied shear load
needs to be increased further to nucleate a real crack.

Figure 5.17: Model evolution for an 8-dislocation pile-up system up to crack
nucleation or transmission with the phase contrast km = 2 and toughness factors
kpb ∈ {

2−1.4,2−1.2}
as a function of the externally applied shear load τ: (a) dis-

registries δA
gp at

{
x ∈ΓA

gp|x = LA

}
, and δB

gp at
{

x ∈ΓB
gp|x = LA

}
and (b) glide plane

traction TB
gp at

{
x ∈ΓB

gp|x = LA

}
and phase boundary traction T−

pb at y= 0−.

To obtain a better insight into the bifurcation, Figure 5.17b plots the evolutions
of the glide plane traction of Phase B TB

gp = Tgp(x = LA) and phase boundary
traction T−

pb = Tpb(y = 0−). These evolution profiles reflect the influence of the
successive nucleation of dislocations (traction jumps for τ< 0.006µA), dislocation
transmission (last traction jump for kpb = 2−1.2), as well as dislocation absorption
and crack nucleation (last two traction jumps for kpb = 2−1.4). The initially similar
model response for both toughness factors corresponds to a comparable phase
boundary behaviour in the early stages of the model evolution. With increasing
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τ, the tractions begin to diverge, highlighting the strong influence of the phase
boundary toughness.

For kpb = 2−1.2, where transmission is triggered, TB
gp decreases after reaching the

traction amplitude max
{
Tgp

}
of Phase B, corresponding to the increase of δB

gp.
Simultaneously, the phase boundary opens up beyond the peak traction. With
the ongoing transmission process, the phase boundary softening is in a constant
stable equilibrium with the related bulk relaxation. Ultimately, the transmission
process is advanced to such an extent, that the dislocation induced traction,
exerted on the phase boundary, begins to decrease and the phase boundary
opening process reverses – the dislocation is being transmitted.

For the weaker interface, on the contrary, the peak traction is reached at an
earlier stage as a lower dislocation induced traction and hence less pile-up
compression is needed. With the continuation of the evolution, the leading
dislocation is pushed further towards the phase boundary, leading to an increase
in phase boundary opening. Eventually, a critical point is reached where the
phase boundary softening is not in stable equilibrium anymore with the related
bulk relaxation – the leading dislocation is absorbed instantly into the phase
boundary.

It thus can be anticipated that there exists a toughness factor kpb,s at which the
mechanism changes from crack nucleation to transmission.

5.5.2 Parameter study on dislocation transmission vs. crack nu-
cleation

For a detailed study of the competition between dislocation transmission and
crack nucleation we continue to consider the 8-dislocation pile-up system, but
vary the phase contrast km and toughness factor kpb. An equivalent study for
a 4-dislocation pile-up system showed a similar qualitative behaviour and is
therefore not included.

Results are given in Figure 5.18 in terms of the externally applied shear load
τ at transmission (solid line), dislocation absorption (dash-dotted line) or crack
nucleation (dashed line) as a function of the toughness factor kpb for various
phase contrasts km. Under the maximum applied shear load of τ/µA = 0.07 no
event was triggered for km = 5 and distinct kpb. This comparison demonstrates
the complex interplay between absorption, crack nucleation and transmission
during the interplay of dislocation with phase boundaries (see Figure 5.18b). Two
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changes of mechanism are noticeable. First, for km = 5 and toughness factors
2−0.92 ≤ kpb ≤ 2−0.96 dislocation absorption invokes immediately nucleation of a
real crack and does not require an increase in shear load τ. Second, a change
of mechanism from crack nucleation to transmission is observed at toughness
factors around kpb ≈ 0.64km/ (1+km), as illustrated in Figure 5.19 and is repre-
sentative for the ratios Gc/ψB∗

gp (δgp = b/2)≈ 2.23 and max
{
Tpb

}
/max

{
TB

gp

}
≈ 1.58.

This constant ratio shows that the relative height of the energy barrier is the
decisive factor in the competition between transmission and crack nucleation.

Below, the specific influences of km and kpb on the evolution process will be
discussed in detail to elaborate on the specific trends observed in Figure 5.18.

Figure 5.18: Model response for an 8-dislocation pile-up system as a function
of the toughness factor kpb for various phase contrasts km: (a) eternally applied
shear load τ at crack nucleation or transmission and (b) externally applied shear
load τ at dislocation absorption, crack nucleation or transmission for selected km.

5.5.2.1 Influence of the toughness factor kpb

To assess the influence of the phase boundary toughness (and strength) only on
crack nucleation and dislocation transmission, consider the constant phase con-
trast km = 2 under varying toughness factor kpb. Results show that an increasing
kpb shifts the points of absorption (τabs) and crack nucleation (τdec) towards
higher externally applied shear loads, as illustrated by the disregistry evolution
of δA

gp and δB
gp in Figure 5.20a for kpb ∈ {

2−1.4,2−1.24}
. The corresponding glide

plane tractions TB
gp and T−

pb illustrate the origin of the delayed absorption for
stronger interfaces. As kpb increases, the toughness and strength of the phase
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Figure 5.19: Ratio kpb (1+km) /km for the illustration of the transition of the
model from crack nucleation to transmission, representative for Gc/ψB∗

gp (δgp = b/2)

and max
{
Tpb

}
/max

{
TB

gp

}
.

boundary increase likewise. Thus, higher dislocation induced stresses, and hence
a larger pile-up compression is required for dislocation absorption. Equally, to
nucleate a crack for a stronger interface (after absorption), the pile-up needs to
be compressed more. In this context, a stronger increase of τabs than of τdec is
observed.

Although, in case of transmission, a stronger interface reduces the phase bound-
ary opening, and in turn the bulk relaxation, it has for km = 2 only a marginal
influence on the transmission behaviour and the external transmission stress
τtrans, as observed by the plateau in Figure 5.18. The corresponding disregistry
evolutions δB

gp and δA
gp are illustrated in Figure 5.21 for kpb ∈

{
2−1.2,20}

together
with the evolution of the tractions TB

gp and T−
pb.

5.5.2.2 Influence of the phase contrast km

In the following the required increase in the externally applied shear load to
trigger absorption, crack nucleation or transmission for larger km will be dis-
cussed. Within the present PN-CZ model, the phase contrast km has a three-fold
influence on the model response. First, it evokes a repulsive image stress on dis-
locations and is thus a strong source of dislocation obstruction. Second, it affects
via the toughness Gc ∝ kpb(1+km) the phase boundary opening behaviour. Third,
it defines the maximum dislocation induced traction on the phase boundary. By
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Figure 5.20: Model evolution for an 8-dislocation pile-up system up to crack nu-
cleation with the phase contrast km = 2 and toughness factors kpb ∈

{
2−1.4,2−1.24}

as a function of the externally applied shear load τ: (a) disregistries δA
gp at{

x ∈ΓA
gp|x = LA

}
, and δB

gp at
{

x ∈ΓB
gp|x = LA

}
and (b) glide plane traction TB

gp at{
x ∈ΓB

gp|x = LA

}
and phase boundary traction T−

pb at y= 0−.

reducing the influence of the phase boundary opening, with kpb,trans = 20, the
impact on the repulsive image stresses is determined. In that context, results
reveals a non-linear correlation between km and the repulsive image stresses,
reflected by the external transmission stress τtrans (cf. Figure 5.18). Thus, it can
be deduced that for arbitrary kpb, an increase in km requires a larger externally
applied shear load τ to overcome these repulsive image stresses and to reach a
pile-up compression which is needed to trigger either transmission or dislocation
absorption and the eventual crack nucleation.

Considering the influence on crack nucleation for constant kpb, a (nearly) linear
dependency of the points of dislocation absorption τabs and crack nucleation
τdec are identified. Again, a stronger increase of τabs than of τdec is noticeable.
This is visualised in Figure 5.22 in terms of the evolutions of the disregistries
δA

gp and δB
gp, and the tractions TB

gp and T−
pb. As is visible from Figure 5.22b, at

τabs the transmission process is less advanced (lower δB
gp), which highlights the

increasing influence of the decohesion process. As a consequence hereof, the
toughness factor kpb can be increased further before the mechanism changes
from crack nucleation to transmission, which explains the shift of kpb,s for larger
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Figure 5.21: Model evolution for an 8-dislocation pile-up system up to trans-
mission with the phase contrast km = 2 and toughness factors kpb ∈ {

2−1.2,20}
as a function of the externally applied shear load τ: (a) disregistries δA

gp at{
x ∈ΓA

gp|x = LA

}
, and δB

gp at
{

x ∈ΓB
gp|x = LA

}
and (b) glide plane traction TB

gp at{
x ∈ΓB

gp|x = LA

}
and phase boundary traction T−

pb at y= 0−.

km, as observed in Figure 5.18.

In terms of dislocation transmission, a growing impact of kpb on τtrans is notice-
able as km increases. This effect is related to larger phase boundary openings
at kpb,s, as visualised in Figure 5.23a by the with km growing phase boundary
openings δ−pb. The corresponding tractions TB

gp and T−
pb are displayed for com-

pleteness in Figure 5.23b. In relation with the pronounced opening behaviour for
larger km, a higher bulk relaxation applies which requires increasingly larger
external transmission stress τtrans than for the damage free boundary kpb =∞.

5.5.2.3 Exception to the general behaviour

One exceptions to the general model response is observed in Figure 5.18a. It
occurs for km = 1.5 and kpb = 2−1.36, where an initial dislocation absorption
eventually does not lead to decohesion, but to transmission. This is illustrated in
Figure 5.24 by the comparison of kpb = 2−1.36 with kpb ∈

{
2−1.4,2−1.32}

in terms of
the evolutions of the disregistries δA

gp, δB
gp, and the tractions TB

gp, T−
pb. Although

the leading dislocation is absorbed, the dislocation induced tractions on Γpb do not
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Figure 5.22: Model evolution for an 8-dislocation pile-up system up to decohesion
with the phase contrasts km = {2,3,4} and a constant toughness factor of kpb =
2−1.4 as a function of the externally applied shear load τ: (a) disregistries δA

gp at{
x ∈ΓA

gp|x = LA

}
, and δB

gp at
{

x ∈ΓB
gp|x = LA

}
and (b) glide plane traction TB

gp at{
x ∈ΓB

gp|x = LA

}
and phase boundary traction T−

pb at y= 0−.

Figure 5.23: Model evolution for an 8-dislocation pile-up system up to transmis-
sion with the phase contrasts km = {2,3,4} and transmission evoking toughness
factors kpb = kpb,s as a function of the externally applied shear load τ: (a) open-
ing δ−pb at y= 0− and (b) glide plane traction TB

gp at
{

x ∈ΓB
gp|x = LA

}
and phase

boundary traction T−
pb at y= 0−.
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suffice to nucleate a real crack. Instead, the transmission process continues, as
is visible by the increase in δB

gp and the decrease of TB
gp. This effect is not limited

to the specific case of an 8-dislocation pile-up system and was also observed for
larger pile-ups.

Figure 5.24: Model evolution for an 8-dislocation pile-up system up to decohesion
or transmission with the phase contrast km = 1.5 and toughness factors kpb ∈{
2−1.4,2−1.36,2−1.32}

as a function of the externally applied shear load τ: (a)
disregistries δA

gp at
{

x ∈ΓA
gp|x = LA

}
, and δB

gp at
{

x ∈ΓB
gp|x = LA

}
and (b) glide

plane traction TB
gp at

{
x ∈ΓB

gp|x = LA

}
and phase boundary traction T−

pb at y= 0−.

5.5.3 Crack response

For all cases where a crack is nucleated, an immediate crack growth is observed
with the absorption of additional 6 dislocations into the phase boundary, as
illustrated in Figure 5.16c for km = 2.0 and kpb = 2−1.4. Note that this observation
is limited for the present 8-dislocation pile-up system. In simulations of a 23-
dislocation pile-up system with km = 2 and kpb = 2−1.4, an absorption of 18
dislocations in total occurs. Despite the equal amount of dislocation absorbed
into the phase boundary, the specific model responses strongly differ in their crack
opening behaviour. This is illustrated in Figure 5.25 in terms of crack length
lcrack as a function of kpb and as a function of the phase boundary toughness
Gc. Here, the crack length is defined as the distance between y = 0 and the
position of the crack tip, where Tpb < 0.1 max

{
Tpb

}
and δpb > lc. As expected, the

crack length is directly dependent on the work of separation. Yet, a larger phase
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contrast km entails a closer dislocation position to the phase boundary. Hence
the dislocation induced stress σxx is larger, which evokes a further increase in
lcrack.

Figure 5.25: Crack length lcrack after decohesion for an 8-dislocation pile-up
system under various phase contrasts km: (a) as a function of the toughness factor
kpb and (b) as a function of the phase boundary toughness Gc.

5.6 Conclusion

In this chapter, a previously proposed Peierls–Nabarro finite element model
(recall Chapter 2) was complemented with a model that accounts for decohesion
of the phase boundary, and extended to the Peierls–Nabarro cohesive zone (PN-
CZ) model. Its total free energy is formulated on the basis of linear elastic strain
energy density, a glide plane potential for dislocation behaviour and the cohesive
phase boundary potential. It was shown that with the cohesive zone model along
the phase boundary, a strong influence on the dislocation behaviour is introduced.
Depending on the phase boundary toughness, either dislocation transmission
or phase boundary decohesion may be triggered (Section 5.3). However, results
demonstrated that atomistically calculated glide plane and phase boundary
potentials may lead, when directly used in zero-thickness interfaces (as in the
PN-CZ model), to a large quantitative deviation in the applied shear load, which
is required for transmission. Accordingly, a linear elastic potential reduction was
incorporated to restore physical consistency (Section 5.4).

With the reduced potentials, the interplay between dislocation transmission and
phase boundary decohesion was studied in Section 5.5. Subject of this study
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was the behaviour of an 8-dislocation (dipole) pile-up system for a varying phase
contrast km (in elasticity and glide plane properties) and interface toughness
Gc ∝ kpb (1+km). The toughness factor kpb, at which the mechanism changes
from crack nucleation to transmission was identified as kpb ≈ 0.64km/ (1+km).
During the evolution of transmission and decohesion, under an increasing ex-
ternally applied shear load, there exists a bifurcation point where the model
either progresses further towards dislocation transmission or towards phase
boundary decohesion. This point is characterised by the absorption of the leading
dislocation into the phase boundary as a results of the non-linear interaction
between phase boundary opening and the bulk relaxation, and generally occurs
well before the actual decohesion/transmission. For a fixed phase contrast and
increasing interface toughness it was shown that the points of first dislocation
absorption and crack nucleation shift unequally towards larger externally ap-
plied shear loads. For dislocation transmission, a minor decrease of the required
external transmission stress is revealed for stronger interfaces due to the smaller
phase boundary opening and bulk relaxation. Naturally, with larger phase con-
trast stronger repulsive image stresses are induced, leading to a larger barrier
to dislocation transmission. Hence, to overcome the higher repulsive image
stresses and to trigger dislocation transmission or crack nucleation, a greater
pile-up compression under larger externally applied shear load is required. In
this context, it was revealed that the toughness factor for which the mechanism
changes from crack nucleation to transmission shifts to larger values of kpb
for increasing km. Again, the points of first dislocation absorption and crack
nucleation shift unequally. This unequal shift leads to the convergence of both
points, which tend to overlap for a high phase contrast where absorption of the
leading dislocation leads to an immediate crack nucleation. As the dislocation
induced normal stress increases with the phase contrast, the phase boundary
needs to be increasingly stronger to trigger dislocation transmission instead of
phase boundary decohesion.

In all cases of decohesion, an immediate crack propagation appears until all
but one dislocation are absorbed. This phenomenon is limited to the studied
8-dislocation pile-up system, as for a comparative 23-dislocation pile-up system
5 remaining dislocations after crack nucleation were observed. An analysis of
the resulting crack length corresponding to the 8-dislocation pile-up showed a
strong influence of the phase boundary toughness. Furthermore, as a result
of the decreasing distance of the remaining dislocation to the phase boundary
and the therewith increasing dislocation induced stress, the crack length grows
further with the phase contrast.
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The present study was performed for the case of an 8-dislocation pile-up sys-
tem. Once the restriction on the number of dislocations is lifted, more stable
dislocations may be generated. Thus, based on the increase of the external deco-
hesion stress with larger phase contrasts, an increase in the number of nucleated
dislocations before failure may be anticipated, relating to a larger ductility.

Here, the idealised case of a glide plane perpendicular to and continuous across a
fully coherent phase boundary was considered. For more complex phase boundary
structures however, different responses may be expected, including the toughness
factor at which the mechanism changes. The presence of a phase boundary
boundary structure gives rise to a local coherency stress field. Depending on its
positioning with respect to the impinging glide plane, dislocation transmission
may be either promoted or impeded. Hence, the interplay between dislocation
transmission and crack nucleation may shift. Furthermore, if a crack nucleates
in a region of low coherency, it propagation may be impeded in regions of high
coherency, requiring an increase of the externally applied shear load for further
crack propagation. All of these effects will be subject of future work.
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Chapter 6

Non-ideal Phase Boundaries

Based on:
F. Bormann, R.H.J. Peerlings and M.G.D. Geers
Influence of a non-ideal phase boundary consideration on the dislocation interplay with the
phase boundary, In preparation.
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6.1 Introduction

In the previous chapters an extremely idealised two-phase microstructure was
considered to study the interplay of dislocations with phase boundaries. In a 2D
framework, it consisted of a single glide plane perpendicular to and continuous
across a fully coherent phase boundary. Based on it, profound insight into the me-
chanics governing the competition between dislocation transmission and phase
boundary decohesion was acquired. The question arises whether the problem is
not oversimplified, i.e., the observed phenomena may be too constrained by the
idealisation or may be dominated by phenomena which have (so far) not been
taken into account.

This chapter aims for a partial answer to this question, by studying the effect
of two simplifications made in the original phase boundary model as follows.
i) The phase boundary is a zero-thickness interface across which the material
properties, in terms of bulk elasticity and glide plane potential, exhibit a sharp
jump. In reality (and atomistics), on the contrary, the phase boundary is a finite
domain with properties that are governed by the interaction between atoms
of the two constituting phases. ii) The phase boundary, and the surrounding
region, is considered as initially stress free. In reality, however, a significant
internal stress may be present in this region due to the local incompatibility of
the respective atomic lattices.

Previous research revealed, through atomistic simulations, a strong influence of
local lattice incompability on the dislocation interaction with phase and grain
boundaries. As noted in [1], the interface strength of phase boundaries is defined
through the combined influence of the pair interaction between atoms of both
phases and the local phase boundary structure. The latter originates from the
lattice structure and orientation of both phases, the misfit in lattice constant
and the local resolved shear stress acting on the phase boundary. Depending on
the interface type, i.e., the local mismatch, the boundary may present a weak
or strong barrier against dislocation motion. For incoherent interfaces, it was
observed that slip transmission only occurs for a few lattice configurations for
enabling dislocation motion from bcc to fcc under high applied stresses [2]. In
terms of dislocation nucleation from incoherent interfaces, a correlation with a
high local distortion of the phase boundary was reported [3]. Coherent interfaces,
where the lattice mismatch is in the order of only a few percent, entail high
forces on glide dislocations close to the interface. Dependent on whether tension
or compression is required to achieve coherency of the lattices, attractive or
repulsive coherency stresses prevail [4]. Based on that knowledge, a recent study
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unveiled, in a phase-field dislocation dynamics framework, a strong influence of
the lattice mismatch on dislocation transmission across bi-material interfaces
with a cube-on-cube orientation relationship [5]. Semi-coherent interfaces, which
are often energetically more favourable to occur than coherent interfaces, exhibit
a higher complexity in their interplay with dislocations. Misfit dislocations may
dissociate into Lomer-Cottrell locks and form potential barriers to dislocation
motion. The likelihood of transmission strongly depends on the position where
the glide plane intersects with the phase boundary, relative to the locations of
the misfit dislocations [4].

Grain boundaries, on the contrary, originate from the rotational lattice mismatch
between two grains. Recently, it has been shown that, for low-angle grain
boundaries, the process of dislocation transmission strongly depends on the
impingement position of the glide plane on the grain boundary with respect to
the grain boundary structure [6]. Dislocation trapping and dislocation absorption
may occur, and impede the transmission behaviour. Similarly, studies on large-
angle Σ11 tilt grain boundaries, unveiled a strong influence of the impingement
position on the dislocation behaviour as well [7, 8]. These studies confirm that,
similar to a semi-coherent phase boundary, not only the magnitude of the lattice
mismatch, but also the impingement position plays an important role in the
interplay of dislocations with the interface.

In order to assess the magnitude of the influence of both aforementioned model
assumptions, the previously introduced Peierls–Nabarro cohesive zone (PN-CZ)
model is extended in this chapter in two ways. i) A thin transition layer is
introduced along the phase boundary to model the pair interaction between
atoms across the phase boundary in terms of elasticity and glide plane behaviour.
Accordingly, its thickness equals the lattice spacing. ii) A fluctuating initial stress
field, reflecting a periodic defect structure, is introduced along the phase bound-
ary by augmenting the cohesive zone description of Chapter 5 with a fluctuating
initial opening. This initial opening can be considered as a lattice mismatch,
characterised by the period and magnitude of the fluctuation. After an equilibra-
tion step, the initial stress field and the corresponding defect structure emerges
as a function of the phase specific material properties, the cohesive properties of
the phase boundary, as well as the parameters of the opening fluctuation. The
position of the stress field with respect to the glide plane is set by introducing
a spatial offset of the fluctuation. No additional mechanisms are considered,
which may relax the stresses in relation with an approaching dislocation, such
as hetero-interface decomposition [9], separating phase boundary and the initial
stress field, sliding of the phase boundary [1, 10] or stress-assisted free-volume
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migration of atoms [11], to name a few.

To study the influence of the transition layer and the fluctuating initial stress
field on the interaction of dislocations with the phase boundary, an 8-dislocation
(dipole) pile-up is considered. At the external boundary a shear load is applied
that drives the dislocations towards the phase boundary. Eventually, the applied
shear load is sufficiently high to trigger either transmission of a dislocation across
the phase boundary or absorption of dislocations into it, resulting in decohesion
of the phase boundary and the formation of a micro-crack. In particular, we study
the impact of these model extensions on the competition between dislocation
transmission and crack nucleation, on the applied shear load (at which the events
happen) and on the propagation behaviour of a nucleated crack. The remainder
of this chapter is structured as follows. In Section 6.2 the modelling framework of
the PN-CZ model with a transition layer is detailed. Subsequently, the influence
of the transition layer on the competition between dislocation transmission and
phase boundary decohesion is assessed in Section 6.3 by comparing the results
with those of the PN-CZ model without a transition layer. Section 6.4 introduces
a fluctuating initial stress field along the phase boundary. Its influence on the
competition between dislocation transmission and crack nucleation, as well as
on crack propagation is presented in Section 6.5. The chapter finishes with
conclusions in Section 6.6.

6.2 The Peierls–Nabarro cohesive zone model

6.2.1 Model formulation

For the study of the influence of a transition layer, consider the generalised two-
phase microstructure Ω, as illustrated in Figure 6.1. It consists of two distinct
Phases A and B, occupying the domains ΩA and ΩB, as well as the transition
layer ΩT =ΩTA ∪ΩTB:

Ω=ΩA ∪ΩB ∪ΩTA ∪ΩTB (6.1)

Like before, Ω represents the right half of a symmetric microstructure with
width 2L and height 2H. The position vector~x = x~ex+ y~e y is defined with respect
to the Cartesian vector basis

{
~ex,~e y

}
. The phase boundary Γpb is positioned

at x = LA (and by symmetry also at x = −LA). Centred on it is the transition
layer ΩT of width dpb. It consists of two equally wide subdomains ΩTA and ΩTB

that are connected to Phases A and B, respectively. Crossing each domain Ωi

(i ∈ {A,B,TA,TB}) an embedded continuous glide plane exists

Γgp =ΓA
gp ∪ΓB

gp ∪ΓTA
gp ∪ΓTB

gp (6.2)
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Figure 6.1: Continuum PN-CZ model for edge dislocation dipoles interacting
with a phase boundary in a two-phase microstructure. Γps denotes the symmetry
plane of the dipole problem.

The glide plane is considered as a zero-thickness interface that splits each domain
Ωi into the subdomains Ωi

± above and below it

Ωi =Ωi
+∪Ωi

− (6.3)

Assuming that all non-linear elastic deformation is confined to Γgp and Γpb, the
total free energy Ψ (per unit thickness) of Ω is composed of the strain energy
density ψe, here calculated by standard linear elasticity under a plane strain
condition, the glide plane potential ψgp for the dislocation behaviour and the
reversible phase boundary potential ψpb for phase boundary decohesion:

Ψ=
∫
Ω̄
ψe dΩ+

∫
Γgp

ψgp dΓ+
∫
Γpb

ψpb dΓ (6.4)

where Ω̄=Ω\
(
Γgp ∪Γpb

)
. Phase specific, piecewise constant material parameters

apply for ψe and ψgp in both phases, as well as in the transition layer. The
material properties of the transition layer, i.e., for bulk elasticity and the glide
plane potential, are defined through a combination of those of Phases A and B, as
detailed in Section 6.2.4. The vertical boundaries ΓTA and ΓTB between the two
phases and the transition layer are assumed to be perfectly bonded, implying
displacement and traction continuity:

~uA =~uTA ∀~x ∈ΓTA (6.5)

~uB =~uTB ∀~x ∈ΓTB (6.6)

σA ·~ex =σTA ·~ex ∀~x ∈ΓTA (6.7)

σB ·~ex =σTB ·~ex ∀~x ∈ΓTB (6.8)
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The glide plane and phase boundary potentials ψgp and ψpb are functions of the
relative tangential (ψgp) or normal (ψpb) displacement between initially aligned
points on Γi

gp and Γpb, respectively:

δgp =
[[
~u

]] ·~ex = (~u+−~u−) ·~ex ∀~x ∈Γgp (6.9)

δpb =
[[
~u

]] ·~ex =
(
~uTB −~uTA

)
·~ex ∀~x ∈Γpb (6.10)

In what follows, δgp will be denoted as disregistry and δpb as opening. Along
both interfaces, Γgp and Γpb, the displacement constraint

[[
~u

]] ·~e y = 0 is enforced,
i.e., no normal disregistry for the glide plane and no shear opening for the phase
boundary.

The adopted potentials are based on the atomistically determined potentials

ψ̄i
gp(∆gp)=∑

k

1
k
γi

us,k sin2
(kπ∆gp

bi

)
, i ∈ {A,T,B} (6.11)

ψ̄pb(∆pb)=
Gc

[
1−

[
1+ ∆pb

lc

]
exp

(
−∆pb

lc

)]
, ∆pb ≥ 0

1
2Gc

(
∆pb
lc

)2
, ∆pb < 0

(6.12)

where ∆gp and ∆pb are the unreduced disregistry and opening associated with
a layer of one atom spacing thickness – see Chapter 5. γi

us,k are the Fourier
parameters according to Chapter 4 and bi the magnitude of the Burgers vector
of Γi

gp, Gc the work of separation and lc the characteristic length of the cohesive
zone along the phase boundary. The zero-thickness potentials ψgp and ψpb as
required in the model are obtained through a linear elastic reduction (see Chapter
5)

ψgp(δgp)=ψ̄gp(∆gp)− 1
2

M̄gp,0
(
∆gp −δgp

)2 (6.13)

ψpb(δpb)=ψ̄pb(∆pb)− 1
2

M̄pb,0
(
∆pb −δpb

)2 (6.14)

with

M̄gp,0 =
d2ψ̄gp

d∆2
gp

∣∣∣∣∣
∆gp=0

(6.15)

M̄pb,0 =
d2ψ̄pb

d∆2
pb

∣∣∣∣∣
∆pb=0

(6.16)
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The unreduced disregistry and opening ∆gp and ∆pb are defined via the non-linear
relationship

δgp =∆gp − 1
M̄gp,0

Tgp (6.17)

δpb =∆pb −
1

M̄pb,0
Tpb (6.18)

with the glide plane and phase boundary tractions given by

Tgp =
dψ̄gp

d∆gp
(6.19)

Tpb =
dψ̄pb

d∆pb
(6.20)

6.2.2 Boundary conditions

To study the edge dislocations’ interaction with the phase boundary, dislocation
dipoles, centred at ~x =~0, are considered. In regard to the symmetry of the
problem, the analysis is limited to Ω by applying the symmetry condition

~u(y)=−~u(−y) ∀~x ∈Γps =
{
~x ∈R2 : x = 0, |y| ≤ H

}
(6.21)

For the load application, a shear deformation is applied on the outer boundary
∂Ω\Γps that is consistent with a constant shear stress τ throughout Ω for a
purely linear elastic model response, i.e., in the absence of the glide plane and
phase boundary. To capture the model evolution under an increasing shear
deformation, a pseudo-time t ∈ [0,1] and target shear load τ̄ are introduced to
define the current nominally applied shear load as τ= τ̄t. The applied Dirichlet
boundary conditions read

~u = τ̄

µA x t~e y on∂ΩA \
(
Γps ∪ΓTA

)
(6.22)

~u = τ̄

µT

[
x−

(
1− µT

µA

)(
LA − dpb

2

)]
t~e y on∂ΩT \

(
ΓTA ∪ΓTB

)
(6.23)

~u = τ̄

µB

[
x−

(
1− µB

µA

)(
LA − dpb

2

)
−

(
1− µB

µT

)
dpb

]
t~e y on∂ΩB \ΓTB (6.24)

where µi is the shear modulus assigned to Ωi, i ∈ {A,T,B}.
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6.2.3 Solution method

To evaluate the response of the PN-CZ model under the Dirichlet boundary
conditions (6.22)-(6.24) at time tn, the total free energy of Eq. (6.4) needs to be
minimised. This poses, due to the periodicity of ψgp and the softening behaviour
of ψpb (for ∆pb > lc), a non-convex minimisation problem. For its solution, the
full model is discretised by finite elements and solved with an adapted truncated
Newton method, as outlined in Chapter 3. Here, however, a relaxed version of
the disregistry truncation criterion of Eq. (3.45) is adopted.

For the introduction of dislocations, the methodology detailed in Section 2.3.2 is
followed. This guarantees spatial stability of a nucleated dislocation dipole, i.e.,
no spontaneous annihilation occurs.

6.2.4 Parameter values used

In the present study, the phase properties are taken to be consistent with an
atomistic model with a hexagonal lattice structure – see Chapter 4. Throughout
Ω a homogeneous Burgers vector magnitude b and a Poisson’s ratio of ν= 0.25
apply. All parameters are parametrised relative to the shear modulus of Phase A,
µA, and the Burgers vector b. The adopted Fourier parameters for the glide
plane potential in Phase A are listed in Table 6.1. The properties of Phase B are
related to those of Phase A through the phase contrast km, i.e., µB = kmµ

A and
γB

us,k = kmγ
A
us,k.

For the transition layer ΩT, which is introduced to model the pair interaction
between atoms across the phase boundary, the properties for bulk elasticity
and the glide plane potential are defined through the combination of those of
Phases A and B, scaled by the phase interaction ratio kpb, with µT = kpb

(
µA +µB)

and γT
us,k = kpb

(
γA

us,k +γB
us,k

)
; the layer thickness is chosen as dpb = b. Note that

the previously defined PN-CZ model, without transition layer, is recovered by
setting dpb = 0.

The cohesive properties of the phase boundary are given by a constant charac-
teristic length lc = 0.14b and a phase boundary toughness that scales in the
same manner as the transition layer stiffness with Gc = kpb (1+km)GA

c . Here,
GA

c = 7.24·10−2µAb is the for Phase A atomistically calculated work of separation
that is required to rigidly separated two bulks of atoms along the plane normal to
~ex in a single-phase microstructure. Note, that due to the constant characteristic
length lc, the phase boundary strength scales with the toughness.
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Table 6.1: Fourier parameters for the glide plane potential of Phase A.

Parameter γus,1/µAb γus,2/µAb γus,3/µAb γus,4/µAb
Value 1.95 ·10−2 8.67 ·10−3 3.28 ·10−3 1.14 ·10−3

The model dimensions are LA = 2000b, L = 3000b and H = 2250b. In all numeri-
cal experiments, a target shear load of τ̄= 0.07µA applies, which refers to 90% of
the glide plane traction amplitude max

{
Tgp

}
in Phase A.

6.3 Influence of the transition layer

For the assessment of the influence of the transition layer ΩT, results are com-
pared in this section with the model response of the previous PN-CZ model,
without transition layer. An 8-dislocation pile-up systems is considered with
phase contrasts km ∈ {2,4} and a varying phase interaction ratio kpb ∈ [0.25,1].
Results are presented in Figure 6.2a in terms of the externally applied shear
load τ that is required for dislocation transmission (τtrans), absorption of the
first dislocation (τabs) or decohesion/crack nucleation (τdec). The crack length
associated with a nucleated crack at τdec is illustrated Figure 6.2b. As outlined
in Chapter 5, the points of transmission, absorption and crack nucleation, and
the crack length are defined as follows. For assessing dislocation transmission,
the continuous change in disregistry of a Peierls–Nabarro dislocation from 1b
(fully slipped) to 0b (not slipped) is exploited. The dislocation core is situated
at the position δgp = b/2. Here, a dislocation is considered as transmitted as
soon as the glide plane at the phase boundary is fully slipped, δgp(x = LA) > b.
The absorption of a dislocation results from its motion into the phase boundary
(x = LA) which manifests through δTA

gp ≥ 0.5 and δTB
gp ≤ 0.5, where δi

gp (i ∈ {TA,TB})

is the disregistry at x =
{

x ∈Γi
gp|x = LA

}
. The dislocation is regarded as absorbed

if its motion into the phase boundary results in a large change of the phase
boundary opening ∆δpb(y= 0−)> b/2. A crack is assumed to be nucleated as soon
as a second dislocation gets absorbed, which corresponds to a total opening of
δpb(y= 0−)> 3b/2. The crack length lcrack is defined by the length of the region
where Tpb < 0.1 max

{
Tpb

}
and δpb > lc.

The comparison of both models, with and without transition layer, reveals only
a minor influence of the transition layer on the dislocations’ interplay with the
phase boundary. Based on Figure 6.2, three differences are apparent:
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Figure 6.2: Model response for an 8-dislocation pile-up system, with and without
transition layer, as a function of the phase interaction ratio kpb for phase contrasts
km ∈ {2,4}: (a) Externally applied shear load τ at absorption, decohesion or
transmission and (b) crack length lcrack after decohesion.

i) The point kpb where the mechanism changes from crack nucleation to
dislocation transmission shifts towards a slightly lower value. The ratio
kpb (1+km) /km where the mechanism changes is not constant anymore, as
observed in Chapter 5.

ii) Absorption of the first dislocation requires a shear load τabs which is slightly
higher. The difference increases with kpb, but never exceeds 6%.

iii) The external transmission stress τtrans shows a stronger dependence on
kpb. For low values of kpb it is lower than without the transition layer,
whereas for approximately kpb > km/(1+km) it tends to be higher. At this
switching point, kpb = 2/3 for km = 2 and kpb = 0.8 for km = 4, the transition
layer behaves like Phase B. In both cases, the difference does not exceed
7%, except for km = 2 at kpb = 1 with 15%.

No significant influence on τdec and no influence at all on the crack length lcrack
exists. With regard to all of the above observed differences, a relation can be
established to the combined effect of the altered repulsive image stresses on the
pile-up and the difference in the dislocation induced normal stress σxx in the
vicinity of the phase boundary.

In the low kpb regime, where crack nucleation occurs, the presence of a compara-
tively soft transition layer reduces the dislocation induced stresses (because of
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kpb < 0.5) and hence the phase boundary opening, as illustrated in Figure 6.3a
by the opening δ−pb = δpb(y = 0−) under an increasing externally applied shear
load τ. Thus, to trigger dislocation absorption, a larger pile-up compression is
required, provided by an increased externally applied shear load τ compared
with the model without transition layer.

Lower induced stresses lead to a shift of the point kpb where the dislocation
induced stresses no longer suffice to trigger dislocation absorption and the dislo-
cation is transmitted instead. This occurs in the low kpb transmission regime at
a reduced external shear load, as opposed to the transmission behaviour without
transition layer. This trend originates from the decreased phase boundary open-
ing and the related lower relaxation of the bulk, see Figure 6.3b. With increasing
kpb, the phase boundary opening becomes negligible. The image stress contri-
bution of the transition layer, on the contrary, grows and evokes an increased
dislocation obstruction and a larger required external transmission stress τtrans.

Figure 6.3: Model evolution for an 8-dislocation pile-up system, with and without
transition layer, for a phase contrast km = 4. Evolution in terms of the phase
boundary opening δ−pb at y= 0− as a function of the externally applied shear load
τ: (a) kpb = 0.47 and (b) kpb = 0.54. Note the different scale for δ−pb.

Eventually, for kpb ≥ km/(1+km), the material properties of the transition layer
exceed the ones of Phase B, in relation with the scaling factors kpb(1+km), for
ΩT, and km, for ΩB. This implies an increase of the repulsive image stresses and
a larger transmission barrier, as opposed to without transition layer. However,
despite the seemingly similarity of both models at kpb = km/(1+ km) a minor
difference in τtrans is apparent. This deviation is due to the different position
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of the phase boundary with respect to Phase A, which therefore entails a minor
difference in the opening behaviour.

In terms of the crack behaviour, the equal crack length lcrack in both models
relates to the fact that the energy of the dislocations nucleated initially in ΩA, is
fully dissipated through the opening of the phase boundary.

The above comparison shows that in modelling the interaction of dislocations
with phase boundaries the transition layer does not play a vital role, and the
original (more simple) model was already adequate in this respect.

6.4 Initial phase boundary stress field

6.4.1 Methodology

In this section, the influence of a periodically fluctuating initial stress field along
the phase boundary on the dislocations’ interplay with that phase boundary
is qualitatively and quantitatively studied. Based on the conclusion from the
previous section, a transition layer is not incorporated, i.e., dpb = 0 in Figure
6.1. To introduce the initial stress field, an initial opening δpb,0 is considered,
fluctuating periodically with y. By extending the previous definition of the
opening, recall Eq. (6.10), to

δpb =
[[
~u

]] ·~ex +δpb,0 ∀~x ∈Γpb (6.25)

and minimising the total free energy of Eq. (6.4) in an initial equilibration
step, at t0 = 0, the initial stress field in the vicinity of Γpb is established. A
corresponding defect structure with δpb 6= 0 and δgp 6= 0 is the natural outcome.

For simplicity, a sinusoidal function is employed to set the initial opening δpb,0
according to

δpb,0 = δ̂sin
(

2π(y+ yoff)
λ

)
·w(y) (6.26)

with amplitude δ̂, period λ and a spatial offset yoff, which enables a vertical
shift of the initial stress field relative to the glide plane. The purpose of the
function w(y), by which the sine is multiplied in Eq. (6.26), is to gradually
alternate the fluctuation above and below the glide plane, where the finite
element discretisation is too coarse to properly represent it. In the neighbourhood
of the glide plane w = 1 holds, such that the true sinusoidal perturbation is
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preserved. Here, a smooth step function is adopted according to

w(y)=


1 z < 0
1−6z5 +15z4 −10z3 0≤ z ≤ 1
0 1< z

(6.27)

with

z = 1
nλλ

(|y|− latt)+1 (6.28)

where nλ is the number of periods over which the fluctuation decays until it
reaches zero at |y| = latt. In the present study, nλ = 3 and latt = 240b are used.
Figure 6.4 illustrates the function w(y) and the corresponding initial opening
δpb,0 for δ̂ = b/2, yoff = 0 and λ = 20b. Simulations showed for an increased
attenuation length latt = 480b no influence on the interplay of dislocation with
the phase boundary.
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Figure 6.4: (a) Modulation function w(y) and (b) initial phase boundary opening
δpb,0 with period λ= 20b.

6.4.2 Resulting initial stress field

Upon minimising the total free Energy of Eq. (6.10), the initial opening δpb,0
induces a fluctuating initial stress field, reflecting a periodic defect structure.
The resulting stress field is a function of the phase specific material properties,
the cohesive properties of the phase boundary, as well as the magnitude δ̂ and
the period λ of the initial opening fluctuation.
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The stress fields under consideration are generated through the initial opening
of Eq. (6.26) with the periods λ ∈ {10b,20b,30b} and the amplitude δ̂= b/2. The
material properties for the PN-CZ model are chosen as detailed in Section 6.2.4.
For comparison purposes, the response of an equivalent, but initially stress free,
model is used; this case is referred to as λ=∞ in what follows hereafter.

The internal stress fields obtained are illustrated in Figure 6.5 for a phase
contrast km = 2 and phase boundary toughness of Gc = 3GA

c (kpb = 1 in Figure
6.2) and periods λ= {10b,20b,30b}. The corresponding stresses along the phase
boundary and glide plane are plotted in Figure 6.6 in terms of the phase boundary
tractions Tpb = σxx(x = LA) and the glide plane tractions Tgp = σxy(y = 0−),
respectively. The difference in the initial stress fields shows that the period λ of
the initial opening fluctuation has a strong and two-fold influence on these, after
equilibration established, stress fields. An increasing λ leads on the one hand to
a reduction of the peak stresses and on the other hand to a smaller decay of the
stresses normal to the phase boundary (as visible through Tgp).

Based on the difference of these locally strongly differing stress fields, a clear
influence of λ on the dislocation motion (magnitude and decay of Tgp) and on the
crack nucleation and propagation (magnitude and period of Tpb) can be expected.

A comparison of these initial stress fields (σxx and σxy) reveals the correlation
λ1σ

λ1
xx(x/λ1, y/λ1) = λ2σ

λ2
xx(x/λ2, y/λ2), where λ1 and λ2 are two distinct periods

with the stresses σλ1
xx and σ

λ2
xx, respectively. The same relation holds, to some

extent, for σxy. This is illustrated in Figure 6.7a by the phase boundary tractions
Tpb = σxx(x = LA), normalised with Gcb/e lcλ, and in Figure 6.7b by the glide
plane tractions Tgp =σxy(y= 0), normalised with µAb/λ. Here, the large devia-
tion in Tgp for λ= 10b originates as a result of the initial equilibration, through
which the glide plane shear traction amplitude of Phase A is reached (see Figure
6.6). The minor deviations arise from the differently large disregistry gradients
at x = LA which, similar to a dislocation, lead to a deviation of Tpb around y= 0.

Associated with the equilibration, which results in the initial stress fields, a
defect structure emerges in terms of an opening δpb of the phase boundary and a
disregistry δgp along the glide plane. The corresponding defect structures for the
considered periods λ are displayed in Figure 6.8 and reveal, just as for the initial
stress fields, a pronounced influence of λ, despite the constant amplitude of δpb,0.
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Figure 6.5: Stress fields σxx (a, c, e) and σxy (b, d, f) resulting from a fluctuating
initial opening δpb,0 for km = 2, Gc = 3GA

c , yoff = 0 and different λ: λ= 10b (a, b),
λ= 20b (c, d) and λ= 30b (e, f). Note the different colour scale for each period λ.

6.5 Influence on the dislocation interaction with the
phase boundary

In this section the influence of the initial phase boundary stress field on the
interaction of dislocations with that phase boundary is studied. To this end, an
8-dislocation pile-up is considered, which results from the successive nucleation
of dislocations. A phase contrast of km = 2 applies throughout the major part of
this section, whereas km = 4 will be adopted later to highlight the influence of
the phase contrast.
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Figure 6.6: Initial stresses for different periods λ: (a) phase boundary traction
Tpb =σxx(x = LA) and (b) glide plane traction Tgp =σxy(y= 0). Phase B is shaded
for clarity.

Figure 6.7: Initial stresses for different periods λ: (a) phase boundary traction
Tpb =σxx(x = LA) and (b) glide plane traction Tgp =σxy(y= 0). Phase B is shaded
for clarity.
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Figure 6.8: Computed initial defect structure for different periods λ: (a) opening
δpb and (b) disregistry δgp.

6.5.1 Single dislocation behaviour

To analyse the influence of the fluctuating initial stress field, reflecting a periodic
defect structure, on the interplay of dislocations with the phase boundary, we fo-
cus on the first nucleated dislocation of the pile-up at a shear load τ= 6.4·10−3µA.
By altering the spatial fluctuation offset yoff from 0 to λ, the impingement position
of the glide plane on the phase boundary stress fluctuation is varied. Accordingly,
the dislocation may be exposed to an attractive shear stress (yoff < 0.25λ and
yoff > 0.75λ), a repulsive shear stress (0.25λ< yoff < 0.75λ) or a zero shear stress
(yoff = 0.25λ and yoff = 0.75λ).

Figure 6.9 illustrates the interaction of a single dislocation with the phase
boundary stress field for the spatial fluctuation offsets yoff = 0 (Figures 6.9a and
6.9b) and yoff = λ/2 (Figures 6.9c and 6.9d), respectively. In both cases a phase
contrast km = 2, a phase boundary toughness Gc = 3GA

c and a period λ = 20b
applies. While for yoff = 0 the dislocation is absorbed into the defect structure,
the phase boundary stress associated with yoff =λ/2 poses an additional source
of obstruction against dislocation motion. In the latter case, the dislocation
remains at some distance from the phase boundary at this applied stress level.
The corresponding glide plane disregistries δgp for yoff = 0 and for yoff =λ/2 are
displayed in Figure 6.10 for all three considered periods λ ∈ {10b,20b,30b}, along
with the reference case (λ=∞).
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Figure 6.9: Stress fields σxx (a, c) and σxy (b, d) resulting from the interaction
of a single dislocation with the phase boundary at τ= 6.4 ·10−3µA, with km = 2,
Gc = 3GA

c and λ= 20b: dislocation absorption for yoff = 0 (a-b) and dislocation
repulsion for yoff =λ/2 (c-d).

If the dislocation is getting absorbed (Figure 6.10a), the extent of absorption and
confinement of the dislocation is determined by the magnitude of σxy, as visible
by the increased disregistry gradient for smaller λ, which relates to larger σxy.
Note that an increased disregistry gradient relates to an increased strain and
stress field in the dislocation core, which matters later for explaining the model
response for phase boundaries of average toughness.

In the case of dislocation repulsion (Figure 6.10b), the initial stress σxy has an
increased impact on the dislocation for larger periods λ due to its smaller decay
normal to the phase boundary (recall Figure 6.6). However, with increasing
shear stress acting on the dislocation, and hence decreasing distance to the phase
boundary, this influence is expected to switch due to the larger magnitude of σxy
for lower λ close to the phase boundary.

Although the offsets of yoff =λ/4 and yoff = 3λ/4 do not invoke any shear stresses
along the glide plane, a pronounced influence on the interplay of a dislocation
with a decohering phase boundary is still expected. The stress fields for the
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Figure 6.10: Disregistry profiles δgp for a single dislocation interacting with the
initial stress field, at an applied shear load τ= 6.4 ·10−3µA, for different λ, along
with the reference case (λ = ∞): (a) dislocation absorption for yoff = 0 and (b)
additional dislocation repulsion for yoff =λ/2.

interaction of the dislocation with the respective phase boundary stresses are
displayed in Figure 6.11. For yoff = 3λ/4, the glide plane impinges on the phase
boundary at a position where the normal compression is maximum (see Figure
6.11a and 6.11b). Hence, dislocation induced phase boundary opening is impeded
by the local stress field. Naturally, an offset of yoff =λ/4 has the opposite effect
and promotes phase boundary decohesion (see Figures 6.11c and 6.11d).

6.5.2 Dislocation pile-up

6.5.2.1 Strong phase boundary

To assess the specific influence of the initial stress field (i.e., defect structure) on
the interaction of an 8-dislocation pile-up with the phase boundary the influence
on the transmission behaviour is explained first. Consider an interface that
is strong against decohesion, i.e., Gc = (1+ km)GA

c (corresponding to kpb = 1
in Figure 6.2), to minimise the influence of the phase boundary opening and
the associated bulk relaxation on the dislocation behaviour (recall Chapter 5).
An increasing external shear load τ is adopted, until, eventually, the leading
dislocation transmits into Phase B.

The shear load which triggers transmission, denoted as the external transmission
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Figure 6.11: Stress fields σxx (a, c) and σxy (b, d) resulting from the interaction
of a single dislocation with the phase boundary at τ= 6.4 ·10−3µA, with km = 2,
Gc = 3GA

c and λ= 20b: compressive phase boundary stress at the glide plane for
yoff = 3λ/4 (a, b) and tensile phase boundary stress at the glide plane for yoff =λ/4
(c, d).

stress τtrans, is plotted as a function of the spatial fluctuation offset yoff, in Figure
6.12a for different periods λ and km = 2. The transmission stress is displayed
as an absolute quantity (left axis) and a with respect to τ∞trans = τtrans(λ =∞)
relative quantity (right axis). To demonstrate the complexity of the underlying
problem, the external transmission stress for a phase contrast km = 4 is shown
as well, in Figure 6.12b. Again, the transmission stress is plotted as an absolute
quantity (left axis) and a with respect to τ∞trans relative quantity (right axis).

In both diagrams a small asymmetry in τtrans with respect to yoff =λ/2 is appar-
ent. This asymmetry arises, despite the consideration of a strong phase boundary,
as a result of a marginal opening, which depends in relation with yoff on the local
nature of σxx. As pointed out in Chapter 5, different openings lead to a varying
relaxation of the bulk surrounding the dislocation, and accordingly a differently
strong the transmission barrier.

For both phase contrasts, a strong influence on the transmission behaviour is
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Figure 6.12: External transmission stress τtrans for a strong phase boundary
(Gc = (1+km)GA

c ) and different λ in comparison with the initial stress free reference
case (λ =∞) with tau∞

trans = tautrans(λ =∞): (a) phase contrast km = 2 and (b)
km = 4. Note the different scale of the left axis.

observed. Depending on the period, the external transmission stress deviates
from the transmission stress of the reference case (τ∞trans) in a range up to
[−23%,39%] (km = 2) and [−18%,20%] (km = 4) due to the altering impingement
position. In the following, the influence of λ, which sets the magnitude of the
phase boundary stresses (recall Figure 6.6), on the dislocation transmission
process will be discussed in detail. First, the spatial offsets yoff < 0.25 and
yoff > 0.75 are considered, where local attractive phase boundary stresses (at
y = 0) exist that lead to the absorption of the leading dislocation prior to its
transmission. Thereafter, the spatial offsets λ/4< yoff < 3λ/4 are studied which
relate to local repulsive phase boundary stresses (at y= 0).

Attractive phase boundary stresses. For the spatial offsets yoff < 0.25 and
yoff > 0.75, a qualitatively similar transmission behaviour with respect to λ is
noticeable in Figure 6.12. Under these offsets, the initial stress field has an
attractive influence on the dislocations and leads thus to dislocation absorption
prior to transmission. While the periods λ= 20b and λ= 30b reduce the external
transmission stress with respect to the initially stress free reference case (λ=∞),
a period of λ= 10b shows an increased required shear load. This discrepancy
originates from the two-fold influence of the initial stress field on the transmission
behaviour. On the one hand, the attractive initial stress field does not only
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promote the absorption of the leading dislocation into the phase boundary, but
also induces a restraint for moving further into Phase B. The stronger the stress
field (lower λ – recall Figure 6.6), the larger the motion restraint becomes. On
the other hand, the second dislocation is attracted towards the phase boundary
based on the magnitude of the stress decay normal to the phase boundary, which
counteracts the repulsive stresses exerted by the leading dislocation. Slower
decays (larger λ) lead to a stronger attraction, whereas faster decays (λ= 10b)
have a small influence only. Both effects are visualised in Figure 6.13a by means
of the disregistry profiles δgp under a shear load of τ= 8.0 ·10−3µA. The motion
restraint is visible in the lower disregistry gradient beyond the phase boundary
for larger λ, featuring the expansion of the dislocation core into Phase B. The
influence of the attractive phase boundary stress on the second dislocation, which
is positioned where δgp = 3b/2, is noticeable by comparing the three periods with
the reference case. While for λ = 10b the second dislocation is attracted only
by ≈ 1b closer to the phase boundary (relative to the reference case), a larger
distance of ≈ 13b is observed for λ ∈ {20b,30b}. The nearly coinciding positions
in the latter case are coincidental and only present at this applied shear load.

Figure 6.13: Disregistry profiles δgp of the leading dislocations in an 8-
dislocation pile-up interacting with the initial stress field for different λ in com-
parison with the reference case (λ=∞ and τ∞trans): (a) dislocation attraction for
yoff = 0, at τ= 8.0 ·10−3µA and (b) additional dislocation repulsion for yoff =λ/2,
at τ= 14.3 ·10−3µA.

Repulsive phase boundary stresses. Under offset λ/4< yoff < 3λ/4 the fluc-
tuating initial stress field entails, due to an repulsive impact on approaching
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dislocations, an additional barrier against dislocation transmission. Comparing
the external transmission stresses τtrans in this range in Figure 6.12, a different
behaviour for the phase contrasts km = 2 and km = 4 is noticeable. Consider first
the lower phase contrast km = 2. Here, the dislocation obstruction increases as
the initial repulsive stresses grow in magnitude (i.e., for lower λ – recall Figure
6.6). This is reflected by the disregistry profiles at τ = 14.3 ·10−3µA in Figure
6.13b, where an increased repulsion of the leading dislocation for lower λ is visi-
ble through the distance of these leading dislocations to the phase boundary. For
km = 4, however, the opposite relation for the external transmission stress τtrans
with respect to the period λ is present, with the largest dislocation obstruction
for λ = 30b. This distinct behaviour for both phase contrasts originates from
the varying interaction of the leading dislocation with the defect structure, as
illustrated in Figure 6.14 by the disregistry profiles at τ= 0 (Figure 6.14a) and
right before transmission is triggered (Figure 6.14b) for the two phase contrasts,
km = 2 and km = 4.

For km = 2, the repulsion between pile-up and defects leads to a slight shift
of the defect into Phase B, involving a spatial separation between pile-up and
defect. Thus, a larger magnitude of the initial stress field (lower λ) increases the
repulsion and hence dislocation obstruction. As dislocation is transmitted, the
defect returns to its initial position.

For km = 4, on the contrary, the present phase contrast does not only obstruct
the dislocation from moving into Phase B, but it also confines, to a larger extent,
the defect to phase boundary. As a result thereof, the leading dislocation is
eventually, under sufficiently high shear load τ, able to overcome the repulsive
shear stresses of the defect and combines with it to a larger defect. Naturally, the
magnitude of this defect increases with the magnitude of the initial stress field
(lower λ) which promotes, after overcoming the initial repulsion, transmission.

6.5.2.2 Dislocation transmission vs. crack nucleation

Naturally, with decreasing phase boundary strength, a strong influence of the
initial stress field on the competition between dislocation transmission and crack
nucleation is expected. To demonstrate this effect, two reference cases are con-
sidered, where dislocation transmission and crack nucleation occur, i.e., with
a phase contrast km = 2 and the phase boundary toughnesses Gc = 1.5GA

c and
Gc = 1.14GA

c (corresponding to kpb = 0.5 and kpb = 0.38 in Figure 6.2). First,
the influence of the initial stress field on the competition of dislocation trans-
mission and crack nucleation is presented. A discussion on its influence on the
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Figure 6.14: Disregistry profiles δgp of the leading dislocation in an 8-dislocation
pile-up interacting with the initial stress field for λ= 10b and yoff = 0.5 and the
phase contrasts km = 2 and km = 4: (a) initial defect structure at τ = 0 and (b)
repulsion of (km = 2) and combination with (km = 4) the leading dislocation right
before transmission is triggered.

propagation of a nucleated crack follows thereafter.

The results on the competition of dislocation transmission and crack nucleation
are presented in Figure 6.15a for Gc = 1.5GA

c and in Figure 6.15b for Gc =
1.14GA

c as a function of the spatial fluctuation offset yoff. In case of dislocation
transmission, the external transmission stress τtrans is displayed. In the case of
crack formation, not only the point of crack nucleation is an important quantity,
but also its subsequent propagation. Thus, to prevent misinterpretation, only
the spatial offsets at which a crack is nucleated and no transmission occurred is
indicated at the bottom of the diagrams (without presenting τdec).

The present comparison already highlights the strong influence of the initial
stress field on the interaction of dislocations with the phase boundary. The
triggered mechanism, transmission or crack nucleation, strongly depends on
the magnitude of the initial stress field as well as the impingement position
of the glide plane on the phase boundary. While for the tougher interfaces
(Gc = 1.5GA

c ) a crack may nucleate at unfavourable impingement positions, i.e.,
in regions of an initial tensile stress, a dislocation can still be transmitted if the
glide plane lies in a region which is initially under compression. Furthermore,
the pronounced occurrence of crack nucleation in both interfaces for λ = 10b,
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indicates a weakening effect of the large initial stress field on the phase boundary.
Note that the reduction in τtrans for the single transmission case of λ= 10b and
Gc = 1.14GA

c is related a lower initial stress field (in relation with the lower Gc).

Figure 6.15: Transmission stress τtrans and the occurrence of crack nucleation as
a function of the spatial fluctuation offset yoff for different periods λ, along with
the initially stress free reference case (λ=∞): (a) Gc = 1.5GA

c and (b) Gc = 1.14GA
c .

Particular deviations from the general transmission behaviour are observed for
yoff = 0 with λ= 20b, where the leading two dislocations are absorbed prior to the
transmission, and for yoff = 15λ/16 with λ ∈ {20b,30b} where the leading disloca-
tion is being absorbed before it is transmitted. This absorption behaviour can be
partially related to the differently strong induced stresses within the dislocation
core, arising from the varying disregistry gradient for different λ (recall Figure
6.10a). As a consequence of the dislocation absorption, and the related bulk
relaxation as detailed in Chapter 5, the barrier against dislocation transmission
increases and in turn a higher shear load is required for transmission. This
is reflected in the reversed trend of the transmission stress τtrans vs. yoff (see
Figure 6.15), compared to the tough interface with Gc = 3GA

c (see Figure 6.12a).

To illustrate the complex failure behaviour triggered by the presence of the initial
stress field, the crack length lcrack is evaluated as a function of the external
shear load τ. Results are presented for selected offsets yoff in Figure 6.16 for
Gc = 1.5GA

c and in Figure 6.17 for Gc = 1.14GA
c , up to an externally applied

shear load τ for which 7 dislocations are absorbed into the phase boundary. The
evolution of the crack length embodies, with the observed jumps in lcrack, the
repeated absorption of one or multiple dislocations into the phase boundary,
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which is triggered by the imposed growing pile-up compression. In Figure 6.17,
the nucleated crack for the initially stress free reference case is represented by
the dashed line.

Figure 6.16: Crack length as a function of the externally applied shear load τ for
Gc = 1.5GA

c and different spatial fluctuation offsets yoff: (a) λ= 10b, (b) λ= 20b
and (c) λ= 30b.

The results for λ= 10b reveal a general weakening of the interface, as indicated
by the pronounced occurrence of crack nucleation (recall Figure 6.15). Crack
propagation, in terms of the required externally applied shear load and final
crack length, is not only amplified in comparison with the larger periods λ, but
also in comparison with the initially stress free reference case λ=∞ (see Figure
6.17a).

Comparing the crack responses for λ ∈ {20b,30b}, a pronounced influence of
the spatial offset yoff becomes evident. While yoff = λ/8 promotes early crack
nucleation, due to the local tensile stress around the glide plane, it impedes
subsequent crack propagation as the crack needs to advance through a region
that is initially compressive. Naturally, the offset yoff = 3λ/8 has the opposite
effect.

Despite this intrinsic difference, the results unveil for Gc = 1.14GA
c (see Figures

6.17b and 6.17c) that both initial stress fields impede the crack propagation. Not
only is a larger externally applied shear load τ required to trigger the absorption
of 7 dislocations, also the final crack length is reduced as compared to the
reference case (λ=∞). For Gc = 1.5GA

c an average crack length of lcrack ≈ 5λ/4+
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Figure 6.17: Crack length as a function of the externally applied shear load τ for
Gc = 1.14GA

c and different spatial fluctuation offsets yoff: (a) λ= 10b, (b) λ= 20b
and(c) λ= 30b. The dashed line represents the solution for the initially stress free
reference case (λ=∞).

yoff is observed. The same relation holds for Gc = 1.14GA
c and λ= 30b, whereas

for λ = 20b the crack propagates one period further with lcrack ≈ 9λ/4+ yoff.
These crack lengths refer to positions that are initially subjected to a high initial
compressive stress.

6.6 Discussion

In the previous chapters, the dislocation behaviour in two-phase microstructures,
and in particular the dislocation interplay with phase boundaries, was studied
on the basis of a strongly idealised problem. Amongst others, this idealisation
involved two assumptions for the modelling approach in the vicinity of the phase
boundary, as follows. i) The elastic properties and the glide plane potential were
assumed to be piecewise constant with a jump across the phase boundary. In
reality (and atomistics), however, a gradual sharp transition in the material
behaviour across the phase boundary applies, based on the pair interaction
between atoms of either phase. ii) The phase boundary was considered as
initially stress free, whereas a significant amount of internal stresses is a common
characteristic for phase and grain boundaries. In this chapter the influence of
these two assumptions was critically assessed.
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In the first part, a thin transition layer along the phase boundary with a thickness
equal to the lattice spacing was considered. Its properties were defined relative
to those of both phases by a phase interaction ratio. Results revealed only a small
influence of the transition layer on the outcome of the simulations. It may thus
be neglected for studying the interplay of dislocations with phase boundaries.

For the second part of this chapter, the assumption of an initially stress free
phase boundary was lifted to study its influence on the competition between
dislocation transmission and crack nucleation, as well as on the crack propaga-
tion. For the initiation of such an initial stress field, the cohesive zone model, as
introduced in Chapter 5, was augmented by a fluctuating initial opening. With
the minimisation of the total free energy, an initial stress field, representing a
related defect structure, resulted as a function of the adopted material proper-
ties and opening fluctuation. This study unveiled a significant influence of the
fluctuating phase boundary stresses. Not only proved it to be a key factor in
the competition between dislocation transmission and crack nucleation, it may
also induce either a weakening or strengthening effect on the phase boundary,
depending on the magnitude of the stress fluctuation as well as the impingement
position of the glide plane with respect to the fluctuation. It has been shown
that impingement positions that are under initial compression are beneficial for
transmission behaviour of dislocations. In the case of a nucleated crack, high
initial phase boundary stresses exhibit a promoting impact on crack propagation,
whereas for low phase boundary stresses regions under initially high compressive
stress act as crack arresters.

Based on the present study, it can be concluded that for the modelling of the
interplay between dislocations a the phase boundary, the earlier assumption of
neglecting a transition region is a legitimate choice. Neglecting the presence of
an initial stress field along the phase boundary, however, may lead to strong devi-
ations in the competition between dislocation transmission and crack nucleation.
The incorporation of the physical stresses characterising the phase boundary
defect structure is therefore an essential component in future studies.
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Chapter 7

Conclusions and Outlook

7.1 Conclusions

The objective of this thesis was to acquire, by computational modelling, a deeper
understanding of the mechanics governing edge dislocation induced phase bound-
ary decohesion in multiphase microstructures. For this purpose, an idealised 2D
two-phase microstructure was considered that consists of a soft Phase A and a
hard Phase B. Embedded in both phases lies a single glide plane perpendicular
to and continuous across the phase boundary. Phase A contains a dislocation
source that emits dislocation dipoles onto the glide plane under the influence
of an externally applied shear load. The nucleated dislocations move towards
the phase boundary, where they get obstructed and pile up. Eventually, under a
sufficient shear load, two events may occur: i) the dislocations are transmitted
into Phase B; ii) dislocations migrate into the phase boundary, invoking the
nucleation of a micro-crack. Other phenomena such as, inter alia, dislocation re-
flection, dislocation nucleation at the phase boundary or phase boundary sliding
were not taken into account.

To study this idealised problem, the Peierls–Nabarro cohesive zone (PN-CZ)
model was developed. Based on the Peierls–Nabarro model, the glide plane is
modelled by a zero-thickness interface that splits the domain into two regions
of elasticity; in this thesis only isotropic linear elasticity was considered. Along
the glide plane, a relative tangential displacement, or disregistry, is allowed for
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that gives rise to a misfit energy in accordance with a periodic potential. The
distinct phases of the microstructure are established through piecewise constant
properties for the elastic region and the glide plane. Along the phase boundary
an exponential cohesive zone law is adopted to capture the decohesion of the
phase boundary. It defines the normal opening behaviour and hence the fracture
toughness of the phase boundary.

By solving the PN-CZ model in a finite element framework, an automatic inter-
play between the dislocations, the phase boundary and the external boundary
conditions emerges; no additional criteria for dislocation–phase boundary inter-
action are required. It thus represents a simple, yet computationally efficient,
tool for the study of edge dislocation interaction with phase boundaries.

Using this model, the following insights have been obtained.

• Phase contrast. The phase contrast creates a barrier against dislocation
motion into Phase B. Dislocation obstruction arises from the long-range
image stresses due to the difference in elastic properties and short-range
image stresses due to the difference in glide plane properties. An increased
number of dislocations (larger pile-up size) enhances the resolved shear
stress acting on the leading dislocation and promotes hence transmission
(see Chapter 2).

• Phase boundary opening. The opening behaviour of the phase boundary
poses an additional barrier against dislocation motion due to the accom-
panying bulk relaxation. In case of dislocation transmission, the bulk
relaxation entails a larger required externally applied shear load for trans-
mission; this effect decreases with increasing phase boundary toughness.
For weak phase boundaries, dislocation absorption into the phase boundary,
and the potential phase boundary decohesion, dominate. With decreasing
phase boundary toughness a lower externally applied shear load is required
for dislocation absorption (see Chapter 5).

• Grain size. The grain size of Phase A is a limiting factor on the number of
stable dislocation dipoles before either transmission or decohesion occurs
(see Chapter 2). With increasing grain size more dislocations may be
nucleated, leading to a higher ductility under a lower externally applied
shear load.

• Dislocation absorption into the phase boundary. Absorption of the leading
dislocation into the phase boundary occurs as a result of a momentary
instability in the interplay between phase boundary softening (post peak
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traction) and the related bulk relaxation. Following absorption, an in-
creased externally applied shear load and/or larger pile-up size is generally
required to trigger crack nucleation. For low phase contrasts, absorption
of the first dislocation does not necessarily induce crack nucleation; trans-
mission of the absorbed dislocation may occur. For high phase contrasts,
dislocation absorption may trigger an instantaneous crack nucleation (see
Chapter 5).

• Transition point between phase boundary decohesion and dislocation trans-
mission. For an initially stress free phase boundary, the model response
changes from phase boundary decohesion to dislocation transmission at
an (approximately) constant ratio between phase boundary toughness and
relaxed unstable stacking fault energy of Phase B of Gc/γ(r)B

us ≈ 2.23. Due
to the constant characteristic length of the cohesive zone in the phase
boundary, this corresponds to a nearly constant ratio between the phase
boundary strength and the glide plane peak shear traction of Phase B,
max

{
Tpb

}
/max

{
TB

gp

}
≈ 1.58 (see Chapter 5).

• Early crack propagation. For a stress free initial phase boundary, decohe-
sion is always accompanied by crack propagation, which progresses until a
large number of dislocations are absorbed into the phase boundary. The
resulting crack length is a function of the number of absorbed dislocations,
number of remaining dislocations in Phase A, phase boundary toughness
and phase contrast (see Chapter 5).

• Fluctuating initial phase boundary stresses. The competition between
dislocation transmission and crack nucleation is strongly affected by the
presence of a fluctuating initial stress field along the phase boundary. De-
pending on its magnitude and local character at the intersection with the
glide plane, it may weaken or strengthen the phase boundary. If the glide
plane impinges on a region of compressive phase boundary stresses, trans-
mission is promoted. Tensile phase boundary stresses are likely to induce
crack nucleation. Crack propagation is enhanced for high phase boundary
stresses, whereas for low phase boundary stresses regions initially under
compression act as crack arresters (see Chapter 6).

• Glide plane model. For modelling the interplay between edge dislocations
and the phase boundary, the dislocation core structure plays a dominant
role. Atomistic simulations showed that suitable analytical glide plane
models for describing the dislocation core structure are the Fourier poten-
tial and the coupled normal-tangential disregistry potential (see Chapter
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4).

• Potential condensation. Atomically obtained glide plane and phase bound-
ary potentials suffer from an artificial compliance that may lead to strong
quantitative deviations when applied to zero-thickness interfaces (as in
the PN-CZ model). For physical consistency, condensation towards a zero-
thickness potential is required (see Chapter 5).

• Model accuracy. The comparison with an equivalent atomistic model for
dislocation transmission revealed qualitatively a good agreement in terms
of dislocation position, disregistry profile and strain distribution. Quantita-
tively, however, differences to atomistic model occurred due to the simplicity
of the PN-CZ model, i.e., a ≈ 20% smaller pile-up length and dislocation
transmission under a ≈ 35% lower shear load at which one less dislocation
was present in both models. It is to be noted that the atomistic reference
model for this comparison was based on molecular statics simulations of a
2D hexagonal lattice structure with a Lennard–Jones potential (see Chap-
ter 4). Extensions as detailed in section 7.2.2 may increase the quantitative
accuracy of the PN-CZ model.

• Transition layer between both phases. In studying the interplay of dislo-
cations with phase boundaries, a transition layer, which models the pair
interaction between atoms across the phase boundaries, had only a small
influence on the obtained results. It may thus be neglected (see Chapter 6).

• Numerical solution method. Exploiting the knowledge on the underlying
physics allows for problem specific modifications of the numerical solution
algorithm. This enables an enhanced stability and computational efficiency
(see Chapter 3).

7.2 Outlook

7.2.1 Extension of the physical problem considered

This thesis is based on an idealised 2D two-phase microstructure with a single
glide plane and a single edge dislocation source. The glide plane is assumed to be
perpendicular to and continuous across the phase boundary. The studied cases
considered phase contrasts in terms of elasticity properties as well as glide plane
amplitude, while assuming a constant Burgers vector between the two phases.
The phase boundary behaviour was limited to decohesion only, preventing any
sliding motion. Atomic shuffling or stress-assisted free-volume migration, as
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observed in atomistic simulations [1–3], was neglected. On the external boundary,
the model was subjected to a displacement controlled shear load.

The above simplifications leave a plethora of options to study more complex
scenarios. While some may be already feasible using the proposed PN-CZ model,
others will require specific extensions, which are discussed in Section 7.2.2.
Amongst others, potential future research questions are:

• What is the influence of a phase contrast in the Burgers vector? A difference
in terms of the Burgers vectors between the phases is expected to affect the
transmission behaviour, including the formation of a residual dislocation
after transmission.

• What is the influence of additional glide planes in parallel on the compe-
tition between dislocation transmission and phase boundary decohesion?
While the transmission process is strongly influenced by the total number
of present dislocations, the decohesion process is mainly determined by the
dislocations’ local interaction with the phase boundary. The outcome of
their competition is therefore uncertain.

• What is the effect of phase boundary sliding? Based on the Generalised
Stacking Fault Energy surface (see Chapter 4), it is expected that a phase
boundary which is subjected to a shear displacement has a lower resistance
against opening. A large dislocation pile-up may locally create such a shear
displacement, supporting the decohesion process.

• What is the influence of the impingement angle for tilted glide planes?
The interplay of the dislocations with the phase boundary will strongly
depend on the orientation of the incoming and outgoing glide plane(s) with
respect to the phase boundary. Dislocations may transmit into Phase B,
invoke crack nucleation or migrate into and move along the phase boundary.
Dislocation decomposition and recombination will play a significant role in
all of these events.

• What is the influence of multiple glide systems? The presence of multiple
glide systems has a manifold influence: i) it increases the number of glide
planes available for transmission; ii) dislocations approaching the phase
boundary on different glide systems, that meet at the phase boundary, may
react with each other; iii) dislocation reflection may be triggered.

• How does a lattice mismatch affect the dislocation behaviour? The consider-
ation of coherent as well as semi-coherent interfaces will be of high interest.
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In the case of semi-coherent interfaces, the interplay between approaching
dislocations and the mismatch dislocations can be studied. Based on the
results of Chapter 6, the dislocation behaviour will strongly depend on the
position where glide plane and phase boundary intersect with respect to
the location of the mismatch dislocations.

• How does the dislocations’ interplay with the phase boundary alter for more
realistic grain boundaries? It is expected that the approaching dislocation
influences the local grain boundary structure. In this context, defect re-
distribution along the phase boundary may play a significant role. Again,
the results will depend on the position where the glide plane impinges the
grain boundary.

• What is the influence of more complex applied loading conditions on the
competition between dislocation transmission and phase boundary deco-
hesion? An additional externally applied normal stress will pre-load the
phase boundary and in turn support dislocation migration into the phase
boundary as well as decohesion of the phase boundary.

• What is the influence of the grain size on the global model response? By
varying the grain size of Phase A the number of stable dislocations is
altered (see Section 7.1). Therewith size effects such as the Hall–Petch
effect or the inverse Hall–Petch effect can be studied.

• How does a 3D description alter the obtained insights? In a 3D setting, dis-
locations of mixed character (edge and screw) can be modelled. Depending
on the representative glide plane potential, the dislocations may disso-
ciate into Shockley partials, separated by a stacking fault. Additionally,
dislocation multiplication can be included by a Frank–Read source which
nucleates dislocation loops under a sufficiently strong local resolved shear
stress.

7.2.2 Extension of the theoretical and computational framework

Some of the above research topics involve a higher complexity of the disloca-
tions’ interplay with the phase boundary. In order to facilitate a reliable study,
corresponding extensions of the current PN-CZ model are required. The key
limitations and the potential extensions of the model are as follows.

• Model dimension. By extending the current 2D description towards 3D a
wide field of potential research subjects will be accessible. Although the
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model formulation may be simple in terms of the stress-strain behaviour
and a generalised glide plane potential [4], the numerical solution pro-
cess will prove to be challenging due to the increased computational cost.
Parallelisation and re-meshing will be required.

• Material behaviour of the bulk. In the current PN-CZ model, isotropic
linear elasticity is used for the bulk description. To capture an anisotropic
material behaviour, a corresponding extension of the bulk description is
straightforward [6]. In relation with the large strains that occur in the
dislocation core, quantitative deviations in the interaction of dislocations
with the phase boundary are expected. An extension towards non-linear
elasticity, taking the elastic anharmonicity effect into account [5, 6], may
improve the quantitative insight and close the gap to atomistics.

• Coupled normal-tangential disregistry potential. Currently, no coupling
of the glide plane and phase boundary potential is possible since a linear
elastic condensation renders the condensed potential unbounded from
below, i.e., with increasing compression, the potential diverges to −∞. The
model extension towards non-linear elasticity, however, would allow for a
non-linear elastic condensation and in turn a condensed potential that is
bounded from below with its minimum ψ(0,0)= 0.

• Non-locality of the potential. Despite the non-local nature of the atomic
interaction, the present PN-CZ model is based on a local description of
the glide plane and phase boundary potential. To take the gradient in
the slip distribution within the dislocation core into account, a non-local
formulation of the potentials may prove beneficial. Candidates are a non-
local kernel [7, 8] or a gradient formulation for the potential [9] and the
bulk [10].

• Finite strain formulation. The current PN-CZ model is formulated in an
infinitesimal strain framework. This, however, may have a influence on the
obtained results due to i) large strains occurring in the dislocation core, and
ii) a large slip related to the dislocation motion. Nevertheless, although
an extension towards large strains might seem straightforward, it will be
rather challenging to meet thermodynamic consistency, balance of angular
momentum and material frame indifference [11]. In the context of the
discretisation around the dislocation, re-meshing of the interfaces will be
required. This may necessitate an intricate treatment for the intersection
between glide plane and phase boundary.
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7.2.3 Connection to other computational frameworks

A related point of interest for future research is the establishment of a link
between the PN-CZ models and other computational frameworks the following
purposes

• Calibration of the PN-CZ model. In order to optimise the predictive ac-
curacy of the PN-CZ model, density functional theory calculations can be
employed to provide highly accurate glide plane and phase boundary po-
tentials. In addition, molecular dynamics simulations will be an important
tool for an in-depth verification and calibration of the PN-CZ model. In this
context, the key ingredients of the PN-CZ model, in terms of its accuracy
with respect to MD, will be unveiled.

• The PN-CZ model as a calibration tool. Larger scale models, such as,
amongst others, discrete dislocation dynamics (DDD), continuum dislo-
cation dynamics (CDD) or strain gradient plasticity models, currently
lack profound constitutive relations for the interplay of dislocations with
phase boundaries. The exploration of the PN-CZ model, will enable the
formulation of such constitutive relations.

This demonstrates once more the core strength of the PN-CZ model: despite
– and in fact as a result of – its simplicity, it is able to provide high quality
insight into the mechanics underlying edge dislocation induced phase boundary
decohesion. Particularly upon implementing the above-mentioned extensions
(Section 7.2.2), the PN-CZ model, and similar modelling approaches, hold great
promise for scrutinising the dislocation behaviour in multiphase microstructures.
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